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DECEMBER 23, 1992 • VOL V, NO 52 • GREATER PORTLAND'S WEEKLY JOURNAL OF NEWS, ARTS AND OPINION. FREE 
• Coincidence or chicanery? AI Diamon examines the 
history behind Maine's "ballotgate." page 4 
• The hunter-gatherer forages Down East again - this 
time, as a dumpster-diving Santa. page 8 
• The tradition continues: If Christmas dinner doesn't come 
close to killing the participants, it isn't Christmas. page 12 
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Be Hoa Trinh 
Perry Scott, a native of Winthrop, 
Maine, and Hoa Trinh, who was 
born in Vietnam and raised in 






carrot and orange juice business that 
supplies several hundred bottles a 
week to local cafes, restaurants and 
Shop 'N Save supermarkets, 
What's your standard for selecting 
carrots? 
Perry: I'm very picky about the 
carrots. I've been known to refuse a 
couple thousand pounds. They have 
to be really, really clean. Also, you 
can get sour carrots, I'm at the point 
where I can smell it, if they're bad, 
before I juice, 
Do people expect something that 
tastes like tomato Juice? 
Hoa: I don't blame them [if they 
dol. But carrot juice is incredibly 
sweet. We drink it every~day. 
People say you can tum orange if 
you drink it, . . 
Perry: ... but it hasn't happened 
yet. We' re still waiting, If it does, we 
can really do a demo at Shop N' 
Save, 
How much do you drink a day? And 
how's your eyesight? 
Perry: About a quart. It doesn't 
affect my eyesight in any way that I 
can see. What is does do is make 
your hair grow faster. And my nails. 
My god. They grow. 
By Paul Karr, photo by Tonee Harbert 
Perry Scott (with a toasting Hoa 
Trinh, left): MThe shelf life of carrot 
Juice Is so short. Ideally, It should be 
drunk Immediately - like before you 
get to the checkout. " 
I , 
, , 
This New Year's Eve 
Leave the Noise Behind The Enjoy a Quiet Dinner 
osprey 
Chef Michael Gagne 
Great Idea! 
Just 10 minutes from 8ath off RI. 127 at 
The Roblnhood Comer 
Roblnhood, ME' Tel. 374 2530 
D--------------------------~ 
10% OFF 
* * * HAPPY * * * 
* * HOUDAYS * * 
25C OFF 
• Holiday Baskets 
over $25 
• Cheese Platters 
over $30 
• CaseofWme 
(mixed or same) 
PlACE ORDER NOW! 
Selected sandwiches 
Turkey, roast beef, ham 
(OFFER EXPIRES 12131/92) .r 01' d.an,d Mon·Sat: 9:30· 5:30 • Thursday: Open till 6 
•• ,,_ ~y ~ ~ Delicious Homemade Soups Daily -tJ'me "' '",",Deese Tel: 772-4647 • Fax 772-5294 (}. _____ ' __ ~ __ .:. __ ~8~:~ ~. !!! ~r!~d!.. O~ !:>~ 0 
TABLE &. CHAIR SETS. CAR BEDS· DOll CARRIAGES· ROCKING CHAIRS 
• BABY SLEDS· ROCKING HORSES· EASELS· TOY CHESTS 
WE OFFER THE LARGEST SELECTION IN N.E. 
284 Western Ave., S. Portland, ME 774-2229 
Open: M-W 10-6; Th-F 10-9; Sat 10-5; Sun 12:30-4:30 
& other 
mistakes 
• By Al Diamon 
Raised on robbery? 
The allegations of ballot tampering at 
the State House raise serious questions 
about a series of what might charitably 
be called uncomfortable coincidences in 
legislative election recounts dating back 
to 1988. Those coincidences all seem to 
in'volve people working for Democratic 
House Speaker John Martin, particu-
larly his executive assistant, Ken Allen. 
Martin and Allen have always had a 
reputation for playing political hardball 
when it came to election issues. They 
were straightforward only when there 
was nothing to be gained by being 
devious. They were fair only when 
opponents insisted. They were merciful 
never. 
It's still a big step from nasty to 
criminal, and it's not yet clear when or 
if anyone took that step. But there's a 
pattern here that raises a lot of ques-
tions. 
A quick review of legislative re-
counts for the past decade turned up 
nothing suspicious until 1988. That year 
Republican state Rep. Roland Salsbury 
of Bar Harbor won a IS-vote victory 
over Democratic challenger Virginia 
Constantine. Constantine requested a 
recount. 
This was the first legislative recount 
since 1982, and everybody was a little 
rusty as to the rules. The first day was 
devoted to a series of procedural 
challenges, mostly from the Democrat's 
lawyer, Jonathan Hull. Nobody paid 
much attention. That's because recounts 
rarely overturn the original results. The 
odds are, if errors were made, they 
were made against both candidates. By 
the end of the first day the odds were 
holding. Salsbury was still ahead. 
When counting resumed a couple of 
days later, a serious mistake was 
uncovered. Ten ballots for Constantine 
had been credited to Salsbury. That put 
the Democrat ahead, and even though 
Republicans wanted to keep fighting, 
Salsbury conceded. "I was never 
suspicious about the ballots," he said 
recently. "It was just human error." 
So was the discovery of penicillin. 
The recount reversal taught the 
Democrats an important lesson. The 
process involved in settling disputed 
elections was both extremely compli-
cated and extremely sloppy. If the 
Republicans learned anything, it's 
never been apparent. 
Questions that probably can't be 
answered: Did anyone notice how loose 
ballot security was during the Salsbury 
recount? Did anyone notice how easy it 
would be for someone with a State 
House passkey to enter the legislative 
hearing room where the ballots were 
stored, and tamper with the election 
materials? Did it occur to anyone that if 
they had a few blank ballots from a 
particular race they could alter the 
outcome of close elections anyway they 
chose? 
Fast forward to the 1990 elections. 
One of the Republicans whom John 
Martin hates most in the world, Sumner 
Lipman of Augusta, won a 13-vote 
victory over the speaker's longtime ally, 
Rep. Daniel Hickey. The Democrats 
rolled out their recount regiment 
(including Ken Allen), and attacked on 
two fronts: Some ballots hadn't been 
counted, and some people voted in the 
wrong legislative districts. The recount 
took several days, and Lipman recalled, 
"Votes kept turning up out of the blue." 
In the end it wasn't the newly 
discovered ballots that decided the 
issue. Enough voters from the wrong 
districts were found to have voted in 
the Lipman-Hickey race to convince the 
Maine House, where Democrats held a 
large majority, to call for a new election. 
Lipman won by a sufficient margin to 
avoid further recounts. 
Republicans learned a lesson from 
the Lipman recount: Getting enough 
evidence to force a new election wasn't 
difficult. They resolved to keep careful 
track of voters who received the wrong 
ballots. What the Democrats learned is 
for detectives and lawyers to decide. 
Questions that probably can be 
answered: If somebody were inclined to 
try to steal an election, couldn't they 
outsmart themselves by pursuing too 
many strategies? If more than one 
method of stealing elections works, 
why not use the simplest one? 
Which brings us to 1992. Democratic 
state Rep. Lorraine Chonko of 
Topsham, a close friend of Martin, 
squeaked by Republican Dan Billings of 
Bowdoinham by 12 votes. Billings 
hoped to win a new election by proving 
that some voters received the wrong 
ballots. But on the second day of the 
recount several previously undiscov-
ered ballots suddenly appeared, most of 
them for Chonko. Billings gave up. He 
now says, "I conceded under false 
assumptions." 
Democrat Louise Townsend of 
Canaan was 36 votes behind Republi-
can ~umner Jones of Pittsfield after the 
election. After the recount Townsend 
was three votes ahead. Newly discov-
ered uncounted ballots were the reason. 
Townsend has told friends she's 
"disgusted" with the process, and 
believes Jones won the seat. 
Republican Jerry Hillock of Gorham 
saw his 24-vote lead over Democrat 
Elden McKeen of Windham evaporate 
after the Dems interrupted the recount 
for a strategy session in Martin's office. 
Upon returning they announced that 3S 
ballots were missing. Not for long. They 
were found in a box in the comer, and 
guess who most of them were for. 
Extra ballots also suddenly turned 
up in the Rockland recount between 
Democrat Rita Melendy and Republi-
can Clayton Fowlie, and in the 
now-infamous Cumberland recount 
between Republican Joseph Taylor and 
Democrat Deborah Rice. 
The only recount that's not in 
question so far this year is the one in 
which Republican Ken Lemont held on 
to defeat Democrat Kurt Adams for the 
Kittery House seat. It's also the only 
recount in which the ballots never spent 
an unattended night at the State House 
because the counting was completed in 
one day. 
Probably, just a coincidence. en 
neuusreal A review of the top news stories affecting Greater Portland Month December 16 through 21-
The United Way will not fund the Boy Scouts. G~eater 
Portland United Way said "no way" to funding the Pine Tree Council of the 
Boy Scouts of America because the Boy Scouts won't allow gays or lesbians 
to supervise scouts. The United Way's decision stemmed from the Boy 
Scout's refusal to allow a Portland lesbian to serve as a den mother for her 
son's scout troop. United Way directors voted 32-0 Dec. 17 to adopt a new 
policy that denies funding to groups that discriminate on the basis of sexual 
orientation or disability. 
"It's abou t time," said Ri ta Kissen, a member of Portland's 
chapter of Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays. "I 
think this will push the Boy Scouts to be more inclusive." 
But that's not likely, according to Pine Tree Council 
spokesman Jeff Stanley, who said the local council can't 
change the Boy Scouts' national policy. 
The council will still receive $79,500 in United 
Way funding this year because the new policy 
becomes effective July 1, 1993. 
United Way had received 133 calls 
supporting their move, and 166 against 
it as of Dec. 21. Spokesman John Shoos 
said it was "highly unlikely" that the 
agency would reverse its decision. 
Lawyers are lining up to fight 
the NRA's suit against the Portland 
Housing AuthOrity. Housing authority 
director Peter Howe said lawyers from a 
couple of Portland firms have offered 
their services at no charge to challenge 
the NRA. The nation's largest gun group 
has filed suit against the authority's rules 
banning tenants from possessing firearms. 
Chris Coggeshall of Verrill & Dana, which 
already represents the authority, said several 
attorneys had "trooped" into his office to volun-
teer for pro bono duty. The firm Jensen Baird 
Gardner & Henry also offered to help, 
according to Howe. 
'1t looks like it's not going to cost us if 
tenants want to make an issue of it," he 
added. The au thori ty' s seven tenant councils 
will decide whether to battle the NRA by 
early January. 
The state sided with an Old Port bar 
that had been denied a liquor license by the City Council. 
•• d 
State liquor commissioners voted to grant Sharky's a license, overruling the 
City Council's Nov. 16 decision. The City Council had denied the license 
because Old Port merchants complained that Sharky' s patrons were rowd y. 
City attorney Gary Wood vowed to appeal the liquor commission's decision. 
Sharky's co-owner Jim Albert said he felt "mistreated" by the city and 
claimed the city's case was "based on hearsay." 
L.L. Bean employees got sick from noxious fumes 
twice in one week. PhYSicians at area hospitals examined 25 Bean workers 
on Dec. 16 for illnesses stemming from a chemical accident at the 
company's Freeport warehouse. The chemical reaction was caused when 
workers mixed a drain opener with cleaning compounds in a clogged 
sink. A floor of Bean's retail store was closed on Dec. 9 following a similar 
accident. "It's just a bizarre coincidence," said company spokeswoman 
Catharine Hartnett, dismissing any suspicions that the chemical reactions 
might have been deliberately created. 
Portland's mayor wants a full-time successor elected by 
voters. Mayor Charlie Harlow will ask the City Council to call for a 
referendum in May so the city charter can be changed to give Portland a 
full-time elected mayor. Harlow said his move doesn't mean he's un-
happy with City Manager Bob Ganley. 
"Bob Ganley is not the issue here," Harlow insisted. He claimed Port-
land will gain "political clout and benefits" from a full-time mayor. 
Harlow said an elected mayor could spend more time lobbying federal 
bureaucrats, who recently rejected Portland as a site for a new Defense 
Department complex, or businesses like Stone and Webster, which 
snubbed Portland in its search for a de-inking plant site. Harlow aims to 
make his pitch to the City Council in mid-January. 
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Where there's smoke there's ballot tampering charges. 
Attorney General Michael Carpenter is investigating allegations that Ken 
Allen, an aide to House Speaker John Martin, stuffed a ballot box during a 
recount of District 38 votes. Democrat Deborah Rice lost the Nov. 3 election 
in District 38 by 25 votes to Republican Joe Taylor (see Politics & other 
mistakes, page 4). Carpenter's probe focuses on two suspects and has 
expanded toa recount in District 35, where Democrat Elden McKeen lost to 
Republican Jerry Hillock by 24 votes. 
The ballotgate probe stems from an apparent illegal entry to a locked 
ballot room, which was discovered when Deputy Secretary of State Gary 
Cooper smelled cigarette smoke in the room. Secretary of State Bill Dia-
mond called Carpenter, who met with Rice, her lawyer Jonathan Hull and 
Taylor. State Rep. Sumner Lipman - who's helping GOP candi-
dates through the recount process - claimed that Allen had 
admitted to Hull that 14 extra ballots were added for Rice. Hull 
called Lipman's account "inaccurate," but wouldn't say how 
or why it was inaccurate. Allen denied the charges and said 
he's the victim of a GOP vendetta. Martin suspended Allen 
on Dec. 14 so he could seek treatment for alcoholism. 
Martin insisted the suspension was not connected to 
ballot-tampering charges. 
A marine lab will come to Portland 
if it can finance the deal. Bigelow Laboratory for 
Ocean Sciences wants to move from i tscramped 
facility in West Boothbay to the vacant 
Cumberland Cold Stroagebuildingon Portland's 
waterfront,accordingtolabdirector LewisIncze. 
The city has been trying to lure the lab for two 
years and City ~nager Bob Ganley called 
Bigelow "a key piece of waterfront develop-
ment." Ganley said the city will try to help 
Bigelow obtain grants or low-interest loans to 
secure the deal. 
As a marine business, the lab would be 
allowed under current and proposed water-
front zoning. It expects to occupy about half 
of the 92,000-square-foot building owned 
by Waterfront Maine. The lab could either 
buy the property or sign a long-term lease, 
according to property manager Peter 
Wellin. The cost of both options are still 
being negotiated, he added. The property 
has an assessed value of $672,000. Wellin 
estimated renovation costs at $60 per 
square foot, or, approximately $5 million. 
Aquarium proponents have recently 
touted the benefits of linking a marine lab 
and aquarium on the waterfront. Incze said 
the lab "would operate well if co-located with an 
aquarium, but it's not a neceSSity." 
Another Porteous property was sold. The Porteous ware-
house on Hutchins Drive in Portland's Stroudwater area was bought by 
Unum Dec. 18. The Portland-based insurance giant paid $1 .275 million for 
the building, according to company spokeswoman Tracy Sherman. Unum 
will use the facility to produce and store paper records, Sherman said. The 
Maine College of Art announced its plans Dec. 15 to buy the old Porteous 
store on Congress Street. 
Portland's emerging arts corridor got a bOOStastheMaine 
Historical Society bought the former First New Hampshire building at 489 
Congress St. on Dec. 18. The society aims to createa museum in the building 
to exhibit the society's collection of Maine artifacts. 
"This is our most ambitious project since we acquired the Longfellow 
Family property and built our library building 90 years ago," said society 
president David Boyer Jr. The Society paid $690,000 to buy the building 
from Sun Life of Canada. 
Reported by Frank Spurr, Bob Young and The Associated Press; 
illustrated by John Bowdren. 
Ooops ••• CB W should have reported in last week's cover story, "Coming 
to Portland, America," tha t Moses Sebunya received an associate's degree in 
criminal justice from the University of Maine in Augusta and is currently 
enrolled in a master's degree program in human services administration at 
Antioch University in Keene, N.H. 
" 
WE WISH YOU 
(choose one or more): 
o Merry Christmas 
o Happy Hanukah 
o Healthy New Year 
o A Decent Cup of Coffee 








We will be closed Dec. 25 & 26 
to enjoy the holiday 
555 Congress Street 761-3930 
Now you can get a 
free ride home from 
both BUS & BUY and 
FAKK& SHOF 




Thank you for U.lnl 
METRO. 
You're helping to •• ve 
the environment. 
DREIDEL IN THE 
Continud from front page 
Felix, an intelligent child caught in the cross-fire of adult 
madness, had invented his own holiday season mythology. 
Chanukah and Christmas were obviously words for the same 
thing. Grandma Rachel said Chanukah, Grandma Colleen said 
Christmas. This was not so unusual. After all, Grandma Rachel 
said "Oy vey" in situations where Grandma Colleen would 
say "Goodness me." And they had slightly different accents. 
So what? 
In any case, when the calendar said December, Felix knew 
that he would be getting presents, that there would be a sudden 
superabundance of chocolate in the house, and that 
people would speak incessantly about spinning the 
dreidel, a fat man named Santa, a reindeer with a red 
nose, a temple in Jerusalem and a baby in a manger, 
whatever a manger was. Grandma Rachel said things 
lasted eight days, Grandma Colleen sang 12. Mom 
and Dad became tense and irri table, and life went on. 
But this year was different. This year Felix was no 
longer even remotely a baby. He was a child, a boy 
racing mward adulthood. And since Rachel and 
Colleen had long ago lost whatever power they had 
once possessed over Margaret and Israel, they were 
determined to exert their influence on Felix, their 
one and only grandchild. 
On December 7, Pearl Harbor Day, Israel arrived 
home from his job at the Institute for Drip Agricul-
ture and found Margaret home early from her job at 
the Department of Water Resources, her sweet Irish 
eyes brimming with tears. 
"What is it?" asked Israel, rushing to his wife's 
side. "What's wrong?" 
''What's wrong is your mother," said Margaret, 
looking at her dark and slender husband as if she'd 
never seen him before. "She's kidnapped Felix and 
taken him Chanukah shopping." 
"Without asking our permission?" said Israel, 
truly shocked. "She usually screams and rages first." 
"Not this time," said Margaret, dabbing her eyes 
with a red tartan handkerchief. "I went to pick him 
u'p at school and they said Rachel had alread ygotten 
him." 
"But how do you know she took him shopping?" 
asked Israel, pronouncing the "g" at the end of 
"shopping" as only the child of Yiddish-speaking 
parents can. 
"Just listen to the answering machine." 
Rachel'smessageran thusly: "Hello Israel. I could 
stand by no longer and watch you d'eprive Felix of 
his birthright. I am taking him shopping. And as we 
buy our Chanukah gifts I will explain to him the 
truth, that Chanukah is a celebration of the purifica-
tion of the temple after the Romans ... " Here her 
voice grew louder and more passionate, " ... after 
those horrible Romans, who have all become Ca tho-
lics as you know, forced us to profane our temple, 
just as you are profaning the temple of this poor 
child's mind by allowing him to celebrate the birth 
of a fraud!" 
"Unfortunately," said Israel, shrugging, "she 
didn't say where she was going shopping, or I'd go 
get him." 
"You know she only shops at places that sound 
Jewish," said Margaret, glowering a t Israel. "We 
never should have stayed so close to our mothers. We should 
have moved to St. Paul." 
"A good Catholic town," quipped Israel. 
"Very funny," said Margaret, grabbing her purse. "You go 
to Weinstock's, I'll go to Loehmann's Plaza." 
'i' 
Even as they dashed to their vehicles - Margaret to her 
electric car, Israel to his bicycle - Grandma Rachel was plying 
Felix with french fries and a milkshake at Max's Opera Cafe. 
Felix paused thoughtfully between fries and said, "So then if 
Jesus was Jewish, why don't you like him?" 
"Like schmike," said Rachel, shrugging. "It's nothing per-
sonal. He may have been a very nice boy for alII know. Then 
again he may not even have existed. The point is, he wasn't the 
Messiah. Look atthe mess he left behind. Would a Messiah do 
that?" 
Felix found it interesting that 'mess' and 'Messiah' sounded 
quite similar, but he was more interested in his milkshake. 
Rachel went on about the miraculous cruse of oil that burned 
for eight days, and Felix was about to request another shake 
when who should appear in her green-and-red Christmas 
finery, laden with red-and-green bags full of Christmas pre-
sents, but Grandma Colleen. 
"Well whata coincidence," said Colleen, bowing politely to 
Rachel before kissing Felix hello. Rachel fixed Colleen with an 
icy stare. "Don't tell me you eat here." 
"I'm a fool for their mini-Reuben," said Colleen, growing 
excited just thinking about the hot pastrami, the sauerkraut, 
the horseradish mustard burning the back of her tongue, 
bringing tears of joy to ... 
''We were just going," said Rachel, standing up suddenly. 
"Come on, Felix." 
''We're Chanukah shopping," said Felix, beaming at 
Grandma Colleen. "Because Jesus left a mess." 
"I beg your pardon?" said Colleen, her smile disappearing, 
her eyes narrowing. "He what?" 
"But he wasn't a messy guy," explained Felix. "He was 
just ... " Felix frowned. " ... something." 
"Jesus is the son of God," said Colleen, taking Felix's hand. 
"And I'm the pope," said Rachel, grabbing Felix's other 
hand and yanking him away from Colleen. 
Outside Max's, Colleen pulled Felix away from Rachel and 
ran with him through the parking lot toward her Mercedes. 
"You see, Felix," she explained breathlessly, "your grand-
ANGER~ 
mother Rachel is confused. She doesn't know what she's 
talking about." 
"But why are we running?" asked Felix. "Grandma Rachel 
can't keep up." 
"Because she ... she could hurt you," said Colleen, feeling 
herself about to cry. "She could ... " 
Felix put on the brakes. He was strong for a S-year-old. 
"Grandma Rachel would never in a million years hurt me," he 
proclaimed with great certainty. 
"Not intentionally," said Colleen, "but ... " 
"But nothing," said Rachel, catching up to them. "How dare 
you steal my grandson from me." 
"Because you're ruining Christmas for him," shouted Col-
leen, who was not usually a shouter. 
"Christmas is a lie!" shrieked Rachel. 
"Don't fight. Please don't fight," said Felix, his little jaw 
trembling, his eyes filling with tears. 
"Sweetie," said Colleen, her heart breaking with compas-
sion for the little lad. 
"Bubalah," said Rachel, her anger washed away by the 
plaintive voice of her grandson. 
Israel arrived a moment later, pedaling hard. As he drew 
near, his son appeared to be granting absolution to each of his 
kneeling grandmothers. 
'f 
In the living room that night, after they'd finished watching 
"Northern Exposure," Margaret and Israel asked Felix to 
recount the day's adventure. Felix began, "Grandma Rachel 
came and got me and said I was a good Jewish boy, and then 
at Max's Grandma Colleen said Grandma Rachel was con-
fused and might hurt me because ... because I was the son of 
God." And then Felix began to weep. 
Israel and Margaret called their Beyond Dysfunctional Re-
ligions support group leaders, Phil and Susan, and told them 
what was going on. Phil suggested that they corne clean with 
their mothers, suffer the immediate turmoil and proceed from 
there. Susan suggested they mightwantto think about moving 
faraway. 
Israel stayed awake all that night, listening to old Bob Dylan 
albums and reading Buckminster Fuller. He checked on Felix 
every hour or so to make sure he wasn't being troubled by 
nightmares. Margaret slept fitfully, dreaming that she was 
wearing a slinky black negligee and was about to make love on 
a huge bed in a cathedral with her husband dressed as a nun. 
In the morning, after a brief strategy session, Israel 
called his mother and Margaret called hers. An hour 
later, the four adults convened in Israel and 
Margaret's living room. Colleen sat in a chair by the 
fireplace, her hands folded in her lap. Rachel stalked 
the room, refusing to sit. Margaret revealed, with 
great passion, that she felt her mother had never 
approved of Israel because he was born a Jew. Israel 
then made a similar revelation concerning his mother 
and her feelings about Margaret. 
Colleen said this was nonsense and that she had 
great respect for the Jewish people, particularly 
Rogers and Hammerstein. Rachel admitted that 
Margaret was not her ideal daughter-in-law, but that 
if she would convert to Judaism, all would be for-
given. And then Israel and Margaret revealed their 
association with Beyond Dysfunctional Religions. 
"You are lost to me," said Rachel, looking at her 
son, slowly shaking her head. "And to think that 
your father was a cantor, and his father a rabbi." 
"May the Lord have mercy on your soul," said 
Colleen, looking at her daughter and crossing her-
self. 
"And what will you do with poor Felix?" asked 
Rachel. "Raise him with no God?" 
"He is not poor, mother," said Israel. "He is rich 
with our love." 
"lllusion," said Rachel, bowing her head. "A child 
without tradition is a boat without a rudder." 
"Amen," said Colleen, crossing herself again. "A 
child without God is a soul walking against a hurri-
cane." 
''Well put," said Rachel, smiling sadly at Colleen 
and Sighing. 'Those without faith shall wander un-
fulfilled forever." 
"Yes," said Colleen, her eyes wet wi th tears. "And 
the unrepentant shall be a source of shame to the 
Almighty." 
"I couldn't have said itbettermyself," said Rachel, 
putting a sympathetic hand on Colleen's shoulder. 
And so, at last, the days of Chanukah and Christ-
mas carne, and Israel and Margaret and Felix spent a 
week with several other families planting trees in a 
ravaged forest. And on New Year's Day, Felix got a 
new bicycle with training wheels. And Grandma 
Colleen brought him a stocking full of chocolate 
angels and a red tartan sweater she'd found in the 
bargain bin at Eddie Bauer's. And Grandma Rachel 
brought him a basket of chocolate pretzels and a 
jacket she'd found on sale at Levinson's. And then 
they all went to Max's for some good eats. 
Who knows what the future will bring for Felix? 
Who knows what spiritual course he will choose for 
himself when that time comes? We only know that Grandma 
Rachel and Grandma Colleen are friends now, good friends, 
united in their belief that their children are wrong. caw 
Novelist Todd Walton writes regularly for the Sacramento News & 
Review, in which this story first appeared. 






The National Stuttering Project is 
a seIr-help organization for people 
with chronic stuttering problems. 
We publish up-to-date informa-
tion about stuttering, provide a 
monthly newsletter and maintain 
numerous self-help chapters 
across the country. 
For information, support and 
therapy referrals for children and 
adults, contact: 
The National ' 
Stuttering Project 
2151 Irving St., #208 
San FranCISCO, CA 94122-1609 
Tel : (415J.566-5324, FAX: 415-644-3721 
A non-profit organization since 1977 
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Experiencing the wonder of Christmas every 
Dumpster divers trash 
• By John Hoffman 
• Illustrations/John Bowdren 
Can you imagine it? Can you poSSibly picture what 
it would be like to be a healthy, happy child with 
wise, twinkly-eyed parents and, in addition to that, to 
celebrate Christmas every week! What bliss! What 
bottomless depths of bubbling joy! 
Well, that's what life was like growing up in a 
semirural family of dumpster divers. 
Yes, dumpster divers. You know, those mysterious 
scroungers who pull up behind stores with an old 
pick-up or a large, beat-up car and commence to load 
boxes, bales and bags of refuse into their vehicle. Yes, 
those people, those frugal and clever individuals who 
experience the wonder of Christmas morning the 
whole year round. 
For a moment, mentally set aside the image of an 
unwashed, homeless and mentally ill vagrant who 
reeks of cheap booze like Night Train. Obviously, this 
person is experiencing desperate poverty, hopeless-
ness and negative thoughts. But consider that 
rustic-looking family of five with an old Ford pick-up. 
What do you suppose they are seeking behind that 
shopping mall? Wha t is it that keeps them coming 
back day after day, loading their vehicle with a smile 
on their faces and a crafty gleam in their eyes? Do you 
imagine they are finding rancid fish heads for a stew? 
Would people come back day after day for rubbish 
when food stamps, welfare, unemployment, surplus 
food distribution and soup kitchens are so widely 
available? 
Affluent Mainers can't fathom the truth in this 
statement: The dumpsters of Maine are full of goodies! It's 
like an endless Christmas! 
Amazing as it may sound, our highly advanced 
civilization has reached such a plateau of conve-
nience, disposability and profligate waste that a 
bright, motivated scrounger can lead a relatively 
affluent lifestyle just by gathering up all that dis-
carded wealth. 
Food! Clothing! Furniture! Appliances! Books! 
Building materials! Money! Yes, money! People 
actually discard beer pitchers fun of pennies, 
crumpled dollar bills, wads of foreign currency, even 
precious metals. My wife's wedding band with five 
small diamonds was a lucky dumpster find. J have 
found coin collections, new clothing, boxes of tools, 
even vacuum-packed gourmet coffee (Irish cream, to 
be specific). 
Of course, one good rummage sale and even that 
beat-up chair becomes cash in your hot little hands. 
I'm not talking about hours of gathering cans to earn a 
few dollars, but quick rewards for a few minutes of 
work. I'm talking about a hundred perfectly good 'IV 
dinners, one day past their expiration date, still 
frozen. Or, perhaps, an almost-new couch for your 
apartment, a stylish leather jacket, boxes of paperback 
books. Christmas every week! A true, joyful, spirit-
filled Christmas that answers human need with 
abundance. 
A dumpster diving Christmas 
The Christmas celebrated by most of us is, unfortu-
nately, typical of our culture. We borrow money or 
use credit to buy things we can't really afford -
because we figure we have to, we owe somebody. We 
gather to celebrate family and tradition and end up 
pulling hair and screaming over somebody's alcohol-
ism, somebody's adultery, somebody's 
dirty-long-disrespectful-heavy-metal-hair in the 
Christmas turkey. We prepare too much food and end 
up throwing it away, then feel guilty and write a 
check for some charitable cause - which turns out to 
be yet another shocking fraud. 
A week after Christmas, the toys that looked sooo 
wonderful on television lie in bright, broken heaps 
and the children are playing with the box, for crying 
out loud, and popping the bubble wrap With shrieks 
of joy. A Valium or two might help the holidays speed 
by, but you'll be paying the bills at 19.5 percent 
annual interest for years to come. 
Meanwhile, the dumpster diver lurks in the 
shadows. After Christmas, after New Year's, the 
whole year round. 
What's this, a broken train set? Hmmm. Some little 
dumpster diver might find this lots of fun in the sand 
pile. Paper, paper, so much damned packaging! Ah, 
what's this? A box of little gourmet cheeses! Some-
body must not like cheese. Well, I like cheese. I'll just 
take some of that two-da y-old bakery bread and make 
myself a grilled havarti sandwich. Ho, ho, hoi What's 
this? The Playboy magazine Christmas issue. Heh, 
heh, heh. Mine, now. I just like all those articles about 
stylish living. 
A few goodies here, a few there; it adds up very 
quickly. Some items can be used by the dumpster 
diver and her family. Other items can be sold or 
bartered dozens of different ways: conSignment 
stores, rummage sales, junk dealers, Army surplus 
stores, high-class antique boutiques. Every deal is 
unique unto itself, and considerable creativity is 
required of a dumpster diver converting trash to cash. 
The more you dive dumpsters, the more you begin 
to place material possessions in their proper context. 
For example, a nice dining room table is only important 
if the family sitting around it is happy and healthy, not 
fussing and feuding and hurling plates about. Better 
chicken pot pies and clumpy Kool-Aid from a super-
market dumpster than a fancy store-bought feast with 
bickering and raging around the table. 
, 
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commercialism 
Even as she becomes aware of the transient nature 
of human possessions, the wise dumpster diver 
becomes acutely conscious of material value and 
physical needs. Your child has worn socks, for 
example, but one day you dumpster dive several pairs 
of nearly new kiddie socks, free. You rejoice over this 
small victory in the endless battle to provide for your 
loved ones. As you take advantage of bruised, 
discarded fruit or that slightly banged-up rocking 
chair, you can revel in your practical ability to rip the 
things you need from the clutches of the cold hard 
universe. 
But a dumpster diving lifestyle is not a miserly 
pursuit of used socks and bruised vegetables. On the 
contrary, if often means a truck loaded up like Santa's 
sleigh. My father frequently returned from dumpster 
forays with so many boxes of books, good quality 
clothing and discarded grocery store goodies that it 
took days to use, barter or sell the stuff. He looked 
like a mad, grizzled elf as he hopped from box to box, 
pulling out a prized item or two and saying, "Look at 
this, son! Books about animals! Stars! Cookbooks! 
Look at these blue jeans! Like new! And these canta-
loupes! Dozens of 'em!" 
We had Christmas every week - two or three 
times a week, sometimes. When we were kids we 
didn't just have a clubhouse, we had real furniture, 
real clothes to play dress up, real potted plants and 
aquariums and dozens of bikes. It was wonderful! 
When we wanted to build a treehouse, we had our 
own hammers, buckets of nails, a reserved pile of 
lumber. When we wanted to play soldiers, or cow-
boys and Indians, or cops and robbers, we had real 
army uniforms, real cowboy hats, even a real money 
pouch from a bank. When my sister had a tea party 
she had real teacups and saucers. Once, my mom 
broke several coffee cups and said to my: little sister 
Rebekka, "Oh, dear, I've broken all my cups! Might I 
borrow a few of yours?" 
The line between child's play and the world of 
adulthood was tenuous at best. Having started a 
family late in life, my parents were entering their 
second childhood as we entered our first. The world 
seemed an endless playground of abundance that silly 
people discarded for our use and amusement. 
Providing for a family was an intense, creative game 
of surprises. 
Even as the fruitful abundance of nature answered 
every desire of the highly skilled hunter-gatherer, so 
the modem hunter-gatherer uses his extensive 
knowledge of society to find his food, clothing, shelter 
and fun. But the human race has evolved to the point 
where the urban hunter-gatherer (i.e., the dumpster 
diver) must also seek out information and readily 
saleable items. 
Happily, the ecosystem of the city answers the 
dumpster diver's every need and desire. As the 
natural man was attuned to the seasons and the ways 
of plants and animals, so the skilled dumpster diver is 
attuned to society. The diver knows exactly where to 
look for certain items, he knows which days and times 
are "hot" and which aren't. The dumpster diver 
knows where to find a sticky, delicious mess of 
Halloween candy, boxes of post-Labor Day picnic 
leftovers and all those delightful Christmas goodies. 
Christmas is a tricky time for the dumpster diver. 
On the one hand, there is so much good stuff to be 
found . On the other hand, all that@#$%&*! packaging 
makes the wealth more difficult to locate. The jolly old 
elf in the red plaid jacket with the leather gloves and 
the army surplus boots has a few tips to make your 
dumpster diving holidays extra special. 
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Tips from "Dumpster Claus" 
First, do your holiday diving early. All that holiday 
feasting means acres of food pouring through stores. 
And you know what that means. Damage. Spoilage. 
Stuff expiring before the store managers notice and put 
it on sale. Dumpster diving heaven! After Christmas, 
look for Christmas-theme candy behind food stores, 
Christmas cookies behind bakeries, candy-decorated 
Christmas trees in residential areas. 
Toy stores are another good bet. All that commercial 
activity and those eager munchkin mobs mean lots of 
breakage, lots of lost parts. Heed what Dumpster Oaus 
says about toys: Old toys are nothing but new toys after 
a week. Yes, go out and acquire one or two high-quality 
playthings for your children by regular commercial 
sources. But don't overlook scrounging as an opportu-
nity to acquire lots of toys year round. Remember, a 
little sewing and a wounded teddy bear regains its 
stuffing; just because the wheels on a car won't tum 
doesn't mean it isn't good for fun in the sand pile. 
But what little ones really want for playtime is a big 
cardboard box and a serrated steak knife to cut "doors" 
and "windows." Watch your child closely as she 
handles the responSibility that goes with a "grown-up" I 
object like a steak knife. 
Sooner or later, dumpster diving at commercial 
locations turns up all sorts of unused stickers. Kids love 
stickers! Let them turn that cardboard-box-playhouse 
into a joyful collage of commercial slogans, or let them 
wear stickers on their (dumpster-dived) jackets. Lots of 
shelving units meant for soda or other products make 
cute furniture for kiddie rooms, and they're free. For an 
added touch decorate with multicolored stickers. 
Store bric-a-brac discarded around Christmas time -
or any other time - can be loads of fun. Get a card-
Continued on page 11 
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I'm Going to Marry 
Him Someday 
The wind blew out of the Southeast all morning. He had to see the storm. It 
was a gray twilight at Two Lights. The waves were huge. We climbed the 
height of land by the Lobster Shack ... fog hom, wind, sea foam, the light 
on the hill, I could feel the thundering waves. It was a special moment, just 
the two of us, alone in the snow and the fury of the storm. He finds beauty 
in nature and always creates great times from the simplest things. I'm going 
to marry'him someday. 
When you're ready to become engaged, we really do have the world's most 
beautiful diamonds. 
Cross Jewelers 
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DUMPSTER DIVERS 
Continued from page 9 
board figure of some product 
spokesmodel and let your child improve 
the appearance of it with crayons or 
colored markers. Or play an amusing 
game of pin-the-mustache-on-the-
covergirl. Given a large cardboard figure 
of a human or cartoon, kids invent their 
own fun. Encourage their creativity. 
When coloring turns to joyful destruc-
tion, laugh with them as they rip those 
advertising icons to brightly colored 
shreds. 
After New Year's, scout middle- to 
upper-middle class apartment com-
plexes for party remnants like 
half-eaten jumbo bags of chips or even 
liquor. Whatever you do, don't miss 
scouting your local college just before 
Christmas break. The more expensive 
and liberal artsy the college, the better 
the pickings. Lots of kids drop out or 
clean house before Christmas break, 
not to mention the early grads. Not 
quite grown-ups, not quite kids, with 
w=y too much disposable income, 
these wasteful little pukes throw out 
everything from furniture to food to 
readily saleable textbooks with 
alarming casualness. With the money 
you'll make or save on this stuff, you 
can obtain extra nice gifts for your 
family or yourself. 
Whatever you do, don't buy 
wrapping paper. You can pick this 
stuff up in residential areas. If you 
can't dumpster dive some rolls of 
wrapping paper, wrap your presents in 
colored comic pages from the Sunday 
newspaper. (Pick this up Sunday night 
at apartment complexes or borrow it 
for a day from a recycling bin.) Other 
newspaper sections can make a 
striking and ecological statement as 
well. For example, a gift of men's 
clothing could be wrapped in colored 
paper from a men's clothing store 
insert. A practical gift like underwear 
can lend amusement if wrapped in an 
underwear ad. 
Trashing commercialism 
While a dumpster diver might not 
find all of her Christmas gifts in the 
trash, the unique dumpster-diving 
social perspective causes those who 
dive the depths to perceive more 
clearly the non-commercial and 
meaningful aspects of Christmas. 
Let's face it, Christmas commercial-
ism is a trespasser in our collective 
chimney. Christmas commercialism is 
a phony, grinch Santa with a false 
beard and a cheap costume, bearing a 
food processor some third-world 
individual was paid 40 cents an hour 
to assemble, and shouting, "Ho, ho, 
hoi Only $19.95! "Discover card and 
Visa accepted!" 
Think about it: Why are people 
ashamed to leave a price tag on a 
Christmas gift? Working at a nursing 
home, my wife once saw an older lady 
scratch at a sticky price tag for half an 
hour in order to remove it. Then she 
finally asked for a pair of scissors. Not 
only did she have to remove the price 
tag, she had to remove the evidence of 
i Is existence. 
Commercialism has successfully 
conquered and occupied Christmas 
like an invading army, and the 
general population has been brain-
washed into accepting commercial 
agitprop as Yuletide spirit. People 
might hear something about the "true 
meaning of Christmas," but they 
suppose the phrase means supporting 
their local charity with a check and a 
once-a-year visit to see the church 
Christmas pageant. 
Deep down, people believe that a 
self-made gift that shoots for "mean-
ing" will simply be perceived as a 
cheap gift. Advertisers spend 
gazillions of dollars on glitzy propa-
ganda in an effort to make the public 
believe (robot voice, here) that "a-
good-rule-for-an-engagement-ring-is-two-
months' salary." It's all gold-plated 
hooey, but nobody is spending that 
kind of money to tell people, "Be 
frugal- give her a secondhand ring 
from a pawn shop and spend some 
money on improving your job skills." 
If we don't buy people gifts we 
send them mass-produced Christmas 
cards. Again, we fear that a home-
made card will be perceived as tacky 
and cheap, so we act like a direct-mail 
marketing firm and send out glitzy 
cards. 
While the majority of Americans 
are transformed into shopping 
piranhas once a year, the dumpster 
diver in the shadows collects the 
remnants of Christmas leftovers, finds 
himself a nice sport coat, a book with 
pretty pictures. At home, his little 
ones make popcorn strings for their 
traditional Christmas tree - a live 
evergreen in their yard. Today, next 
week, next month, the year round 
they wait eagerly, wondering what 
Dumpster Claus will bring them. And 
as the children are settled all snug in 
their beds, visions of grocery store 
produce dance in their heads ... 
Merry Christmas - and the best of 
diving in the new year. caw 
John Hoffman is the author of "The Art and 
Science of Dumpster Diving,· available for 
$12.95 plus $3 shipping from Loompanics 
Unlimited, P.O. Box 1197, Port Townsend, 
WA98368. 
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All isn't calm, all isn't bright: 
Reaffirming Maine's democratic process 
These truly are the darkest days of the year for the good citizens of Greater 
Portland. The arrival of the solstice on Dec. 21 has been accompanied by a 
nagging sense that something is honibly and persistently wrong. As a people 
we are tired, disillusioned and burdened with malaise. 
So where is Jimmy Carter when we need him? Not the Jimmy Carter who 
vainly sought to raise the American people from spiritual and cultural torpor. 
No, we need former President Jimmy Carter, the cheerful Sunday school teacher 
who flies to various third-world nations here and there helping to make sure 
that elections are held honestly. 
business should suffer every indignity an angry people can heap upon those 
who would subvert democracy itself. And if it turns out this scheme grew from 
the office of House Speaker John L. Martin or any other figure of statewide 
political importance, then that figure should immediately resign. Questions like 
"What did he know and when did he know it" are irrelevant. If it happened on 
Martin's watch, he should be forced from office in disgrace. 
But we, the people of the Casco Bay bioregion, have not lost our way. We 
turned out in record numbers on Election Day and turned back the tide of greed 
and decadence that washed over us in the 1980s. We soundly rejected a congres-
In fairness, we note that the ballot scandal unfolds against a persistent 
backdrop of cynicism in state government. Another monstrous budget crisis 
awaits, and Gov. John R. "Big Lie" McKernan is off on a new propaganda 
campaign. His strategy is to go to Republican strongholds like Cumberland and 
Auburn, call a "town meeting" on two days' notice so people don't have time to 
organize, and then announce afterwards that the voters support his plan to 
make the poor and the disenfranchised pay for the past excesses of the country 
club types. 
sional campaign that was based on disinformation [1' rr (.] ~ t: 11 and anger. We found, worked for ~nd then elected ._ .. :! ..... :.. _ ... IIIIi_ .... _ ... !... ~ ..... _ .. __ some new state lawmakers who bnng a renewed 
sense of competence and vision to the State House. 
An~, of course, Portlanders made themselves a shining example for the state 
and~e nation on Election Day by affirming the city's commitment to justice, 
tolerance, equality and privacy. It is not just lesbian and gay Portlanders who 
can feel safe and proud this holiday season, but all of us. 
But as we danced in the streets on election night, it may have been foolish to 
assume that the political game we all so earnestly play is not a corrupt exercise 
- even here in Maine. For anyone who bothers to vote, it is repulsive to have to 
confront the possibility that some no-goodnik with a key to the right room could 
swing two local state representative elections - one in Cumberland, the other in 
Gorham. For anyone who doesn't vote, or for any voter who has considered a 
more active involvement in public affairs, nothing could be more deviously 
calculated to produce a shrug of the shoulders and a "Forget it." 
This is the same governor who has shamelessly sought to exploit the ballot 
scandal for political advantage. Rather than act like a real leader and react 
thoughtfully, or even cautiously, McKernan made a big show of snubbing 
Attorney General Michael Carpenter (a Democrat) and calling in U.s. Attorney 
Richard Cohen (a soon-to-be unemployed Ed Meese Republican) to investigate. 
McKernan has allowed his minions to suggest openly and irresponsibly that the 
scandal may reach into other races - even other election years. With the 
thought that a ballotgate could actually bring down John Martin, you can 
practically see the small river of saliva trickling down the steps of the Blaine 
House. 
Since we still believe in the rule of law, and since this is a time of year to 
withhold wrath and evoke mercy, we will refrain from judgment until more 
facts are available. When found, however, the person responSible for this ballot 
We think Jimmy Carter would be a much better choice than Dick Cohen to 
restore confidence in Maine's election process. Since it's Christmas, perhaps 
Santa Gaus could use his subpoena power to find out who's naughty and nice. 
But whoever comes down the chimney, may we discover Christmas morning the 
will not to shrug and say "Forget it," but to carry into the new year the ongOing 
struggle for the future of this small but wonderful state. (DMK) 
Curbing the desire for Christmas 
Every Christmas we had suet pudding. It was 
dessert, leastways supposedly, dessert by definition 
being the last testament of a mea\. 
I do not know if every American household vented 
Christmas to the same dangerous degree as we did in 
the white farmhouse of my youth. There are a number 
of good reasons for not doing so; chief among them is 
suet pudding. 
You are correct if you recognize suet pudding as the 
very same refuse from which candles are manufac-
tured, suet being the chief inedible tallow fats of a cow 
or sheep. Tallow is rarely acknowledged as the defense 
mechanism whereby animals prevent their employ as 
a nutrient source for carnivores, seeing as no proud 
carnivore wants to stoop to eating candles. Well, as a 
defense mechanism this works pretty well, except 
when it comes to the inhabitants of the British Isles 
and their progeny around the world. 
We had suet pudding at the close of Christmas 
dinner. The dinner itself was a fairly reliable means for 
killing the family off. Killed by mountains and 
drumlins of mashed potatoes, taluses of stuffing, 
cauldrons of gravy, small rowboats filled with 
creamed com, the entirety of a.,roast beast grotesquely 
carved into hideous portions at the table, bushel 
baskets qf green beans, corridors of pickled vegetation, 
chopper boxes of fresh rolls, torrents of cold milk, 
cargo chests filled with Jersey yellow butter, vestibules 
of jello, jars and demijohns of relishes, candied apples, 
swollen purple visages of dead beets, platters of 
stewed turnips and rutabagas. 
The table groaned. The table whimpered, gave off 
wrenching noises like those heard from wood-hulled 
ships frozen into the Antarctic ice pack. The claw feet 
on the table legs distended their talons and groveled 
for a hold on the ample flOOring. We, of course, had to 
eat it all. To save the table, dontcha know - prevent it 
from collapsing on our legs. We couldn't simply walk 
off, because we were already wedged beneath it. 
Every Christmas was this way, and to this contest 
we invited every friend, every available haymow bum, 
every cousin to the 20th power removed, aunts, 
uncles, grandparents, all that was available of human-
citizen 
ity to help consume my 
mother's Christmas 
dinner. Heaven help us 
if a blizzard intervened 
and it was just the nuclear family to wage the dinner 
war. We couldn't leave the table; the only escape was 
to eat your way clear. Which we did. And when the 
claws under the table began to relax and the ice pack 
to melt, then, then she brought the suet pudding. 
Tallow pudding! 
The pudding was created, as we knew, of every 
waste product imaginable, smushed together in a 
congealing business that they used during the Inquisi-
tion to rectify witches. The result is a black loaf the size 
of a football and weighing as much as a manhole 
cover. By English tradition this is still defined as 
edible. 
Over this a sauce was poured, of a hot mucousy 
consistency, which seeped in to the pores of the suet 
pudding and disappeared, leaving behind a black 
mass just as desiccated as before. Chewing granite is 
more of a gastronomical pleasure than chewing suet 
pudding, same with railroad track. Actually, it's not so 
much chewing as fitting your jaw around the obstacle 
and eventually swallowing it. Feel it course down 
your throat to land with a dull thud in your already 
swollen interior. 
Suet pudding was Christmas tradition. It had been 
consumed every Christmas by my family for millions 
of years, probably; it had to be done. It was, as we 
came to think of it, the laxative of Christmas. It took 
childhood right out of us, calmed down all the glitter 
and hyperbole. Who among us wanted Christmas to 
return sooner than a year hence, when there was that 
Christmas table to digest, followed by suet pudding? 
Christmas, we thought, might be even better with two 
or three years in between, 10 even. Why not abandon 
Christmas altogether? 
Months passed before we could look a square meal 
in the face again. Like bloated cows, we veered off and 
wandered about in the snow, colliding with stationary 
objects, incapable of bending over, swollen, hideous, 
out of proportion, our itsy-bitsy legs protruding under 
blimped torsos. 
With Christmas my mother had won a major victory. 
Not for six months would she hear the query "What's for 
supper?" Any time she wanted to avoid cooking for the 
herd, all she had to do was bring out a prehistoric flake 
of suet pudding, heat it on the stove and send the aromas 
in the 35 cardinal directions of the farmstead . One smell 
of that vile vapor and we were no longer hungry. Once 
again we felt that self-destructive bloat, the urge to barf, 
all of it held down by a tombstone slab of suet pudding. 
The tradition continues. If Christmas dinner doesn't 
come close to killing the participants, it isn' t Christmas. 
This farm Christmas has no lovely urban pretenses. No 
stylish, trim, lo-cal, Jane Brody-recipe Christmas. Done 
right, Christmas curbs the desire for more Christmas in 
one efficient stroke. If only Christmas would come and 
then go away forever, we would at least be freed from 
suet pudding. 
Justin Isherwood farms a l ,200-acre spread with his brothers in 
Plover, Wis. His work has appeared in Isthmus, where this 
essay first appeared. 
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Conflict of interest 
Although I am loathe to tempt the 
fates, I feel it is absolutely necessary for 
me to register a very strong complaint 
about the review by John Philbrick of the 
Portland Stage Company's production of 
"Holiday Memories" ("Share tru 
'Holiday Memories' at Portland Stage," 
1210.92). 
The review is a positive one, and I 
am thankful for that Single ticket sales 
are helped tremendously by positive 
reviews, and I'm sure Mr. Philbrick's 
comments will help. 
However, Mr. Philbrick reveals a 
blatant conflict of interest when he 
describes, e"en with a sense of irony, a 
deeply felt ~ :mism against Portland 
Stage Company for never having hired 
him as an actor. Were this reviewer 10 
express a distaste for the quality of the 
work or for the caliber of artistry on the 
Portland Stage Company stage, I would 
be able to accept (albeit not understand) 
whatever feelings he might have about 
us. 
This kind of criticism relates solely tp 
one person's objective response to the 
work and that is the job of the critic: to 
remiin objective at all times. But because 
Mr. Philbrick reveals some anger at 
never having been hired by us, he 
destroys any sense of objectivity he 
might exhibit and discredits the entire 
review. 
Criticism requires not only objectivity 
but the apptrUll1ICe of objectivity if 
anything in the review is to be accepted 
at face value. No one would ever think of 
hiring a disgruntled waiter who has been 
fired from a restaurant to review that 
restaurant. Why would one think that an 
actor, who blithely announces how 
subjective he is, could possibly show any 
objectivity in the same kind of situation? 
I think this sets a dangerous prece-
dent, and would request that as a 
responsible publication, you would not 
employ the services of an actor to review 
a theater for which he or she wishes to 
work. 
The life of an aclOr is not an easy one. 
It's a difficult life, and my heart and 
support go out to anyone who decides to 
do it for a living. I think that it takes a 
very special individual to be an actor, 
just as I think it takes a very special kind 
of person to be a critic. To be a respon-
sible member of either profeSSion, 
~w::~m'IlY 
Greg Learning, Artistic Director 
Portland Stage Company 
Actor/critic wins applause 
Bravo to CBW for bringing John 






experience in his field both here and 
elsewhere and is obviously more 
interested in providing a valuable 
service to the reader rather than just 
exercising his own wit in print at others' 
expense. His reviews thus far have been 
a pleasant change for CB W. 
Bravo also to John for having the guts 
to put in writing what local professional 
actors have known for years about 
Portland Stage Company - there is 
very little "Portland" in it. 
~ ~StiC Director 
American Renaissance Theater 
Casco Bay Weekly welcomes your 
letters. Please limit your thoughts 
to 300 wonts, include a daytime 
phone number and address to: 
Letters, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A 
Congress St., Portland, ME 043.03. 
Putting Africa on the map 
"'" -.~ -o,, ~ .•.. 
Immigrants from more 
than a dozen AfrIcan countrtes 
make their home In Portland. 
Below find answers til the quiz 
that accompanied last week's 
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• 
A REFRESHING HAIR CARE EXPERIENCE 
SysteHT-e Boilage® from Matrix Essentials. The right ingredients. Aromascienc~. 
A natural, eco-responsible approoch to beauty. Stop in today. 
HAPPY HOLIDAYS! OPEN SUNDAYS 10-4 




thru Sun. night 
• Roast Lamb • Moussaka 
.Spanakopita .Dolmathes 
'Gyros • Psari Plaki • Etc. 
Community 
Cable Network 
week of 12/25/92 
• UVING TAPESTRIES: 
Moments to Remember (112 hr.)) 
• ORIGiNAl FRANCO- AM~RICAH MUSIC 
With Josee Vachon. Portland (112 hr.) 
• BACKYARD MAINE: 
Wreaths. Swags & Gifts tor the Garmr (1!2 hr.) 
• PARKS & PUBLIC WORKS 
A OavThat Never Ends. (112 hr.) 
• AN rLllABETHAN CHRISTMAS 
(1 If.) 
Programs premiere frl 7·1Oom. and arllepealed Sal.· Mon.1-4 
& 7·1Opm and Tues .• Wed .• & Thurs. 9am·noon. I 
Cable Channel 37 In Portland. So. Portland. C3po Ellzabelh. 
falmou'h. & ScartlorouQh. Channel varies In Gorham. 
Bringing you a little 
magic for the 
holidays ... 
I1II THE PINE TREE SHOP 
BAYVIE~~ALLERY 
75 Market Street Portland 
773-3007' 10-6, Mon-Sat 
AMERICANA NEW YEAR'S EVE 
PARTY ASSORTMENTS $ 
FOR 10 PEOPLE 6.50 
Yes! We carry a full line of rentals for all your 
parties ... chairs, tables, coffee urns, champgne 
fountains and much more ... 
Also a full variety of party items for your 
everyday parties. 
633 Warren Ave. Portland 774-2261 
~skis 
"Where the Real People Meet." 
In response to the gripe article in Portland Press Herald 
"There's no place to go where you can get a good home 
cooked meal & cocktail when your work day ends at 7am." 
Well, there is such a place - RUSKI'S! The Closest Thing to 
Cheers in Portland! Yes, we even have a Carla & Norm, 
sorry, no Sam yet... 
Breakfast Items: Create your own Omelet, Hangover Special, 
Chipped Beef on Toast, Country Sausage & Gravy, 
Pancakes, French Toast, Ruski Muffin, Fill-Me-Up Please, 
Eggs Benedict, Belgian Waffles. 
The "Best" Breakfast in Town! 
Lunch &: Dinner Items: Patty's Homecooked Specials, 
Rosie's Pasta Specials, Soup, Chowder, 5 Alarm Meat Chili, 
Nachos, Burritos, Appetizers, Pizzas, Calzones, 1/2 lb. 
Burgers, Sandwiches (15 to pick from), Chicken & Steak 
Dinners, Jumbo Shrimp 2 for $1, Fried Clams, All you can 
eat Fish Fry- Every Friday. 
Daily Homemade Lunch and Dinner Specials Starling at $3.95. 
Full Mellu Available All KitciJell Hours 
Also Full Mellu Available for Take-Out! 
-KITCHEN HOURS-
! WSA .~ Monday - Thursday: 7AM-IIPM 
rdFriday&Saturday 7AM-Midnight. Sunday: Noon-llPM 
. Happy Hour: Monday - Friday 4-7 , ,°0 
1111 Well Drinks $1.75 • Dally Beer Specials $1.45 0,°0 






-Where Good Times Just Happen." 




"There ar.101s of Rosies, 
and w. have ours." 
"", great pIac. to'eat, drink, 
and relax." 
-The BusIness RevieW' -The Old fOrt Reporter 
"Rosie's dishes out 
lOme fantastic far •. " 
"*** for food • 
*** 1/2 for servlc •. " 
-Fbrt/and Press Herald 
"Th. 'Dart Mecca of Portland,' with plaques and trophies to prove 10." 
"Great plac. to relax with dinner and drinks." 
-Face Magazine 
Sippet,ti£rs =.~ ==:~~~;:~~o:~~ ~ch~.ken 
/,,,,,,,, Harmons Clam Cakes 
Daily Soup & Chowdoh Specials. 5 Alarm All Meat Chili. House Salads. 
Salad Combo Platters. Chef Salad 
Lu;kh 20 Sandwiches to choose from. Rosie's Famous Colzones.DesignYour 
& <])[h:~ ~~~~~~~~:i~~f.~~~~ :~:S~~~r;loms.FrK3d 
FINALLY, a neighborhood tavem with the activity of the Old Port. 
I~ Free Popcorn. Happy Hour Monday-FrIday 4 to 7pm SiEiii!!iI!I 
Dally Beer Specials. Friday. Scm.day • Late Nlte Menu _ 
.. 330 Fore street· Old Port· 112·5656 liIl 
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r - - - ,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T OVER-WORKED SAILS? - - - - - - .., 
: ' ~rry Christmas I Z!fj" G~I~~S~~ I Send Your Sails Away For A Litde R & R 0..; II 
I ! ~~I S 2.50 Lb. WASH, CHECK, MINOR 
I B" F R EEl Come dine wltb us i" our I REPAIR & STORAGE (w,'" "".",upon <>p.121)1/92) I I U. I upstairs restaurant I I 
I • • after 4pm and accept 
, I . N I Variety & our gift of a I I 
I 1 ... ___ ...... GREEN MOUNTAI I R ta t Maine State Lottery 1Jcket * I tel (207) 828-0003 I 
I • DRIVE THRU COFFEE I J es uran exp.12/~1I92. Call772.~~04 I fax (207) 828.0003 I 
I I d'o Open seven days a week I Portla.n..d Sail ~ I 
: ~'!, r::::itt':E. :i; J~ roo~!A5E I· Br~akfast anytime • Eat in or take out I and RIGGING (:0. I 
CORNER AREA EXPiRES 121'1/92 I 327 Mam Street, Cash Comer, South ~~!~~ I 58 Fore Street, Portland' 828-0003 SAlL\lAKERS. I 
~-------------------~-------------------+-------------------~ 
: S":OCkw9ye;---- 1 .~~O_OFP'Z~4··$2 00 1 1 
I ~ the Image Maker I -~@DI . • Off I I 
: Introductory HairCut I ~1i~4·" ~~vf;;)' Any16"ordeepdishpizza I PERM$35reg.$55 I 
I $1500 reg. $2200 - with Mindy : r PIZZA c\\.U : Cut, perm & style : 
I 50 Maine Mall Road I Best Pizza $1 off any 10 or 12" pizza I with ~ell~ Meg & Yvonne I 
- I 77A "712 or caizone 47 India Street, IntoWfl Portland, 
I South Portland, Maine 04106 . . -.;J I in New England exp. I2/3IJ92 I 772-8690 . . I 
I Offer good for New Clients only with thiS coupon. I 688 Forest Ave. Portland 774-4100 I Present this coupon for perm specIal (exp. 12/31192) I L __________________ L ___________________ _ 
i - ------------------ I KNITIING. SPINNING. WEAVING. SUPPLIES • INSTRUCTION I with this coupon. expires Januory 10, 1993 
I ~~&~~e:' Holiday Pet Gifts, Custom I -CALL FOR ClASS DATES- I S I HAIRCUT Withhe~~s~:~:, tl~oulder 
I Gift Basleets & Stockings : "We Don't Want To Count It!": For ~rst-tlmers. WE USE AND RECOMMEND 
I $1 Welcometormer matr·lx' I OFF: Up To 40% Off Most Yarns,: customers $8 
I ANY CANINE or FEUNE I Patterns & Needles. I Tan IOvIsHs/ $24 -Former E SSE N T I A L S 
I SCIENCE DIET PET FOODS I Present This Coupon I customers $22 • Perms starl $30. NOW 20% OFF 
I 41bs Of larger I ~ For An ~dltlonal 10% Off. I I 885-0105 Plus, Hills will donate $1.00 to 1-di!lJe.t 'al/z ,)~ expires 12-31-92 I 
I Oak HiM Scarborough Canine Companions For IndependenCE I ' ~ I 
I (facln9 Post Office) Whie supplies last, ExpI/88 12131192. 174 US RT 1, Scarborough (aa:oss from VIP Plaza) • Tiles-Sat 1~' 883-2951 
~-------------------~-------------------~--------------------
Xanh 5 9fair Center 
NEXT TO OSCAR BENOITS (DOWNSTAIRS) 
365 Fore Street. Portland' 761 -5811 
Deamber 23.1992 15 
10-d1lY cillerulllr 16 




Take a walk with this Jazzman on the Sun Ra side of the street at New Year's Portland, Thursday, Dec. 15. 
The sun is coming up 
Sun Ra brings big band improvisation to its zenith 
• By Jim Pin/old 
People who are familiar with Sun Ra and his "Astro-
Infinity Arkestra," or his "Myth Science Arkestra" or his 
current '1ntergalactic Arkestra," know he is capable of 
presenting an amazing show. Unfortunately, many of those 
people are visually oriented camp followers, and they 
entirely miss the music. Some, including Ra, might even 
argue that the bizarre trappings of each performance are 
more important than the music. 
In their dreams. 
Art & Soul continued on ptl~ 19 
~~ () • c .. 0 tl 0 () 
• . Be Infonned, <> get Involved ¢ 
& stay amused. ~ 
Trip the laser fantastic 
Spend a starry night under the dome of USM's Southworth Planetarium. 
·Christmas Around the World" offers a look at how different cultures 
celebrate Christmas, along with a discussion I; i I:{;) ~ I ~ i J ~ III of how co~stellatio.ns h~ve (or haven't). 
changed since anCient times and pOSSible 
explanations for the Star of Bethlehem. The show concludes with a laser 
light waltz on the dome to the music of Bach, Handel and Strauss. 
Planetarium Director Roy Gallant wrote the show, as well as dozens of 
science books. He was a member of the Tunguska Expedition, whose 
members are attempting to find the cause of the cataclysmic explosion of a 
cosmic body that devastated a large area of Tunguska, Siberia, in the 
year 1908. 
Shows are at 7 and 8 p.m. on Dec. 26, 2 and 3 p.m. on Dec. 27, and 12 
and 1 p.m. on Jan. 1. Tix are $4 for adults, $3 for kids and seniors. Call 





• Set the alarm for 4:30 in the mom· 
ing. Creep downstairs to the Christ· 
mas tree. Pick up likely looking 
suspects. Shake them. Hold them up 
to the light. Feel really, really crafty. 
Go back to bed. 
friday 25 
• Find salvation: The Salvation Army 
hosts a public Christmas dinner at 
12:15 p.m. today, preceded by a 
meeting at 11:45 a.m. All are welcome 
at 297 Cumberland Ave. 774-6304. 
saturday 26 
• Join the contras - in Bowdoinham, 
where Scrod Pudding plays for a 
contradance in the Town Hall from 
8:30 p.m. till midnight. Bowdoinham, 
for those of you unfamiliar with the 
state's crunchy Birkenstock subcul· 
ture, is where Maine's hard-core 
contradancers go to swing (baby). 
Admission's $5.724-3120 or 666-3090. 
""Ihls C ristmas, give your 
gif • 
Pine Point Records proudly announces ii's newest release: 
by Rick Charette 
Also from Rick Chareue: 
Christmas Tree 
A wonderful colleclion of original 
songs wrilten by Rick Charene 
along wilh several Christmas classics 
# ppe·oIM casselt. 
Available al mOSI book Slores and children's lay slores, or call or wrile Pine 
Point Records. P.O. Box 901, Windham. Maine 04062 (207) 892-7175 or 
FAX (207) 892-6593. Visa or Mastercard accepted. Send $9.98 plus $1.00 









~ 0 • 
sunday 27 
• Enj<.>y a Lion's share: Crawl out of 
your lair this morning and stalk over to 
the Lion's Breakfast Club, whose 
members meet from 8-11 a.m. today in 
the Gorham Lion's Den on Route 114. 
Bring a paper, bring the cubs, enjoy the 
Lions' extensive breakfast menu (eggs 
benedict, sourdough pancakes, fresh-
killed antelope - or do they mean 
cantaloupe? - omelettes, etc.). Cost is 
$2-$5. Bring this Calendar for a 10% 
discount. 839-3933. 
monday 28 
• Ice skating is nice skating 
But here's some advice for the ice 
skating: 
Never skate where the ice is thin 
If you do, then you'll fall right in 
And wind up with icicles under yer 
chin. 
Cumberland County Civic Center 
can't guarantee you won't fall in, but 
you'll have lo work awfully hard to get 
icicles under your chin. Skate your 
heart out this week - Dec. 26·30 - at 
daily ice rink sessions (two on Satur· 
day and Sunday). Bring your own 
skates because you won't find any 
rentals there. Admission's $3, $2 for 
., 
6 0 
kids age 12 and younger. Call 775-3825 
for session times. 
tuesday 29 
• Tired of being rustic? Remember 
the words of A va Gabor - "New 
York is where I'd rather stay; I get 
allergiC smelling hay. I just adore a 
penthouse view - dahling, I love 
you but give me Park Avenue!" And 
go see "Tuscaloosa," a collection of 22 
short New York stories by Hank 
Beebe, which won the Outer Critics 
Award for best Off-Broadway 
musical in 1976. 
Beebe produces the two·hour show 
- accompanied by a full dinner 
menu at A City Squire Restaurant (50 
Wharf St., Portland) - which ex· 
plores New York in all her glory (?), 
from her luxury department stores to 
her filthy streets. See the bright lights, 
if not the big city, tonight at 8. The 
trip costs $8. Make your travel 
arrangements by calling 775·7994. 
wednesday 30 
• Feeling lonely? desperate? horny? If 
you're one of those who "like to 
watch," curl up with yourself on the 
couch and take in "Sex and the Single 
Rhino," a NOV A special that explores 
efforts to preserve endangered 
species. It's on WCBB (Channel 10 in 
Greater Portland) tonight at 8 . 
thursday 31 
• Welcome to the New Year! Celebrate 
with old and new acquaintances from 
the performing arts - music, dance, 
vaudeville, cabaret and more-
courtesy of Maine Arts, which ushers 
in the year at various downtown 
locations with artists induding space 
jazz astronaut Sun Ra and his Interga· 
lactic Arkestra; gospel's Fabulous 
Bullock Brothers; Theater of the 
Enchanted Forest; A vner the Eccentric 
down; Hypnotic Clambake, the 
We're Back! 
loaded sandwiches,gyros, 
Greek salads,& mini grecos 
Serving from 11 till close 
128 Free Street Portland 
774-1114 
world's first klezmer-bluegrass-rock. 
reggae band; Maine's Susanne and the 
Guys with Ties and reggae band 
Rockin' Vibration; comedic storyteller 
Jackson Gillman and many more. 
New Year's Portland also boasts the 
fourth annual5K road race; a daylong 
film fest at the Nickelodeon; a group of 
poets, writers, students and seniors 
who will gather at Frost Gully Gallery 
to share their New Year Visions; 
fortune teller Madame Zelda and 
fireworks. 
Through Dec. 25, admission buttons 
are $8, $6 for seniors and $4 for kids 
under age 12; Dec. 26-31 prices go up 
$2. They're available at Shop 'N Save 
markets, certain Congress Street and 
Old Port businesses, at all New Year's 
Portland venues Dec. 31; or by 
calling Maine Arts at 772·9012. 
• Get fired up to see the Del 
Fuegos - whose name means fire, 
ardor or a skin eruption, among 
other things - who'll be packing 'em 
in like sardines at Raoul's Roadside 
Attraction (865 Forest Ave.) tonight 
at 10. George Ham, an aptly named 
comedian, opens at 9. 
Admission's $10 in advance, $12 at 
the door - and includes a champagne 
toast at midnight, party hats and 
favors. 773-6886. 
friday 1 
• Dammit, Janet! Don't forget to bring 
the toilet paper and rice. Celebrate the 
new year in the proper spirit by 
throwing your propellant of choice at a 
screening of "The Rocky Horror 
Picture Show." 
See Susan Sarandon - who's come 
a long way, baby, since playing a 
dewy young newlywed - along 
with Tim Curry Oookin' good in 
fishnets) and Meatloaf Oookin' -
well, lookin', anyway) as they get to 
know one another in a strange 
castle occupied by visitors from the 
planet Transsexual. Show time is 9 
p.m. 772-9600. 
r.zz . greal lood • great music - great beer & wine 
Dec. 23 Vintage Ilcpertory Co. 
pruenu 
Dylan Thol'la;;' 
A f:hild's f:bristmus in Wales 
lJappy lIoliday Season 
r_ 
The rolks al tbe no 
Reopening lUes. Dec. 29 
l'Ceer"\la.llOlll welcome. cloted mondays 
20 danforth st • • 772·8114 
o 
saturday 2 
• Walk like an Egyptian to Geno's, 
where Osiris - that mythic band from 
Skowtown (Skowhegan, dontcha 
know) - brings its original hard rock 
at 9 tonight. This band's dirge rock 
has been compared to Pearl jam's. 
You be the judge at 13 Brown St., 
Portland. 772-7891. 
• 0 
Submissions for Entertainment 
Weekly sections must be received 
in writing on the Thursday prior to 
publication. Send your Calendar and 
Listings information to Ellen Uburt, 
Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress 
St., Portland, ME 041.01.. 
Let a clown with the Wright stuff make New Year's a laughing matter, Thursday, Dec. 31. 
Sports Bar and Restaurant 
11 Brown St., Portland 
formerly site of HuSluJng' s 
Uplltairs • Sports·OrIented Lounge 
Downstairs • FamJ.ly·OrIent.ed Restaurant 
NOW OPEN 
for Lunch & Dinner 
WATCH FOR OUR 
GRAND OPENING 
call 871-9999 
best brunc.h tn town. 
Closed Christmas Day 
Open December 26 &. 27 at 8am 
Breakfast M·F 6 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m. 
Lunch M-F 11 :45 a.m. to 2 p .m. 
Sat 6 a.m.-2 p.m. Sun 8 a.m.-2 p.m. 





hair long .. thin 




Bangor. H. Vassalboro. Burlington. vr 
--
In time for New Year's! 
ROSE PARKS 
Exquisite collection of 
rayon crepe separates 
ct\ftTfRlftl O~JfCTS 
NEW, VINTAGE & CONSIGNED CLOTHING 
500 Congress St., Portland 774-1241 
Monday-Saturday 10:15-6:00 Sunday 12-5 
~mETRO 
Full Fa .. $1 
Senior Citiuns 50$ 
11..- .......... MIntO I ••• MnI "' .............. 
Disabled Perso ... 
..."..,. LD ...... wi ......... til ...... 
50$ 
Children Under 5 y.... FREE 
U.1t2 ........... 
FREE 
Monthly Pass $30 
Ten Ride ncket $9 
~mETRO 
774-0351 
Using public hansportation 
helps save 
.he environment. 
Join Us Christmas Day 
For Good Times and Great Food! 
Friday's will be open Christmas Day 
4:30 pm - 11:30 pm 
Enjoy a complimentary 
appetizer on us! 
Please present ad to foodserver" 
EVERYONE LOOKS FORWARDTO 
FRIDAY'S 
25 Pearle St. in the Old Port 
775-4236 
Free Parking for Friday's guests 
Friday's Gift Certificates 
make a great Christmas Gift 
Gift Certificates 
available in any denomination. 
C'rol Friday'. Inc. 1992. Gift c.rtiJica!ea include 
tax but exclude gratuit~ Alcohol not included where 
prohibited by law. Appetizer oft'er good one per penon. 
Not availa"b1e with any ~ offer. 
silver 
screen 
Al8cWlnTheanlmated tale of a poorteenage boy who 
wns the 1011& of1l1e sultan's beautIfUl dauglltBrwlth 
the help of a tenle (the voice of Robin Williams). 
Features six new songs from the latB Howard Ashmll'!, 
Academy Aw.d-wImlng composer of "Belluty and 
the Bellat" 
....,.... Whitney Houston, In a daring casting 
mewe, ltara as a black popular singer whose life Is 
being 111reat8ned ~ a cnszed fan. Not to worry, she 
hires an 8j(·se<:rllt service agent (Kevin I<ostner) to 
enille her _I~belng. They fall In love. Bad 
movie, 
BnIm S .. W. Dr8CU18 A vampire (Ga'Y Oldman) 
joumeys from Transylvania to London, drawn ~ an 
Innocent young --.-.an (WInona Ryder) who Is the 
spitting 1m. of the loVe he lost four centuries 
earlier. The fate ~ mankind - not to mention 11181 of 
Winona - Is In the hands of one man, Van Helslng 
(An1hony Hopkins). a vampire slayer. But can he 
S8M! up the stakes In time? Also stars Keanu 
Reeves. DlrectBd by Francis Ford Coppola. 
The Crylnc 0 ..... A BrItish SOldier (Forest Whitaker) 
Is kidnapped by 1I1e IRA but manages to befriend one 
of his captors. The captor becomes obSessed with 
the soldier, II'!d later. the soldier's wife. Directed by 
Nell Jordll'! (" Mona Lisa"). Also stars Miranda 
Richardson. 
TIle DlstIJCUlthed Oentle1Tlllll Eddie Murphy plays a 
small·tI me grlftBr who manages to scam his way Into 
congress. Once In Washington, he becomes the 
qulntBssentlal politician - tBklng advantage of all 
the peru, playing both sides of every Issue - until 
he meets the lobbyist of his dreams (She'Y1 Lee 
Ralph). 
A Few _ Men When two Marlnes are court-
martlaled for murdering a fellow corp&man, the 
government enlists NaYy Lt J.G. Kalfee, a slick 
Harvard lawyer known for his plea bargaining. He, In 
tum, Is bullied Into tlylng to dlscOll&r the tru1l1 by 
another omcer (Oeml Moore), who suspects a COIIer-
up . .Jack Nicholson gives an Incandescent perfor· 
mance as a sincere but hopelessly corrupted colo-
nel. Rob Reiner directs. 
~ Y~ Mel Gibson stars as a daredevil test 
pilot who VOlUnteers to be cryogenically preserved 
after he loses his true low. Aftyyears later a couple 
of Mlds deth_ him, setting him adrift In a strange 
new world. 
_ Food I.AMI&Irw Brooke Adams plays Nora, a 
sln&18 mo1l1er struggling to raise two very dlITerent 
teeMliedau,flt8fll-Trudl(loneSkye), whO'spa!ho-
logically promiscuous, and Shade (Falruza Balk), who 
los" herself In melodramatic movies. Directed by 
Allison Anders. 
HoftII FOllows the rlse and fall of Teamster boss 
Jimmy HolTa (.Jack Nicholson), beglmlng In 1935 as 
Hoffa tries to entice a truck drlYer (Danny DeVIto) to 
Join the Teamsters and become his right-hand hench-
mII'I, and ending In 1915 wl1l1 HoITa's mysterious 
disappearance. WrItten by PulItZer Priz.wnnlng au-
thor DlMd Mamet Directed ~ Danny DeVIto. 
Home Alone 2: Lost In N_YorkCareless Kevin's at 
Itagaln. This time he loses his family at an alJpOrtand 
ends up alone for the holidays In New York City, with 
only his dad's credit cards to keep him warm. By a 
remal1<able coincidence he runs Into the two Inept 
burglars he thwarted two CMslmases ago. Stars 
Macaulay Culkin, Joe Pescl, Daniel Stem and 
Catherine O'Ha",. 
tkM_ End In this adaptation of E.M. Forster's 
novel, the clash between different segments of early 
2OtIH:entury BrItish society Is reflected In the rela-
tions between the bohemian Schlegel Sisters and 
the conventional Wilcox family. Thouglltful examina-
tion of Foster's philosophy "only connect" - the 
Intarconnectedness of lives-and of women's place 
In pre.llberatlon society. Stars Vanessa Redgrave, 
Anthony Hopkins, Emma Thompson and Helena 
Bonham-CaJter. 
Last <II the Mohlc_ Based on James Fenimore 
Cooper's classic noY8l about colonial America, In 
which the French and English. each allied with Native 
Amerlcll'l tribes, waged a fierce and bloody battle for 
the new continent. Amid the confilct, Hawkeye, a 
frontiersman born of English parents but raised by 
Mohicans, reecues and falls desperately In love with 
the dauglltBr of a BrItish officer. stars Daniel Day-
lewis II'!d Madeleine Stowe. "Miami VIce· creator 
Michael Mann directed and co-wrotB the script VIvid 
and violent 
lMp <II Flllth StBve Martin stars as ajeded. itinerant 
tent-show evangelist who travels 1I1e Bible Belt stag-
Ing f_ miracles for large crowds. When one of his 
"miracles" turns out to be real , he's -for<:ed to 
question his lackoffaith. Also stars Deborah Winger, 
Uam Neeson and Lolita Davidovich. 
M .... oImX SP\ke Lee directs 1I11s biographical drama 
based on "The Autobiography of Malcolm X." Acad-
emy Award-winner Denzel WaShington stars as the 
controyersiai activist who began his adult life as a 
Zoot-suited hustler who ran numbers, smoked dope 
II'!d led a burglary ring before becoming the charls· 
mlltlc leader of the nation of Islam. famous for his 
calls for "necessa'Y" violence and black separatism. 
The movle's first Image - after 1I1e credits rOIl- Is 
of Spike Lee; does 1I1at tell you something? 
The MIChtY Due ... Emilio Estevez stars as a former 
hockey player picked up for drunk drMng. Instead of 
being sent to the pen , I.e .. the big penalty boX, he's 
sentBnced to coach a losing pee-wee hockey team. 
From Stephen Herek, director of "Bill and Ted's 
Excellent Adventure." 
The Muppet Chrlstma. Cwol The Muppets do 
Dickens. Supposedly. 1I11s rendition of "A Chrlslmas 
Carol· Is faithful to the original - except for the 
Singing frogs and pigs. See Kermit as Bob Cratchit 
Miss PIliit!' as Mrs. Cratchlt and Michael Caine as 
Scrooge. Paul Williams penned the original songs. 
Peuen,er 57 Wesley Snipes stars as an airline 
seCUrity expert forced to match wits wi1l1 an Interna-
tional terrorist while the two, along with a planeload 
of pessengers. are 40,000 feet In midair. 
A RNer Run. Ttvough It Robert Redford directs 1I11s 
adaptation of Norman Maclean's autobiographical 
novella about how he and his younger brother were 
taugllt the art of life througll fiy fishing ~ their 
Presbyterian minister father. Set In Missoula, Mo., In 
the first quarter of 111 Is century, "River" Is an absort>-
Ing parable about accepting Ilfe's rare moments of 
grace In the face of Its Inexplicability. Brad pm plays 
the headstrong little bro1l1er. Tom Skerm plays the 
fastidiouSly restrained father , and Em Ily LlojO makes 
the most of her somewhat undeveloped role as 
Norman's love Interest 
The RoclcJ Horror PIcture ShoW A young couple 
(SUsan Sarandon and BarTy Bostwick) stumbles 
upon a bizarre castle occupied ~ visitors from the 
planet Transsexual- and 1I1e rest Is movie hlstOlY. 
Also stars Tim Curry and Meatloaf. 
SnMk_ A group of security experts are hired to 
break Into "Impenetrable· places to test security 
systems. They are led ~ Martin Bishop (Robert 
Redford), a fugitive from the '60s. When a govem· 
mentagency discoyers Blshop's true identity, he and 
his ·sneakers" are blackmailed Into participating In 
a COIIert operatlon. Directed ~ Phil Alden Robinson 
("Reid of Dreams·) . 
T..,. A toy manufacturing tycoon dies and leaves his 
business to his mllttary.mlnded brother (Michael 
Gambon), who wants to retool the facto'Y to manu· 
facture weapons. This does not sit well with the 
deceased's son (Robin Williams), who fights to saW! 
the cherished toy factOlY from his demented uncle 's 
clutches-sothat1l1erecan be peace, harmony and 
"squeezable fun for eveJYOne" In 1I1e world once 
more. Directed ~ BarTy Levinson . Also stars Donald 
o'connor, Joan Cusack and Robin WrIght. 
T~ Two Chicago firefighters attempt to find 
stolen gold hidden In an East St. Louis tenement, and 
end up bumping heads with local touglls who also 
want the booty. Stars Ice-T and Ice Cube (no relation). 
Directed ~ Walter HIli (" Another 48 Hours "). 
Under SltCe A group of tBrrorlsts capture a U.S. 
battleship on Its way to being mo1l1balled, IntBndlnc 
to aeilits nuclear warheads. The entire skeleton cr_ 
Is drugged - except for one man, a Seal and former 
CIA operatIVe, played ~ Steven Seagal- who else? 
Mindless, but almost worth seeing for Tommy Lee 
Jones' perverse Iy whacked-out performance as the 
mil'! who wants to nuke Honolulu. 
~u More 1I1an two dozen --.-.en from the 
United States and Canada, IneludlngWhoopi Goldberg 
II'!d Phyllis Diller, crack wise In Gall Singer's doc:u-
mentary <II the world of female stano.up comics. 
what's 
where 
Because of CBW 's early publication this 
week, times listed below are tentative. 
Movie goers are advised to confirm 
times with theatres. 
General Cinemas 
Maine Mall 
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland 
714-1022 
Dates effective Dec 2~31 
Toys (PG-13) 
1:35,4;15, 7, 9:40 
Leap of Faith (PG-13) 
12:20,2: 50, 5:15, 7:40, 10 
Bram Stoker's Dracula (R) 
1:10, 4, 7:10, 9:50 
Aladdin (G) 
12;30, 2;40, 4:45,6:50, 9 
Home Alone 2: Lost In New York (PG) 
12, 2:30, 5, 7:30, 9:50 
The Bodyguard (R) 
1, 3:45, 7:15, 10 
Trespass (R) 
12:10, 2:30, 5;10, 7:40, 10 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective Dec 2~31 
Cinema opens at 2:45 Christmas Day 
A River Runs Through It (PG) 
9:20 
The Muppet Christmas Carol (G) 
1:45,4:45, 7:30 
A Few Good Men (R) 
12,12:45,3:15,3:45,6:30,7,9:30, 
10 
Malcolm X (PG-13) 
12;15, 4 :30, 8:30 
The Distinguished Gentleman (R) 
1, 4, 7;15, 9 :50 
Forever Young (PG) 
1:30, 5, 7 :50, 10:05 
The Crying Game (NR) 
1:15, 4 ;15, 7:40, 9:55 
Hoffa (R) 
12:30, 3:30, 6:45, 9:40 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St., Portland 
772-9600 
Matinees Sat & Sun 
Closed Dec 31 
Wisecracks 
Dec 23-29 
Wed & Fri 7,9; Sat-Sun 1, 3,7; Mon-
Tues 7 
The Rocky HOlTOr Picture Show (R) 
Dec 26-Jan 2 
Sat-Wed 9 
Gas Food Lodging 
Dec 30-Jan 5 
Fri 7; Sun 1,3,7,9; Sat 1, 3, 7; Mon-
Tues 7, 9 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets, Portland 
772-9751 
Dates effective Dec 22-31 
No final show Dec 24; no early matinee 
Dec 25 
Sneakers (PG-13) 
1:10, 3:50, 6;40, 9:20 
Last of the Mohicans (R) 
1:20, 4, 7:10, 9:40 
Mighty Ducks (PG) 
1:30, 4:10, 6:50, 9 
Passenger 57 (R) 
1:50,4:30, 7:20, 9:50 
Under Siege (R) 
1:40,4:20,7,9:30 
Howards End (PG) 
1, 3:40, 6 :30, 9:10 
SUN RA RISING 
Continued from page 15 
Sun Ra will be bringing his big 
band to Portland as part of Maine 
Arts' New Year's Portland celebration, 
The multikeyboard playing band 
leader (along with the inner circle of 
musicians who have been with him 
since the Arkestra's inception in the 
'50s) has advanced some of the most 
important changes in jazz history. 
Long before Miles Davis plugged into 
electronics or Walter /Wend y Carlos 
switched on Bach, Ra was fiddling 
with any number of electronic 
gadgets. The idea of expanding upon 
the band's aural cacophony appealed 
to him. 
More significantly, Ra was the first 
to allow his Arkestra to really cut 
loose. No longer did a front man blast 
away on Neanderthal tunes while the 
tuxedoed backup riffed on the 
choruses. Sunny (as he is known to his 
friends and in-the-know hipster 
writers) encouraged his band to 
improvise as well- Simultaneously. 
The entire concept of soloist began 
to blur. Certainly there were times 
when one player stood up to reinvent 
a tune in front of his fellow band 
members, but the band wouldn't 
music 
"Intergalactic music concerns the 
music of the galaXies," said Sun Ra in 
1971. "It concerns intergalactic 
thought and intergalactic travel, so it 
is really outside the realms of the 
future on the turning point of the 
impOSSible. But it is still existent, as 
astronomy testifies." Or, pulling back 
from that precipice: "l'm actually 
painting pictures of infinity with my 
music, [and listeners] will find that 
mine has something else in it. 
Something from another world." 
The leader and his band are 
shrouded in other myths as well. For a 
variety of cosmological reasons the 
members have often lived in large 
houses with Sun Ra. He wakens them 
at all hours to rehearse one of the 
many hundreds of songs he has 
written. In the early years, the group 
led a very cloistered existence, with 
Sun Ra discouraging band members 
from maintaining outside 
relationships. 
All that seems to be changing as 
Earth years continue to gain on Sun 
Ra. Now around SO, Ra has taken to 
performing pieces by other composers 
from Ellington to Fletcher Henderson 
(with whom he worked in politely support him. 
They would challenge 
him like blind hell 
hounds on the-trail of 
a man playing for his 
life. Charlie Mingus 
kept his players sharp 
by chewing them out 
onstage. Ra created an 
environment in which 
musicians were forced 
to be exceptionally 
Sun Ra and his IntergalactiC 
Arkestla perform Dec. 31 
the early '50s), or classic 
Disney tunes with the 
Arkestra's special 
imprimatur. And, of 
course, Ra music. Lots of 
Ra music - including the 
magnificence of longtime 
associate John Gilmore. 
at 7:30 and 10:30 p.m. at 
Portlldld City Hall 
Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St. 
New Year"s Portland til[: 
$10, $8 for seniors, $6 for 
kids" 772·9012" 
When Gilmore takes an 
infrequent solo, pay 
attention. He was a major 
influence of jazz's sax god, John 
Coltrane. And when Marshall Allen 
blurs his fingers over the alto sax's 
keys, be aware that he's influenced 
two generations of better-known 
players. But if Sunny moves to center 
stage, pushing his rotund figure 
around like a butterfly - watch the 
Arkestra instead. What seem like 
insignificant hand gestures may well 
bring on a ferocious sound that has 
never been equalled in jazz. 
creative. During the '60s and '70s, the 
band sounded, on occasion, like an 
encounter group on crack. 
The other side of Ra's persona-
the one that transforms audience 
members into fans - is the 
Arkestrated presentation, the visual 
door to the music. At times the band 
looks regal, clothed in hues of purples 
and reds and royal blues with bangles 
and glitter adorning their tunics. At 
other times, maybe the lean times, 
they look like a dime-store version of 
the same. But they are always 
shockingly attired. Then there's Sun 
Ra himself. Helmeted in gold lame, 
with sunglasses surrounded by 
L.E.D_s or maybe a magenta-tinted 
goatee, he is always the most 
outrageous - a multifarious leader. 
And this is all connected to the Sun 
Ra myth. The man is, for all intents 
and purposes, from Earth. But he tells 
people he's from Saturn. And he takes 
his time here very seriously. In rare 
interviews, he has described his music 
in cosmic terms. 
stage 
·"'"""'1 lind _ NI&Irt VIsIt .... • The Freeport Com· 
munltyPlayers presents Menottl's tale of a young boy 
visited by 1I1ree kings Jan 2-3 - Sat & Sun 3 pm -
at the Arst Parish Congregational Church, Main 
Street, Freeport. TIlt: $5, $3 seniors and kidS. 865-
6041. 
Ra's musical goal is hopeful and 
generous. 'The real aim of this music 
is to coordinate the minds of people 
into an intelligent reach for a better 
world, an intelligent approach to the 
living future," he said. 
Though high-flown about his 
music, Ra is typically down-to-earth 
when considering himself: "Some 
people call me Mr. Ra. Some people 





·The Boardwelk Melody Hour Murd ... • at The 
MystB'Y cafe Dinner Theatre, No Tomatoes Restau· 
rant 36 Court St, Auburn. Shows every other Satur· 
day at 8 pm. For Info and reservations call l·BOo. 
31o.1469. 
·1teddII a.bI.,. Portland Stage Company p(esents 
Ibsen's psychological drama of sexuality and de-
struction Jan 5-24 - Tues-Thurs 1:30 pm; Frl8 pm; 
Sat 5 & 9 pm; SUn 2 pm - at Portland Performing 
Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave, Portland. Tlx: $19.5Q. 
$28. 774-0465. 
Art & Soul continued on page 20 
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CLOSING AT 5 PM CHRISTMAS EVE 
CLOSED CHRISTMAS DAY 
879-2425 • 15 Temple Street • Portland 
,<,< 4.< 
Stop in during the Holidays 
(or anytime) 
for a full meal 
. or just a 
Quick Soup or Chowder 
to warm you up 
H~\\,\W 
Try a~HQt~ Mulled Cider 
< 
Happy New Year from}'s 
W'... !),jJ~ 
Maine's ~ Authentic 0 t 
Oyster Bar 'f/O ef1 
Mixi"g Good People, Good 
Food and Good Dri"ks 
for 13 Years, 
5 Portland Pier • 7724828 • 
Full menu from llam • midnight 
~---------------------, 1* * * 1 : 2 for 1 Dinner * 1 
1 * * * Expires 1fi/93 *: 
L_.:_*!l..c!p..e~_t!!!!.!!!l!J 
I 
Casco Bay VV?ekly Educational Resource 
Publication Date:~ SSNOTE Thursday, January/I" , ..JiM ace Reservation 
GIVE GIFTS 
FROMME.! 
When you choose unique 
Moine-mode gifts ot JUST 
ME., you help our 
Downtown, Moine workers, 
ond the Moine economy. 
You con also get great' 
quality gifts that stond out 
from the rest - gifts that soy, 
"IT'S FROM ME.!" 
JUSTM~ 
490 CONGRESS ST, PORTlAND 
207-n6-4860 
DEC. 23-29 WrJ~ ~ ~ (ONE WEEK) V ~ &~ 
WED and FR17, 9 ~ .~ ~ 
(a.DSED 1H1lRS-
CHIUSTMAS EVE) MORTM AMERICA'S TOP FEMAU COMICS 
SAT-SUN MAT 1,3 
SAT-roES EVE 7 
DEC. 2G-Jan. 2 
(ONE WEEK) 
SAT (12/26}-WED9 ~f~ 
(.- TIr __ N.., Y.". EDt) ~ 
FRI-SAT(1/2)9 A 
Plan Your 
New Year's Party at 
The Olde House 







Located 1 mile north of Route 302 
on Rt &5 in Raymond. 
Reservations Accepted • 655-7841 




,,.n'''''''ber 30, 1992]./ ,J 
r ""--w 
Start the New Year with an adventure 
Come to the ISLAND! 
Join us at Wills for Dinner & Festivities 
on' New Year's Eve 
Watch the Fireworks over the water 
Special Late Boat Service, Call for Schedule 
phone (207) 766 3322 
78 Island Ave, Peaks Island Me. 04108 
BRIGHTEN YOUR WINTER 
with blooming plants or 
colorful bouquets. We're here to 
serve all your floral needs. 
Color Your Life with Flowers From 






Art (;; Soul co1lti1lued from page 19 
stage 
"Hoir .... plclone· at The Mystety Cafe Dinner Tt. 
atre, Soneata Hotal, 157 High St. Portland. Shows 
fNery Saturday at 8 . For Info and reservations call 1-
80037()'7469. 
• _. Port·Star productions seMIS up dinner 
theater at The Baker's Table Restaurant, 434 Fore 
St, Portland. Shows awry Saturday at 7:30. TIll: 
$27.95 (Includel dinner). 77!Xl303. 
·T_IooN· Dlmer theater featu~ng New YOt"k 
StorIes set to music atA CIty Squire Restaurant, 50 
Wharf St, Portland. Shows every Tues at 8 pm. TIll: 
$8. 775-7994. 
auditions 
CIrthecInII Cllamller ..... _ audltlons Singers for Its 
non-lltu'llical choir. Auditions are Jan 5. 12, 7 & 14 
at St. luke's Cathedral, 143 State St. Portland. CIIII 
772-5434 for appointment. 
Freeport CommunIty ~ holds auditions for Its 
spring production of 'On Golden Pond" Jan 4-5 from 
7·9 pm In the AP Room. Freeport High School, 30 
Holbrook St. Freeport. 865-6041. 
Interloc,*, Arb AcIlClemy auditions dance atudenla 
between the ages of12-17 on Jan 13 at 6 pm at the 
Portland Ballet School, 341 Cumbe~and Ave, Port· 
land. Auditions consist of a ballet technique class 
followed by pointe work. Students must bring pointe 
shoes and two 5"x 7· photDgraphs In first ara-
besque. Cost: $10 to register. (616) 276-7472. 
concerts 
saturday 26 
SC ...... F ... (folk) 8 pm, The Portland Players, 420 
Cottage Road. S. Portland. TIx: $10. 767·6208. 
• upcomlng 
Sc'-'er F_ 1/2/93 (folk) 7:30 pm, The Center 
for the Arts at the Chocolate Church, 804 Washing. 
ton St, Bath. Tlx: $12, $10 seniors & students. 442· 
8627. 
Cathedral Ch_ .... ,. .. Choir 1/3/93 (Christ· 
mas) 3:45 pm. St. Luke's Cathedral, 143 State St. 
Portland. Free. 772-5434. 
clubs 
friday 25 
Deejay Chrt.trn. P8rty (reggae) The LNlng Tree 
Culture Club, 45 Danforth St. Portland. 874-0022. 
u .... Rock. (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St, 
Portland. 774-5246. 
True Colo,. (rock) Old Port Ti!lVem, 11 Moulton St. 
Portland. 774<>444. 
J.nny Woodman (rock) T -BIrds, 126 N. ~ St. 
Portland. 773-8040. 
Qrellx (hei!l\ly metal) The Wrong Brothers ' Pub at Port 
Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
saturday 26 
DeeUny (rock) Chapples, 1192 ForestAve, Portland. 
797·9155. 
TIle W.ronaa- (rock) Geno's. 13 Brown St, Port· 
land. 772-7891. 
TIle KlncI, Funky Blueit_ and Elllerllerry J_ (rock 
to benefit the MaIne Coalition for the Homeless) 
GrannyKlllam's Industrial Drlnkhouse, 55 Market St, 
Portland. 761-2787. 
Rockln' YIIInItIcIM (reggae) The llvl"i Tree Culture 
Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 874-0022. 
True Colors (rock) Old Port Ti!lVetn, 11 Moulton St. 
Portland. 774<>444. 
8oneh ..... (rock) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
TIle W __ (R&B) SprI"i Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St. S. Portland. 7674627. 
Jenny Woodman (rock) T-8lrds, 126 N. ~ St. 
Portland. 773-8040. 
Peter QINHn (acoustic guitar) TIpperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161. 
Qrallx (h8i!l\ly metal) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port 
Billiards, 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 775-1944. 
sunday 27 
DJ. Landry (acoustic) Gene>'s. 13 Brown St, Port-
lanet 772-7891. 
Dleco HIII'4 (dancing & flashing lights) The living 
Tree Culture Club. 45 Danforth St, Portland. 874-
0022. 
True Colors (rock) Old Port Ti!lVem. 11 MoultDn St. 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Chronicle (folk) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
H .... I_ ~y HICht with Stfte KlmbrouIh 
(comedy) T·Blrds. 126 N. ~ St, Portland . 773-
8040 . 
Solotlce (acoustic & electric) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf 
St, Portland. 773-0093. 
monday 28 
TIle Dave • S\we Show (contemporary) Old Port 
Tavern, 11 Moulton St, Portland . 774'()444. 
Open Mlc with R.ndy Morllblto (b.y.o.) RaoUl's 
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
6886. 
Ope" Mic with Ken QrllMley (acoustic) Wharfs End. 
52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
tuesday 29 
State Street Traditional JIIrZ Band (New Orleans 
jazz) Cebele's Bistro. 57 Wharf St. Portland. 775-
6257. 
Deeley o.c. (wo~dbeat/·60s & '70s rock) The 
living Tree Culture Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 
874-0022. 
The Look (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774<>444. 
Bill Silarnura (folk) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886. 
Ope" MlcwIthPeterQI_on(b.y.o. 8COUstlc) Spring 
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St. S. Portland. 7674627. 
Jim DuIIey (acoustic) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf St. 
Portland. 773-0093. 
wednesday 30 
Ope" Mic HI&ht (b.y.o. acoustic) GellO's. 13 Brown 
St. Portland. 772-7891. 
ChrlstlNl 01.." and CIItI Eberllardt (acoustic) GrlWlny 
Killam's Industrial Drlnkhouse. 55 Market St. Port· 
land. 761-2787. 
Dloco HI&IIt (dancing & flashing lights) The living 
Tree Culture Club. 45 Danforth St. Portland. 874-
0022. 
The Look (rock) Old Port Ti!lVern. 11 Moulton St. 
Portland. 174.()444. 
The O.khurst Boy8 (bluegrass) Raoul's Roadside 
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-0886. 
Open Mic with D.mlen and Qrall-x (rock) T-Blrds, 
126 N. ~ St. Portland. 773-8040. 
Skeleton Crew (acoustic. Votlarfs End. 52 Wharf St. 
Portland. 173-0093. 
Open Mlc Nlghtwlth TheCooIWhlpe(b.y.o.jam) The 
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 175-1944. 
dancing 
Q_ Dance, Inc., locations to be announced. Smok&-
and chem·free dances with swing, latin & ballroom 
music Fridays from 9-12 pm & Sundays from 3-6 pm. 
$5. 773-3558. 
TIle Llvlrc T_ Culture Club, 45 Danrorth St, Port-
land. African, world beat. reggae and alternatlve 
rock. Open Tues·SUn. 8740022. 
M.lne Ballroom, 614 Congress. SI. Portland. Every 
Sat !Hnldnlght. Cost: $5. No reservations required. 
773{)()()2. 
TIle Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open n lgh~y, 8 pm 
on ... Naked Thlrstdays: no cover, drinks $1.25 & 
drafts 25~; FrJ.Sat until 3 am; Sun-Mon: chem free. 
Cover: $3. 772·1983. 
"Iut_, 20 Milk St. Portland. Open nightly unti l 1 
am. No cover. 7744200. 
T·Blrd·s, 126 N. ~ St. Portland . SUn: comedy 
night; weekdays: special events; Frl & Sat rock & 
roll . dance. 173-8040. 
Wher ......... Danc. Club, 29 Forest Ave, Portland . 
Progressive music. Frl: chem free. all ages with 
deejay; Sat women 's night/rom 9-1 with deejay Deb. 
874-9770. 
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed: chem·free; 
Thurs: cutting edge dance; Fri : live national acts; Sat 




Alrlclln Imporb .nd New En&\8nd Arb 1 Union St. 
Portland. Original artworll & advice to collectors. 
Hours: 1()'9 Mon-Sat. 12-6 Sun. 172-9505. 
Alberta'. Cafe 21 Pleasant St, Portland. Various 
works ·by Maine College or Art students showing 
through Jan 1. Hours: Sun·Sat 6 :30 am·2 pm. 5-11 
pm. 7740016. 
.... Works 15 Temple St. Portland . "The Pool 
Series: selected photographs from a limited edI-
tion. hand-colored portfolio by Donna lee Rollins. 
Showing through Jan 15. Hours: Sun-Sat 7-5. 879-
2425. 
Congreu Squa .. Gall.ry 42 Exchange St, Portland. 
"Painter's Pieces, " the paintings of Heidi Prior 
Gerquest and holiday worlls by gallery artists. Includ-
Ing Melita Brecher, Philip Barter, Margaret Gerding, 
Henrylsaacs, John Muench. and Paul Niemiec show-
Ing through Jan 10. Gallery hours: Mon·Set 10:30-5. 
774-3369. 
Fr .. Street Studio 8 City Center, Portland . Sculpture 
by Karen Dow. paintings or Chris Mlr and paintings 
and sculpture by lyn Mlr. Through December. Gallery 
hours: Mon-Set 1()'7. Sun 12-5. 774·1500. 
Fr .. t Qully Qallwy 411 Congress St. Portland . Work 
of gallery artists. Gallery hours: MorH'rt 12-6. or by 
appointment. 773-2555. 
G ..... hut G.llert .. 146 Middle St, Portland . 'Port· 
land Show: new works by Nancy Brown, Thomas 
Connolly. Jane DaIlmen. Alison Goodwin, Connie 
Hayes, Sarah Knock and Glenn Renell. Through 
December. Gallery hours: Mon-f'rll()'5:30. Sat 1()'5. 
772-2693. 
J ... ler'. Work 30 Exchange St, PortllWld. New 
works byTeresa Mowery, Sally Webb, Martha Sullivan, 
Rachel Alvarez, Elizabeth Prior, Elizabeth Nowers, 
Julie Atzgerald and more. No set gallery hours. 
J .... Qllliwy 345 Fore St. Portland. "Coastal Maine 
and the Caribbean," the paintings of Bill Jewell. 
Showing through December. Gallery hours: Mon·Sat 
1()'5, or by appointment. 773-3334. 
Lawt. Qallwy Portland Public Ubrary, 5 Monument 
Square, Portland. ·Can Do: the work or artists who 
work In or are clients of Community SU pport Services, 
a community program serving people with disabilI-
ties. Showing through Jan 31. Hours: Mon, Wed & Fri 
9-8; Tues & Thurs 12-9; Sat 9-5. 871·1758. 
Nancy MII'IIoIl. ClaIlwy 367 ForeSt, Portland. 'Wear-
able Art." by fiber artists Including Randall Darwall 
and Cynthia Wlnlkll showing through Dec 30. Gallery 
hours: Mon-Sat 1()'9, Sun 11·5. 775-3822. 
M .. ncIet Q.llwy 40 Pleasant St. Portland. "Country 
In Mind: The Spirit of Aborlglnal Australia," showing 
through Jan 31. Gallery hours: Tues·Sat 12-6. or by 
appointment. 871-1078. 
PortIancl Chamber of Commerce 145 Middle St. 
Portland. An exhibit of four Maine artists: Zoo Cain, 
Crow Cianciola. lisa Dombek and lenny Hatch. 
Showing through Jan 8. Gallery hours: Mon.frl 8-5. 
772·2811, ext. 223. 
Portland Mu.eum 01 Art Seven Congress Square, 
Portland. Hours: Tues. Wed, Fri & Sat1()'5, Thurs 1()' 
9, Sun 12-5. Admission : adults $3.50, senior citI-
zens and students with 10 $2.50. youth 6-18 $1. 
Children 5 and under are (ree. Museum admission is 
halt· price l()'noon Saturday. 773-2787. 
°ArtI.ta You Love: Monet, Renoir and Other Me. 
t_ Works by European masters or the past two 
centuries from the Joan Whitney Payson Collectlon 
and other private lenders. 
o Anae! Allama: TIl. Early Y ... Seventy-seven rare 
photographs, including some of Adams ' earliest 
work at Yosemite. Showing through Feb 7. 
°TII. Scott M. BllICk Collection A sampling from 
Scott Black's 19th- and 2Oth-century paintings and 
sculptures, Including works by Chagall and Toulouse-
Lautrec. 
PorUancl Photo Co-Op 54 7 A Congress St, Portland. 
'Island Sojourns. " an exhibition of work by Portland 
photographer Jim Dugan. Showing through Jan 7 . 
Gallery hours: Tues·Sat 1()'6. 781·4578. 
PorUancl Phat.., ..... 1ca 85 YOt"k St, Portland . "A 
Matter of Conscience," the photDs or Michael A. 
Koch. Maine Coailtion for the Homeless receives a 
portion of the proceeds from sales. Through Decem-
ber. Hours: Mon-Fri 8 :30-5:30. 774-6210. 
PorUancl Wine and Ch .. ae Co. 57 Exchange St, 
Portland Oil paintings by AI Waterman and watercol-
ors by Frieda lundberg. Through Dec 31. Hours Mon· 
Sat 1()'2. 7724647. 
Th. "amen'. Club 1 Exchange St. Portland. "Down 
East Aalr: A Holiday Art Show, " the work of Annette 
Lavallee and HeatherK. Baker. Through Feb 14. 772· 
7311. 
Th. Spirited Go ...... t 142 St. John St. Portland. 
' Mixed Media: worlls by students of Alayne Reed 
shows through Jan 31. Hours: Mon-Frll()'6, Sat 1()' 
5 . 773-2919. 
TIl. Stein Gallery 20 Milk St, Portland . "Blown Glass 
Show: a show or blown glass from all over the United 
States through Jan 15. Gallery Hours: Mon-Sat 1.1·6, 
Sun 11-5. 772·9072. 
Th ... M .... C.blnetmllk_ 415 Cumberland Ave. 
Portland. "Heavenly Works: a show of mixed media 
angel Imagery shows through Jan 30. Hours: Mon-
Sat 9-5. 774-3791. 
out of town 
BowdoIn Coli ... MUHUmofArtWalker ArtBulldlng. 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. The museum 1& open to 
the public free of charge. Hours: Tues-Sat 1()'5, SUn 
2·5. The museum will be closed Dec 24-Jan 4. 725-
3275. 
Art (;; Soul continued on page 22 
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At BACK BAY TOWER we turn 
simple demands into simple pleasures 
• 
0 i:~~~!!~rIJ ;~~!!~~~~~,~,~:3 bedroom aparunents iJ:"~~~;: 
o Parking 0 Enclosed parking garage .• l" Home '. 0 
• Recreation room • Florida Room with indoor pool and saunas trl for ·tbe ~; . • 
• Security • State-of-the-Art Security ~ Holidays R?t . 0 
• Closet Space • Walk-in closets ~ /III' o. 
• Laundry facility • 24-Hour laundry facility, plus hookups •• ~ .#1.":"' 
• Ba.ckyard • Landscaped rooftop park ~D.:r~-
• Lelsure urne • On-site mainlenance  ~ 
• Less commuting • h.-tOwn in the heart of the cultural center 
• View of the city • Panoramic views of Back Bay, Casco Bay and the White Mountains 
Back Bay To"",," offers 25 diJJ.erenl floor plans from which to choose. Some have p'!vale 
terraces and balconies. All thIS and more ault:uLs you at Back Bay Tourer, Portland $ finest 
in-town address. open House Hours.· Tuesdays & Thursdays . .. 10.0, or call Jor an 
appointment. 
*PERSONAL INJURY. WORKERS COMP 
CIVIL LmGATION 
I_OHN I. SEARS 
Attorney At Law 
"Free Initial consultation for InjUly cases. 
Fees paid only upon recovery. 




97 A Exchange Street. Portland, Maine 
FAMILY MEALS 
TO MAKE YOUR HOLIDAY EASY AND ENJOYABLE 
We know you're busy. Wny not bring heme a delicious hot pasta meal 
for your family. We also have hot and cold mrs douevres for your 
holiday gathering. StqJ by (Y' give us a call. 
Holiday Hours 11 :OO-8pm daily Sun 12-Spm 
Closing December 24 at 4 p.mo 





10 Dinner for Two 
includes pasta with 
sauce, bread & butter 
and beverage 
or 
A Fresh Market Gift Certificate 
In any amount 
: 100/0 off I : Free Biscotti : 
I purchase of 5 Ibs. or more I I with purchase of I 
I fresh cut pasta • any flavor. I I a large coffee. I 
I Advance notice required. I I 75 c value. I 
I 58 MARKET ST., 01.0 ,.ORT 773-7148 I I 58 MARKET S.T:l OLD ,.OIlT 773-7148 I 





22 GzsaJ Boy ...ukly 
~ave 
with Casco Bay Weekly. See page 14. 
Neither can we. That's why we 
sing from our homemade song 
book, talk to kids, meditate, listen 
to each other, and share our 
dreams, needs, and thanks. We 







302 Stevens Avenue 
Ponland, ME 04103 
207-772-8277 
Celebrating the 
Life of the Spirit 
in Worship, the Arts 
& Community Service 
Worship: 10 a.m. Sunday 
Rev. Ken Turley 
Childcare provided 
Magical Music 
Art & Soul continued from page 21 
art 
'Tom Killion Color woodcuts of the Callfomla 1and-
scape. ShOwing through Jan 10. 
'Robert Ven VI.ken Architectural landscapes of 
the Unconscious. Showing through Feb 28. 
'~ ... d DeMh Printmak"", Interpret the Classics. 
Showln, through Feb 28. 
'Cindy .. """"rtn. Photos on view through [)e. 
cember In Moulton Union. Lancaster Lounge. Houra: 
Mon-Thurs 7 am·12:30 am. Fr~Sat 7 am·2 am. sun 
7 am·11 pm. 
'Sylvie ~ Paintings on view through February In 
Moulton Unlon.l.ancasterlounge. Hours: Mon-Thurs 
7 am-12:30 am , Frl-Sat7 ~2 am. sun 7 ~11 pm. 
'The NottI! Ameitc:.n lnellen The photos of Edward 
S. Curtis. Onvlewthrough lJecemberlntheHawthome-
Longfellow library. Hours: Mon-Sat 8:30 am-12 am. 
sun 10 am-12 am. 
'The Flore of Meine The drawings of Kate Furbish On 
view through lJecember In the Hawthome-Longfellow 
library. Hours: Mon-Sat 8:30 am·12 am. Sun lOam-
12 am. 
Cry of tIM Loon Art 0 .. 1.", Route 302. S. casco. 
"Affordable art: Inexpensive paintings and sculp. 
tures. Through Deoember. Gallery hours: dally 9:30-
6. 655-5060. 
Curti. M~" Ubfary 23 Pleasant St. Brunswick. 
"Columbus and the New World Order." Maine artists 
exploring the Columbus theme. Through Jan 3. Hours: 
Mon·Wed 9 :30-8. Thurs-Frl 9:3CHl. Sat 9:30-5. 725-
5242. 
Th. Gell.", etWI",-. Cov. Studl .. Route 123. S. 
Harpswell. Work of gallery artists. Through Deoem· 
ber. Galle<)' hours: Thurs-Sat 11-4. Sun 12-4. or by 
appointment. 8~1. 
Icon Contemporery Art 19 Mason St. Brunswick. 
New paln~ngs by Anne Greslnger showing through 
Jan 15. Hours: Mon-Frll·5. 725-8157 . 
KtIa1Ine'. 160 Centre St. Bath. "Wo!1<s on Paper: 
drawings. prints and watercolors of Dahlov lpear. 
Through Jan 2 . Hours : Mon 8-9 pm . Tues-Frl8 am·9 
pm. Sat 9 am-9 pm. Sun 9 am·2 pm. 442·8577. 
Meine Mlllltlme MUHum Maritime History Bldg. 
243 washington St. Bath. Gallery hours: dally 9:3o. 
5. 443-1316. 
'The Merltlme Folk Art of A. De C'-:k Paintings by 
Belgian artist portraying the coastel and deepwater 
vessels that entered the ports of Antwerp and liverpool 
In the last days of sail. On view through the year. 
'NewWcm.: NorthAt'-rtIcS..r..-lnalntheEno of 
DllcO¥eI)' Rare world maps and nautical charts. early 
navigation Instruments. lIIustr~ons of fine art and 
archaeological material bring toge~ the Old and 
the New Worlds In the Age of Discovery and beyond. 
On view through the year. 
'Born ffom Coeltln. this exhibit Includes water-
color paintings. drawings. sketches and oils by John 
Faunce leavltt. focusing on his made-from-memory 
renditions of the last generation of coasting schoo-
ners that plled the coast of New England un~lthe late 
1930s. On vlew through the year. 
S. ... ICOCIeC.n All:lm Qellery Route 24. Great Is· 
land. Works by 21 Maine artists. Gallery hours: Tues-
Sun lo.5. 833-5717. 
TJIono-. Memorlel Ubfary 6 Scott Dyer Road. Cape 
Elizabeth. 011 paln~ngs and watercolors by Mamie 
Souza showing through Jan 2. Hours: Mon. Wed. FrI-
Sat g.5; Tues & Thurs g.9. 79g.172O. 
Union of MeIne VII .. I Artlm, Inc. 19 Mason St. 
Brunswick. "Small Works." sculpture and two- and 
three-dImensional artwork by union members show-
Ing through Jan 13. Gallery hours: Mon·Frl 1·5. Sat 
12-4. 737-4749. 
York lnetltute MUHllm 371 Main St. Saco. "From 
Town to CIIjI: Saco In 1867:photos. artifacts and 
doai.ments depicting changes In Saco life. On ~Iew 
through the year. Hours: Tues. Wed & Frll-4; Thurs 
1-8; Sat 1-4. 28J..3861. 
other 
Art Cle_ Carlo Pittore offers private art lessons 
and life drawing classes athlsstudlo In BowdoInham 
eve<)' Thurs from 7:3o.9:30 666-8453. 
All: L_ Bonnie Spiegel offers lessons In dr_ 
Ing and paln~ng at her studio et Thorn pson's Polnt In 
Portland. 774-4161. 
look Arte The winners of the Stephen Harvard Prize 
competition will be displayed at the Portland Room. 
Portland Public Ubrary, 5 MonumentSquare. through 
New Yea(s Day. 773-4200. 
C_ Arte "".,.., Portland Recreation offers 
classes In drawlng and painting for senior aduits 
Tues and FrI from 9:30 am-12:30 pm et NorthfIeld 
Green Community Room. 147 Allen Ave. Portland. 
874-8793. 
M"ne SOCIety of Doll ArIIetI Is accepting appllc& 
tIons for membership. The societY Is open to doll 
artists In any medium Including soft sculpture. clay. 
porcelain. Sculpy or Cernlt. For information and 
application. send SASE to POBox 124. scarborough. 
0407o.124. 
PI .. ~ IheM The gallery at the Center for the 
Arts at The Chocolate Church Invites a~~ to partJc~ 
pate In a jurled photosraphy show for both black & 
white and colored photosraphs. ArtIsts shOuld de-
liver their pictures to the gallery et 804 Washington 
St. Bath. Jan 5 from 9 arn-4 pm. Call 443-4090 for 
Info and entry fees. 
I'GrtIlInd C~of CeIII.I_e. Is Iooklngfor Maine 
artists to shin their WOOl. 772·2811, ext. 223. 
sense 
a.. ....... Ta'*- Students and community mem· 
bers are Invited to pa~clpate In Informal sess Ions to 
Improve their French. German. Portuguese. Russian 
and Spanish skills. 780-4390. 
Men .. Scholerlhlp Com_ Mensa. the Interna-
tional high IQsocleljl. Is sponsoring an essaycontest 
to award nine regional scholarships to college stu· 
dents. Essays must desalbe the applicant's career, 
vocational or academic goals In 550 words or less. 
Applicants do not have to be Mensa members but 
must be enrolled for the 1993-94 academic year In 
a dewee projp'am at an accredited American Ins~tu­
tlon of post·secondary education. Entries must be 
postmarl<ed by Jan 31. For additional info and applI-
cation. send SASE to Mr. Dale Doughty. P.O. Box 58. 
Casco. Me 04015. 
Telltale SlIM The MaIne Center on Deafness offers 
the followlnglo.week sign language classes: Amer~ 
can Siln Language I. Wed from 5:30-7 :30 pm; 
American 51871 language II . Wed from 8-10 pm. Both 
classes are held at the Breakwater School Audito-
rium. 856 Brighton Ave. Portland. 761·2533 to reg. 
Ister. 
well ness 
Adult Sc ..... l~ Clinic on the last Wed of every 
month. for blood pressure and testing for sugar. 
anemia and cholesterol. from 11:30 am·l pm at the 
Peoples United Methodist Church. 310 Broadway. S. 
Portland. Fee for services. 767·3326. 
AIkido Is a martial art used to Increase flexibility. 
stamina and promote a sense of well-being. Adult 
classes : Mon and Wed, 5:3o.6:15 pm and 6:3o. 7:30 
pm; Fri . 6:30-7:30 - en; Sat. 2:30-3:30 pm and 3:45-
4 :45 pm. Child-In 's classes: Sat. 1:15-2:15 pm. 
Classes held at Po~and Aikido. 25A Forest Ave. 
Portland. 772·1524. 
The Aleund. Technique addresses functional dlf· 
flcultles due to faulty habits of posture and move-
ment. Free consultations each Frl from 10 am·2 pm 
throughout Jan. Call 729-0839 for appointment. 
-'"-tIc Mov_ Classes and workshops begin 
In lJecember to teach you to dance Into your sponta-
neity. creativity and wisdom at the Expressive Therapy 
Center. 150 St John St. Portland. 871·8274. 
-.lIt-OrIanted Meditation Group meets every 
Sun from lo.l1 am at 1040 Broadway. S. Portland. 
Small donation . 839-4897. 
Chiropractic DlecUMIOIII Or. Roger Nadeau pre-
sents chiropractic health care discussions Tues from 
1·1:30 pm and Thurs from 8-8:30 pm at5aco Island, 
Suite 1214. Saco. Free. 284-7760. 
Community .... Ith S.."Ice. sponsors adult health 
screening for diabetes. anemia. colorectal cancer. 
high blood pressure and cholesterol at the following 
locations: Jan 7 from 1·3 pm at Steep Falls Center 
Memorial Cllnlc; Jan 11 from 10am-12 pm at Casco 
Town Hall; Jan 13 from 1·3 pm at Cape Ellzabeth 
Town Hall; Jan 19 from 12:30-2 pm at Gray Congre· 
ga~onal Church Hall; Jan 20 from 9:3o.11:30 am at 
WIndham Comm un Ity Building; Jan 25 from 1·3 pm at 
Scarborough Town Hall; and Jan 27 from 9:30-11:30 
am at St Anne's Church, Gorham. wall chlld·a ... 
clinic IJec 30 from 9 am-2 pm at Westbrook·Warren 
Conjp'&gationaIChurch . Main Street. Westbrook. Fee 
for services. 775-7231. 
CPR .. Rret AId S. Portland Pool offers CPR and first 
aid courses during December at 21 Nelson Road. S. 
Portland. 767·7655. 
Am AId ecou .... The American Red Cross offers 
first aid courses. Including adult CPR Info and certI-
fication. llfeguard challenge program and babysitting 
skills prosram throughout December In Portland. 
874-1192. 
FfMdom .. EneIlY In Mov_ A non-profit dance 
group meets Mon eves et 6 pm In the Elm . Street 
United Methodist Church. 168 Elm St. S. Portland. 
Children are _Icome. Do~on. 799-1902. 
Free y .... Cle .. Portland Yoga Studio offers a free 
Iyengar Hatha yoga class Jan 4 from 5:30-7 pm at 
616 Congress St. Portland. Additional classes will be 
otrered at regular price beginning Jan 5-8. 797·5684.-
fIoIenda of the W .. t.... Buddhl.t Order Invite all 
Interested Individuals to a period of medlta~on and 
study of Buddhist concepts and practice. Meetings 
.. on Mon _so from 7:15-9:15 pm. 642·2128. 
QIft of IIeeItII katEssence. professional massage 
therapy SeMoeS, donates 10% of all proceeds from 
each gilt cartlflcate purchased before ChristmIM to 
the 1992 Santa Fund. 0ITl0e located off ~95 In 
Freeport. 885«31. 
~ y .... for ......... with AlDlIs available every 
Wed lWld FrI from 12:45-2 pm at 22 Monument 
Square. Portland. Cost $1. for those who can afford 
It. 797·5684. 
.... 1I.1upport Group A safe environment for those 
experlenc:lnfl personal traumas, addiction. jp'lef. loss 
of Cood health. and who seek support within a 
cortWxtd mutual sharing. Tuesdays from 5:3o. 7:30 
pm at BrIghton Medical Center. Surglcal Conference 
Room. 335 BrIghton Ave. Portland. 767·3262. 
H· .. rtllneCerdl..: Rehabliitatlon USM lifeline offers 
an exercise program for people who have had a heart 
attack. angina. bypass surgery or angloplasty or are 
at risk for heart disease. Classes are ongoing Mon· 
days. Wednesdays and Fridays at 7 :30 am and 6 pm 
at Portland Campus Gym. Falmouth st, Portland. 
780-4649. 
Kllpalu Yoga Winter evening classes begin In Jan. 
Free class Jan 13 from 7:15-8:45 pm at The Expres-
sive Therapy Center. 150 St. John St . Portland. Call 
79g.3056 to register. 
My Choice Pregnancy Resource Ctr offers counsel-
Ing. referrals and housing for women and teens 
experiencing an un~mely pregnancy. Counseling fo-
cuses on the options of parenting or adoption. A birth 
mother support group Is offered to any woman who 
surrendered a child for adoption or Is considering 
doing so. 772·7555. 
Natural Food. Solution. learn all about the pur-
chase and preparation of whole foods vegetarian 
meals In your home. 774-8889. 
Planned Parenthood Free pregnancy testing and 
male services now offered at Planned Parenthood's 
500 Forest St clinic In Portland . Other confidential 
services Include birth control. pregnancy tests. pap 
smears. SID screening and treatment. Also Teen 
Walk·ln Cllnlc Fri , 1·4:30 pm and Sat. 9 am-noon. 
, Fees based on ability to pay. 874-1095. 
Pulmonary Rehabilitation USM lIfellne offers a pro-
grail) designed for Indlvlduals with various lung dis-
eases Tues and Thurs from 11:15-nOOl1 at the USM 
Portland Campus Gym. Falmouth st. 780-4170. 
Sahala yoga Meditation The spirit cannot be pur· 
chased or sold. Experience though~ess awareness 
Wednesdays at 7:30 pm in the Faculty lounge, USM 
at Portland . Free. 79g.5749. 
Singing Meditation Meet Tues from 8-9 In Falmouth 
to sing rounds. chants and songs. 781'()944. 
Spinal Exams Chiropractors in Partnership with the 
Community offer free exams In eXChange for canned 
goods and clothing. which will be donated to the 
Portland Preble Street Resource Center. 87g.5433 
(Portland) . 8415-1481 (Yarmouth) or 883·5549 
(Scarborough). 
St .... Management Cou .. e Better Way Ch Iropractlc 
offers free workshops every Wed at 7 pm at 2063 
Congress St. Portland. Call 87g.5433 to RSVP. 
-sun Meditation join the Portland Sufi Order for 
meditation sessions based on the works of Hazrat 
lnayat Khan and Plr Vllayat lnayat Khan. Experienced 
teachers offer sessions worl<lng with aea~ve visual-
Ization. breath. sound, light and divine qualities. 
Sessions ongoing and open to all; no experience 
necessary. Bring a meditation pillow or bench If 
desired . No fee. but donations accepted. Sessions 
at Expressive Therapy Center. 150 St. John St. 
Portland. 657·2605. 
T'" Chi Ch'Ulln Is an ancient Chinese m~1 art 
based on mental and physical balance. lt·s good for 
spiritual growth. physical health and for reducing the 
effect of stress and tension. Beginners through 
advanced classes ongoing. 772·9039. 
Th. T .. n!yOIU1, Adult Clinic Is a place to go If you 
have a health concern or medical problem, need a 
sports/school physical done. or have birth control 
Issues to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21. every 
Monday from 4-8 pm, at Maine Medical Center. 22 
Bramhall 51. Portland. Walk·lns seen If they arrive by 
7 pm. 871·2763. 
USM lifeline offers public cholesterol and blood 
pressure screenings Jan 6 from 8am·l pm & 4-7 pm 
at the USM Gym. Fa;mouth St. Portland. Immediate 
results and handouts . Fee : $9. 18o.4170. 
v .. mrlen Socl.ty of Maine meets the third Mon-
day of every month at 6 pm at 35 Saunders St. 
Portland. for a potluck get together. vegetarian sup. 
port group meeting and planning meenng. 773-
6132. 
Wlshcralt/Teamwork. Support team of motiVated 
people who want to make things happen. Through 
giving support. Ideas . accurate steps and the faith In 
one anothe(s ability to succeed . we won't let you 
quit. 773-6226. 
Women'. Medltetlon Work.hop learn to listen to 
you Inner voice. 781'()944. 
Women OVer so Asupport group facilitated byloulse 
Bennett will explore this vital time of life and those 
that follow. 772·1910. 
family 
Acting Class" Has your child been bitten by the 
acting bug? The Center for Performance Studies 
begins its winter acting classes Jan 11 fo r children 
ages g.18. Beginner and advanced classes offered. 
The center Is located at 25A Forest Ave . Portland. 
774·2776 for info. 
Aerobic. for Kid. Children ages 7·11 can leam funky 
new steps and get great exercise each Wed from 
5:15-6 pm at the Reiche Community Center. 166 
Brackett St. Portland . Cost: $12 f irst month. $10 
each month thereafter. 874-8873. 
Basket ... 11 Clinic Portland Recreation teaches the 
fundamentals of basketball for kids age 7·10 Jan 9 . 
16. 23 and 30 from 11·11:45 am at the Reiche 
Community Center. 166 Brackett st. Portland . Cost 
$12. Reglstra~on required. 874-8873. 
Basket ... " Program The Portland YWCA Is now 
accepting reglstretlons for Its youth basketball pr0-
gram for children In jp'ades one through eight. 874-
1111. 
Friday Night Speclel Portland Reaeatlon offers orga-
nized gym programs for middle school children at 
RiVerton Community Center. 16CKl Forest Ave, Port· 
land. Cost: 5O./Vlslt. 874-8793. 
Oym .. Swim Portland YMCA offers gym & swim for 
preschoolers to develop beginner dance. I(Ymnastlc 
and swimming skills through guided discovery and 
play. The YMCA Is located at 70 Forest Ave. Portland. 
874-1111. 
Internet'l Student Exche.,.. ASSE International. a 
non-prof~ organIZation. offers academic year or sum· 
mer programs to high school students Interested In 
visiting various countries around the world . 846-
5894 or HI()()'677·2773. 
Make e uttle Magic The Children's Museum of 
Maine Is starting a monthly magic club for children 
age 7 and older. The museum Is located at 746 
Stevens Ave. Portland . 797·5483 for more Info. 
MunJoy Branch Ubrary offers a public story hour for 
children ages 3-5 each Wednesday at 10:30 am at 
44 Moody St, Portland. 772·4581. 
Mlllic for Kid. Classes for kids aged 3-9 In basic 
ke)board . expressive singing. note reading and a lot 
more at the Starbird Music Shoppe. 500 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 775·2733. 
Parente Anonymous Volunteer Training Parents 
Anonymous needs volunteers to facilitate parents 
groups. provide child care and receive parent calls. 
Free training at St Ellzabeth·s Center. Portland. 
Registration deadline Nov 13. 871·7445. 
Portland Public Ubrary Invites children to enjoy Its 
upcoming programs: Preschool Story Time Dec 28 at 
10:30 am; Finger Fun for Babies Dec 30 at 9 :30 am; 
Preschool StO<)l Time Dec 30 at 10:30 am; New 
Year's Celebration (all ages) Dec 31 at 2 pm; The 
library's located at 5 Monument Square. Portland. 
871-1700. 
Riverton Ubrary offe .. Toddler Time for 1· to 2-year 
olds. Including games, stories and songs. Wed at 
9:30 and 10:30 am & Frl at 9 :30 am; Preschool Story 
Hour for ages 3 to 5, Frl at 10:30 am. The library's 
located at 16CKl Forest Ave. Portland. 797·2915. 
Rolle .. katlng leSIOns Kids can spend the morning 
leamlng how to rollerskate Jan 9. 16, 23 and 30 at 
Happy Wheels , 331 Warren Ave. Portland . Portland 
Recreation offers lessons from g.10 am. followed by 
free skating unti l 1 pm . Register before Jan 7 . 874-
8873_ 
Silly Saturday. The Portland YMCA presents a series 
of workshops for pre-schoolers. 874-1111. 
S. Portland Park. a. Recreation Invites kids to 
pa~clpate in the fol lowing winter programs: star 
science; Red Cross babysitting course; tap & ballet 
class for kids age 6-8; creative movement; exploring 
painting & drawing; clay & mache; martial arts; 
hunter safety; peewee tennis for kids age 4-5; gym. 
nas~cs; munchkin basketball; downhill ski lessons 
at lost Valley and Shawnee Peak; and middle school 
ski trips to Shawnee Peak. Registrations now being 
accepted at S. Portland Reaeatlon . 21 Nelson Rd. 
767·7650. 
Student Film FeItIval You ought to be In pictures .. . 
and now you can bel The MalneAllianceofMedlaArts 
announces the deadline for the 16th Annual Maine 
Student Film and Video Festival Is 5/15/93. The 
festiVal Is open to any Maine resident age 19 or 
younger. Entry forms are available from Maine Stu· 
dent Film and Video Festival. Box 4320. Sta~on A. 
Portland. ME 04101. 
Swim l.eIIOne Portland YMCA offers swim lessons 
for Infants. pre-schoolers and adults starting Jan 4-
9 at 70 Forest Ave . Portland. 874·1111. 
Teen Open Gym Teens ages 13-18 play basketball. 
whiffle ball. floor hockey and more Mons & Weds 
from 7 :30-9 pm at Reiche Community Center. 166 
Brackett St. Portland. Cost: 50 • . 874-8873. 
Vacatlon Camp S. Po~and Parl<s & Recreation holds 
a special vacation camp IJec 29-31 for kids in grades 
K-5. Camp Is held each day from 8 am-5 pm and 
Includes field trips and Indoor/ outdoor activities. 
Registration now being accepted at S. Portland 
Recreation. 21 Nelson Rd. S. Portland. 767·7650. 
W .. Uttle B •• ket ... 11 Portland Reaeation teaches 
your little one the basics of basketball while having 
fun Jan 9 , 16. 23 and 30 from 9·9:45 am (3-4 year· 
olds) and from 1~10:45 am (5-6 year-olds) at the 
Reiche Community Center. 166 Brackett St. Port-
land. Cost: $12. Register before Jan 5. 874-8873. 
Writ. Now The Children's Theatre of Maine Invites 
children up to 18 years of age to enter its second 
Annual Young Playwrights Contest Your original play 
can be any length and about any topiC. Entries must 
be submitted by March 1 . The Chlldren's Theatre of 
Maine will produce the winning play In the spring. 
874'()371. 
Youth Rtnes. USM LIfeline offers two circuit weight 
training cardiovascular fitness programs designed 
for boys and girls ages 13-17. An after school 
session startsJan 4 and is held Mon. Wed & Fri from 
3-4 pm. The second session starts Jan 5 and Is held 
Tues & Thurs from 7·8 pm and Sat from 11 am·12 
pm. Both sessions are at USM Campus Gym. 96 
Falmouth st. Cost: $67. 78().4170. 
Youth Indoor Soccer Program at Portland YMCA for 
children 6-11 years of age . Registration is ongoing. 
874·1111. 
Art & Soul continued on page 25 
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Short stories sought for 
Casco Bay Weekly's 
Relevant-Fiction 
Competition 
Casco Bay Weekly is accepting original, unpublished short 
stories on topics relevant to modem life in the Casco Bay 
region. A panel of three judges will choose the most compel-
ling, well-written short stories for inclusion in Casco Bay Weekly's 
Relevant Fiction Issue, Feb.11, 1993. 
We seek stories that raise questions about some facet of 
everyday life here in the Casco Bay region. We are looking for 
stories that demand to be told: fiction that is evocative and 
finely tuned to the author's intention. (Please do not submit 
stories in the "genre" traditions of erotica, fantasy, mystery, 
science fiction, the supernatural, reminiscence or romance.) 
Double-spaced manuscripts of 3,000 words or less-will be 
accepted until 5 p.m., Dec 25. (Longer stories will be disquali-
fied.) The author'S name, ad-
dress and phone number ..:nust 
appear only on the cover page 
of the manuscript. Subsequent 
pages should be identified by 
story titles and page numbers 
only. Do not submit unfinished 
stories. Proofread your stories carefully. 
Chosen authors will be notified within one month. Only 
manuscripts accompanied by a self-addressed, stamped enve-
lope will be returned. 
Selected authors will each receive $50, and their stories will 
be presented in the Feb. 11 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Around 
that time, judges, authors and CBW editors will dine together 
for the literary and gustatory benefit of all concerned. 
Send your manuscript by Friday, Dec. 25 to: 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551A Congress St. 
Portland, ME 04101 
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BEST BREAKFAST \ BEST DINNER! 
CBW READERS' POLL 
2 YEARS IN A ROW! 
GENTLEMEN, TIRED OF 
CHRISTMAS 
SHOPPING? 
Want to take 
a break? 
Join us at 
Mark's Showplace. 
We will be open 
Christmas Eve Day 
from noon to 6 p.m. 
Complete hot buffet 
will be served. 
Also Open New Year's Eve 
Starting at Noon and New 
Year's Day from 4 p.m. 
HOME OF THE BEAUTIFUL INTERNATIONAL 
[))~EAM TEAM [))A~(cE~S 
OPEN SIX NIGHTS A WEEK 
CONTINUOUS TOPLESS ENTERTAINMENT 
MONDAY THRU WEDNESDAY 4PM TO 1 AM 
OPEN EVERY THURSDAY & SATURDAY NOON TO 1 AM 
HAPPY HOUR HOT BUFFET SERVED 
DAILY 4-7· THURS & SAT 12-7 
200 RIVERSIDE ST • PORTLAND ME 
(207) 772-8033 • 1-800-992-0006 
"If a guy is 42 and 
still believes in 
Santa Claus, he 
should open a 
restaurant next to 
the Griffin Club. It 
TZMW.AT23Fl 
-Jonathan St. Laurent 
Owner of Uncle Billy's 
~~---......-.-. 
<.fAT·S~~ 
. r . '<1 'h '~ : 
'.' ~ , ~ . ~'1Y' !!';:~ ... ~ 
.~, Jt --, 
EAT GOOD FOOD ' --'''h~ ~RKEf :~ 
~ JJ 
AND THINK GOOD THOUGHTS. -.- -"_ '= _~<J 
LIfE'S SIMPLE THINGS. 





Offering a huge selection of videos, 
magazines and toys for the 
discriminating adult. .. 
"tfe IIltl'e tr/mt l'OIl',.e Settrr/,illg 
Fo,. ... Ami Tire" Some!" 
RTLAND 
• VIDEO EXPO. 
666 Congress Sl • 774-1377 







At These Prices 
Why Rent?! 
Also in KITTERY 
• VIDEO EXPO. 
Roule 236 • 439-6285 
Open M-Th, 10-10 • Fri,-Sat 
10-11 • Sun, 12-9 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
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sweat 
Aqlllltlc RtIlM. and Aqu. Aerobics USM Lifeline 
offers alOweek session of aquatic fitness and aqua 
aerobics starting Jan 4. Classes are Mon. Wed & FM 
at 6 am at Riverton Pool and at 6 pm at S. Portland 
Municipal Pool. 7804170 for registration, 
Contrad_ with Scrod Pudding Dec 26 from 8:JO. 
midnight at Bowdoinham Town Hall, School St, 
Bowdoinham. Proceeds benefrt the third Annual 
Downeast Country Dance Festival. 724-3120. 
D""ce A_y the WInter The Casco Bay MoIlers 
begins Its winter dance sessions for adults, teens 
and kids Jan 4. Classes are offered In tap. ballet. 
streettunk, jazz and special African ..,d Afro-Carll> 
bean workshops, The studio Is located at 151 St. 
John St, Portland, 871-1013, 
Le.rnlrwT ... Ski Day. The Maine Nordic Ski Council 
and the Maine Forest Products Council hosts a 
series of ski days to benefrt Project LeamlngTree, .., 
environmental education program. Each ski day In· 
cludesa skIIng seminar from 10 am·l pm followed by 
family skIIng, Cost: $12. $6 kids 12 and under, The 
followIng ski days are planned for thIs wInter: Jan 3 
at SUnday River, Newry; Jan 10 at Troll Valley, 
FarmIngton; Jan 17 at Harris Farm, Dayton; Jan 24 at 
Natanls, Augusta; Jan 31 at carter's Farm, East 
Bethel; Feb 7 at The Birches, Rockwood; Feb 14 at 
KatahdIn CountJy, Millinocket; Feb 21 at Bethel Inn, 
Bethel; Feb 28 at Sugarloaf, Carrabasset; March 7 at 
Saddleback, Rangely. 824-3694. 
MalneOutdoor Adventu,.Club brings together people 
who enjoy the outdoors. MOAC offers trips and 
e'lents to people of all sklllle'lels, begJnnerto expert 
Upcoming: Jan 6, monthly meeting at 7 pm at North 
DeerIng Congregational Church. 1364 Washington 
Ave, Portland; Jan 8-10, Acaolawlntercamplng (77~ 
1788); Jan 9-10, cross-country skIIng In MIJllnocket 
(777·1767); Jan 10, skIIng at Sunday River (856-
9970); Jan 13. night skIIng at Shawnee Peak (943-
1993); Jan 16, cross-oountJy skIIng at Miles Notch 
Trailln North Lovell (8740097). For updated trip Info, 
call the OUtdoor Hotline at 774-1118. For club and 
membership Information call 772·9831, 
Nordic SkI Report Call80083f>.0232 to Ieam nordic 
ski conditions throughout MaIne. 
Step AetObIca USM Lifeline offers a 10-week ses-
sion to shape, tighten and define your muscles 
startJngJan4. Classes are Mon, Wed & Frtfrom 6:15-
7:15 am and 5:30-6:30 pm at USM Campus Gym, 96 
Falmouth st. 7804638 fro registration, 
W.lk/J ... Aerobic. USM Lifeline offers a 1~ 
session In walk/jog aerobIcs starting Jan 4. Classes 
are Tues & Thurs at 6 & 7:30 am at USM tempus 
Gym, 96 Falmouth St. 7804170 for registration. 
our 
towns 
H_IIv.red Chllat ..... Meala Southem Maine 
Area Agency on Aging will once agaIn provide home-
delivered ChrIstmas meals for older people In 
Cumberland and Vorl< counties, A trad~lonal dinner 
will be delivered to the home of any person age 60 
and over who will be alone and unable to get out on 
Chrls\l1las Day. To make a referral or reservation, or 
to volunteer to help, call 283-2472 or 80().40(). 
6325. 
VoIunt_ Center needs ofTlce assistants and recal> 
tlonlsts; business liaIsons for Maine Public 
Broadcasting's Great T,V. Auction; winter walk na-
ture guides; math assIstants proficient In sign Ian· 
guage; recreation group leaders; meal sponsor \/O~ 
unteers; people willing to work with Individuals who 
have traumatic brain Injury: bingo assistants; Inter· 
national eXchange coordinators for the Educational 
Foundation for Foreign Study; and a \/Olunteer with a 
van that seats 1(}12 people who Is willing to trans· 
port women from a treatment facility to A,A, meet· 
Ings. 874·1000. 
etc 
Actin" CI __ The Center for Performance Studies 
begins Its wInter sessIon of acting classes for kids 
and adults the week of Jan 11. Beginning and 
advanced classes will be held once a week for ten 
weeks at 25A Forest Ave. Portland. 774-2776. 
ACT UP /M.lne (AIDS C .... 1tIon To Unl ... h Power) 
Is a diverse group committed to nOlllllolent, dIrect 
action to end the AIDS crisis. Our goals Include the 
establishment of a Maine AIDS Resource Center and 
the seif-empowerment of People LMng with AIDS 
Community. Meetings open to the public and held 
e'lery Mon from 7-9 pm at 72 Pine St, Portland 
(Andrews Square Building), New members welcome. 
WheelchaIr accessIble, For more Info write ACT UP / 
Maine. P.O. Box 5267, Portland 04101. 774-5082 
or 828-0401. 
ACT UP /portland JoIn us! We're the people who get 
condoms to hIgh school students, help prIsoners 
with AIDS, demonstrate for universal health care, 
fight discrimInatIon and torment George Bush e'lery 
time he oomesto Maine. Stralghtorqueer, boyorglrl, 
positive or negative, black, brown or whIte - If you 
want to act on your beliefs In a dynamIc. nonvIolent 
grassroots organIzation committed to direct action 
against AIDS. ACT UP/Portland Is the place for you, 
We meet e'I&ry Sunday at 7 pm at the YWCA, 87 
Spring St. Portland. Wheelchair accessIble, 828-
0566. Address letters to 142 High St. #222. Port· 
land, ME 04101. 
A111.ncefor Mentally III has trained Individuals to be 
respite provIders for persons with mental Illness. thIs 
free service allows families to have time away from 
their careglvlng responsibilities, For more Informa-
tion call 622·5767. 
Apple UHr Group The Southem MaIne Apple Users 
Group (SMAUG) meets Jan 8 at 7. pm to discuss 
preparing Income taxes with Maclntax. The meeting 
Is held at the Riverton CommunIty Center. 1600 
Forest Ave, Portland, Newcomers are welcome. 892-
9982. 
Community PrIde Arts Parade Maine Arts Invites 
neighborhoods and community groups from all over 
the city to team up with local artists and musicians 
and particIpate in the 1992·93 NewVear's/Portland 
Community PMde Arts Parade. Groups wishing to 
participate In the parade must register with MaIne 
Arts. 772·9012. 
Dlvorc. Perapecllve. discusses • MovIng on - a 
farewell from outgoing board members· Dec 30 at 
7:30 pm at Woodfords Congregational Church. SUI> 
port group for people facing problems in divorce 
meets year-round Weds at 7:30 pm In Woodfords 
Congregatlonal Church, 202 Woodford St, Portland . 
Donation of $1,60 requested. 774-HELP. 
Enriched Golden Age Center invites men and women 
60 and CNer to daily luncheons at 297 Cumberland 
Ave, Portland. Meal at noon. The followIng programs 
are offered at 12:30 pm: Rotary Christmas dinner for 
members and guests. Dec 23; New Year Celebra-
tion, Dec 30; 1992 Ms, Senior Pageant vIdeo, Jan 6; 
surprise program, Jan 13; January birthdays with 
musIc by Beau & DaVid , Jan 20; music program by 
David Moore, Jan 27. Donation: $2.50. 774-6974. 
Gift Wrap Event Wrap up your Christmas glft-wral> 
ping at the American Cancer SocIety's Christmas gift 
wrap through Dec 24 In front of Jordan Marsh at the 
Maine Mall. S. Portland, Booth hours: Mon-Sat 9:30 
am·9:30 pm, Sun 12-5 pm. Volunteers are still 
needed. 772·7102. 
NIIt .... lat Guldea The MaIne Audubon Society Is 
lookIng for enthusiastic volunteers to be traIned as 
naturallst guides for the society's annual WInter 
Walks Program. Training Is scheduled for Jan 4 from 
6:3(}8 pm and Jan 5-7 from 9:30 am·12 pm. Call 
781·2330 for more Info. 
N_ Y_'. Portia'" sparkles with excitement as 
some of the best performIng artists from around the 
world and Maine come to Portland Dec 31. From 
noon to midnIght. there will be 60 shows takIng place 
at 15 sites In downtown Portland. Including a 5Kroad 
race. the community pride arts parade and midnIght 
firewor1<s, 
N_ V .. r'. Train Ride The Seashore Trolley M", 
seum Inv~es you to whistle In the new year on an 
electric trolley car, enjoying refreshments and play-
Ing games while tracking across Maine countrysIde, 
Cost: $6. The museum Is located on Log Cabin Rd, 
Kennebunkport call 967-2800 for Info. 
R ... _ tit. I'oreat MaIne Audubon SocIety encour· 
ages residents of Freeport and surrounding areas to 
recycle theIr Christmas trees on Jan 9 at Mast 
landing sanctuary from 10 am-3 pm, The society will 
chip the trees to be spread on the trails in the sprIng. 
Also enjoy refreshments, balsam sachet-maklng and 
winter ecology activities. 865-6756. 
Ski Dr ..... join Extreme skier Dan Egan for tales and 
mCNles of his latest skIIng adventures around the 
world Jan 7 from 7:3(}9 pm at L.L. Bean casco St 
Conference Center. Route 1, Freeport, Free. 865-
4761. 
Stull. Bu. Shop 'n Save SUpermarl<ets. Portland 
Metro & Ocean 98 are stuffing a bus with your food 
donations to benefit the SalvatIon Anny's Needy 
Family Program. Make food donations to eliminate 
hunger for the holidays at Shop 'n Save at the MaIne 
Mall, S. Portland. 774-6304. 
Winter ...... m. S. Portland Parks & Recreation has 
the cure for your winter doldrums. Registration Is now 
being accepted for the following winter programs: 
hunter safety; potpourrI classes; Introduction to 
Macintosh Computer; step aerobics; ballroom dance; 
clay sculpture; foundations of drawIng; paint work· 
shop; wheel pottery; martIal arts; and men's &women's 
open gym basketball. Register at S. Portland Recre-
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Use our bonus bookcard for Christmas Shopping-
One free book for every 10! 
38 Exchange Street, In the Old Port • 774-0626 
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OVER 100,000 READERS CALL 775-1234 OR FAX 775-1615 
body" soul 
25 YEARS OF AEROBIC EXCEllENCE· 
Jacki's AEROBIC DANCING: Vertical 
firming with optional weights, aerobic 
conditioning. All agenndfitness levels. 
New sessions begin January 4 in 
Brunswick, Falmouth, North Yarmouth, 
Old Orchard, Portland, South Portland, 
Raymond, Scarborough, Westbrook, 
Yarmouth. Morning, afternoon, evening 
classes. Some with babysitting. 12 
weeks. $84. Treat yourself and a friend 
to some serious fun with our 2-FOR-l 
SPECIAl! Pay $42 each. Gillcertiflcates 
available. Forinformation. call 77 4-5403, 
or 9294846. 
ASTROLOGY REPORTS- Natal, Compat· 
ibility, Forecasts. Your birthchart can le11 
you more about youl58lf, your relation· 
ships, andyourfuturethan you may think. 
Accura1e, personal and inexpensive! As-
·trology Services (0.0.8.), ~
CHRISTIAN SUPPORT GROUP for men 
struggling to overcome homosexual 
thoughts, feelings or behaviors. Full 
confidentiality. Crown of life Ministry. 
Established April 1990. Also support 
group for spouses and tra~uals. Call 
us at 828-1025. 
RITES TO CELEBRATE- A weekend for 
women of all ages to honor their bodies, 
S8Kuality and tra nsitions. Call Barbara Hare 
Noonan or Carrie Peterson. n3-962S. 
TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese 
Martial Art, based on mental and physi. 
cal balance. One learns to blend with an 
opponents force to control it TAl CHI is 
a fluid system based on meditation in 
movement Excellenlforspiritual growth, 
radiant phySical health and unequaled in 
reducing the effects of stress and ten· 
sion in ones life. Beginners through 
advanced classes, including Push· 
Hands. Visitors welcome. For informa-
tion call Gene Golden, n2-9039. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE AND BODY· 
WORK for women (male clients accepted 
on referral only): Recovery issues, 
stress, body awareness, health mainte-
nance. Gill Certificates Available. An· 
drea E. Price, LM.T. 871-0121. 
roommates 
ASHMONTST., PORTlAND· Male room-
mate wanted to share 2 BR duplex. Off· 
street par~ing, WID hook-Up, oil heat, 
very quiet location. $312.5OImo. +112 
utils. Call 780-1415. 
FEMAlE NlS TO SHARE large. sunny. 
quiet. 2nd floor duplex. convenientiy 
located with Back Bay views. parking. 
storage. $2501mo. +113. n4-3014. 
GF. PROFESSIONAL. seeking WS F (or 
lesbian couple) to share spacious West 
End apt. 2 BR. 1st floor. hardwood! 
carpet, WID. gas hea~ modern facilities. 
parking. $3OOImo. +112 utils. Avail. 1111 
93. n5-5112. 
HANG YOUR STOCKING BY THE FIRE· 
PLACE & join us for the holidays. Private, 
furnishe<i space in large apt in safe, WesI· 
ern Prom area. $7C\'Nk. 772-1402. 
PROFESSIONAL. GM. seeks WS. re-
sponsible MIF. GIS roommate(s) to 
share large. modern home in Scarbor-
ough w/garage. very private. S3751mo. 
i ncl udes heaVcable. No pets. 885-5159. 
SEEKING EDUCATED, EASY-GOING M/ 
F to share large 3 BR East End apt. Be 
into the outdoors, art, bikes and dogs. 
51651mo. tl13 uti Is. n3-2410. 
SPRING ST.' Female wanted to share 
lovely townhouse with 2 males, 1 fe-
male, nice dog. S3OOImo. includes all 
utilities. Available 1110. 773-4765. 
Place your 3 - week classified 
ad in the SVItI 
ELL under any 
category & receive the fourth 
week FREE! 
FREEPORT CONDO· 2 BR. sunny 
townhouse. immediate to highway. WI 
W carpe~ DIW. WID hook·up. deck, 
storage. parking. extra closet space. 
S5951mo .• sec. dep. Available 1111/93. 
GORHAM VILlAGE· NearUSM carrc>us, 2 
BR duplex. oil h~ pets allowed. great 
neighborhood. $65OImo. Available 2111 
93. CalI839-8041. ieave message. 
MASS AVE· Bright & sunny 1 BR with 
basement storage. S4501mo includes 
heat. hotwater.laundry. parking & snow 
removal. Call 773-7368. 
MUNJOY Hill· large, sunny 2 BR apt in 
newly renovated Vienrian 3-unit, $5501 
mo. includes heat, water & parKing. Avail· 
able immediately. Call n3-9549. 
NICE APT.' 2 BR, patio, 5500/mo. Pels 
aliowed.Available1l1193. CalI797-8110, 
ask for Mike, leave message. 
PORTlAND, 589 RIVERSI DE ST .• large, 
2 noors, 3 BR, eat-in kitchen, conve-
nient to 95. S750/mo. includes parKing, 
all utilities. Sec. dep. 797-4969. 
PORTlAND- USM/ME Med Area. 1 BR 
effic. Hdwd floors, sundeck, yard, freshly 
painted. Ouiet, non-smoker, nodogs. $380 
incl. heat & HW. 767-28441780-4642. 
SCARBOROUGH- 1 BA, unfurnished effi· 
ciency, 1 mile from beach, quiel stree~ 
niceyard.S4251mo. utilitiesinciuded.Also: 
large room in holTl!, $4(Vwk. 883-6981 . 
CENTRAl PORTlAND-SpaciousoffJCe to 
share5Ol5Owith psychotherapiSl Historic 
building. fireplace. nice neighborhood. 
Contact David Bigelow, 767-6137. 
THERAPIST WANTED to share brigh~ 
sunny office, comfortably furnished, 
handicapped accessible. Any/all day u nlil 
5 o'clock. $8Ihour. Some referrals. Dr. 
Robinson, n3-5573. 
art studios/rent 
ART AND CRAFT PEOPLE· Rent a work· 
ing studio in a building devoted to you. 
317 Cumberland Ave. Lights, heal in· 
cluded. Parking avail. Call 772-6521. 
STUDIO SPACE AVAILABLE next to ac· 
tive sculpture studio. 17'x22', w/sink & 
shared bathroom. S170/mo tutils. 70 
Merrill SI. , Portland. Call Connie, 854-
491518~324 . 
seasonal/rent 
SCARBOROUGH· Higgins Beach 3 BR 
home, WID,closetoshore.Avail immed. 
Cable & phone incl. SOOOlmo. + utils. 
(508)667-7478. 
real estate 
DANCE ClASSES IN Jazz, Tap, Ballet, 
Streeffunk, DallC8maglc, Mime. Chil· 
dren, teens and adults. Casco Bay Mov-
ers, 151 St John St., Portland. 871-
1013 lor schedule. 
AUBURN- WS F wanted to'share 2 BR 
apt. with WS M artist, 32. Be mid-20s. 
$22!Wmo. includes utils. 783-4317. ; ('HiI{,j:ft1J TOPSHAM TOWNHOUSE- End unit, 2 
BACK COVE AREA· 2 professional fe- ;" Iljl(!T!11i m Call 775.1234 NOW to take advantage BR, with loft WID, 1-112 baths, conve-
"OH! REAll y. O'REillY" Tis' True-
Reduced $75,000 ranch, 2-3 bedr., stone 
porch, garage, oil hea~ private yard. Be 
first contact Diane O'Reilly, Harnden 
758-5630. DEEP t.lJSCLE MASSAGE· Karen Austen, 
MA, LM.T., licensed Massage Thera-
pist AlIeYiate chroric bacllaches, head-
aches, neck and shoulder stiffness, sc~ 
atica, stress, Irrc>row flexibility, muscle 
tone, clltulation,;dhIetiI: performance. Itt 
appointmoot. 865-{)6n. 
males seek 3rd for 4 BR house wtyard, t;b;mlij,W;1ml1~U~{;)lI'f'lg01f: t!fh~Bisk~l?0;~:I~!1 \\IT!~I~gi~'ml1;gi~~[bi': ;:ii" §),: ,),';; g.:.; i.: monien. t58t03-Po290rtla9n. d, UA & Augusta. $5751 off·street parking. Clean, qule~ NlS i.; ;; " 
ErnOPEAN PSYCHIC- Jonathan Marks, 
MSD-Predicling &analy2ing pasthappen-
ings, present prolJlemsand future events. 
1l2-hour/hoursessions. f'sVchic, Tarot & 
Counseling. Portland. n5-2213. 
EXPLORE AND HEAl. WITHIN your rela-
lionship th rough couples therapy with 
Jane Gair. ONGOING WOMEN'S 
THERAPY GROUP also has openings 
now. Call for details, n4-8633. 
FREE AClJ'lWCTURE CONSULTATION! 
Call the PorUand CenIBr of Classical Acu· 
puncture, ns.oo58, for an appointment 
OPENINGS AVAIlABLE IN ON-GOING 
Mixed Therapy Group(T uesdays, UIlm). 
lead I1f S1Bphen Aronson, PhD. Insurance 
reimbursable. For info. m-3176. 
OPENINGS IN ONGOING Women's Sex 
and love dependency group. Focus on 
vision and empowerment Can Keziah 
Hinchen. MA. LSAC.lPC. 78 Main St, 
Yarmouth. 846-4748. 
house. Praler F non~rinker. S3131mo. 
+utils. 879-0882. 
BACK COVE! Responsible, chem-free 
WS roommates wanted to share beauti· 
ful, spacious, quie~ 3 BR, 2 bathroom 
apt $260+. Available 111193 & 211193. 
Call n4-4103. 
BACK COVE· large 3 BR, hardwooO 
floors, fireplace, WID, parking, M/F, W 
S, no pets. S3OOImo. t . Oil heat, large 
yard, centrally located. 775-1817. 
BEACHSIDE LlVING!- Seek N/S 
house mate to share beautiful, brand· 
new 3 BR house on Higgins Beach, 
ScarboroughthroughJuly 1,1993. Great 
views, great house. 883-5514. 
EAST END· WS fehle for 2 BR apt 
Ouie~ sunny, spacious, near water, pre-
ferno pets. $2751mo., heatlHWincluded. 
761-6931 . 
EAST END- Share 2 BR with WS GM. 
$27!Wmo. +112 utils. ParKing, yard, must 
like pets. 773-8922. 
EASTERNPROM-Beauti{ulviewsofCasco 
Bay to share w,young family In large fur· 
nished Victorian. Must see. Seeking sober 
person wIsWDy income. Avail. immed. 
$3OOImo., security. n4-3013. 
M/F TO SHARE NICE, spacious, sunny, 
3 BR, top-floor apt. near Eastern Prom. 
Ouiet, friendly, NlS household. $2421 
mo. includes heatlHW. 772-8309. 
NORTH OEERING· NlS professional M/ 
Fwanted forbeautiful3 BR house, wood· 
burning stove, WID, D/W, yard, garden, 
storage, off·street parking. $3OOIrno. 
plus. 878-8481. 
ORRS ISLAND· Share 2 BR apt. with 1 
woman, neat & WS. $2OO1mo. (heat 
included), t 112 utils. 833-5839. 
PORTlAND· Male roommate wanted to 
share 2 BR apt. in quiet neighborhood, 
NlS, chem-free, responsible. $3OOImo. 
includes utils. & sec. dep. Avail. immed. 
87HlO74, leave message. 
PORTlAND- NlS GM to share 2 BR wI 
ocean views, yard, parKing, quie~ spa· 
cious, on bus route, close to 1-295. 
$2751mo t uWs. 871-9940. 
PORTlAND- Sunny cape, quiet neigh· 
borhood. Responsible, NlS, references, 
on bus line, outer Forest Ave. Available 
immediately. $2501mo. +113 utils. Please 
call Michael, 797-2335. 
WESTBROOK· Share huge 3 BR house, 
plenty off·street parking and storage. 5 
mins. from USM, on bus route. $2451 
mo. +113 utils. 85&-7315. 
apts/rent 
BACKCOVE-2bedroomwithwa1Brviews. 
Clean & quiet Includes heat & hot water. 
$5701mo. Call n3-2245. 
DEERING OAKS- Renovated, heated 1 
bedroom apartment. Sunny, cheerful, 
hardwood floors, ceiling fan, private yard, 
qui8llsecure building. Rent reduced to 
S38OImo. Pets allowed. 773-7002. 
FAlMOUTH FORE SIDE· Rooms with 
views. Pristine oondo, 3 112 BR, 2 bath, 
fplc, 'iJ/c, all appliances, sunny deck, 
privacy, pool, tennis courts. $11501 
mo. Call 781-4591. 
FOREST AVE· Modern 2 BR wId ish· 
washer, disposal, microwave, eat·in 
kitchen. $5691mo. includes all utils. 
Call 823-3600. 
FOREST PARK APARTMENT5- Charm-
ing 1 & 2 BR healed rental homes over· 
looking Back Cove & Baxter Blvd iJgging 
path. From $465/mo. n3-RENT. 
WEST END, 150 SPRING ST.' Sunny, 
spacious, 2 BR condo, modern kitchen, 
good closets, storage, walk to down· 
town, laundry facility, gas heat Avail· 
able2l1193. $600lmo. +utils. 879-7900. 
houses/rent 
GORHAM· Spacious, 4 BR house, tR, 
DR, kitchen, 2 baths, parking, yards, 
fireplace, storage, piano, pets O.K. $6501 
mo.+. Minimum 5-month lease. Avail. 
111193. n2-9615. 
PORTlAND NEIGHBORHOOD· Kent St 
Cozy energy efficient cape w/all appli· 
ances, Franklin fireplace, patio, wlwcar' 
pet, washer/dryer, waterview. Sorry no 
pets. n3-5144 for appointment 
onices/rent 
BRIGHTONAREA·Shareofficewl holis· 
tic osteopathic doctor and naturopath. 
looking for counselor, D.O., massage, 
or D.C. New·office and ample parking. 
828-6369, leave message. 
"OH! REAllY-O'REillY"· $114,900. 5 
bedr., 2 SA. 2 fireplace, home occupa-
tion location Portland, pool, deck, de-
tails with Diane O'Reilly, Harnden Realty 
758-5630. 
DO YOU HAVE A HOUSE FOR SAlE? 
Why not advertise itthrough THE SURE 
SELL? Call 775-1234 or 883-4149. 
FAlMOUTH FORESIOE· Unusual condo 
priced to sell! 3.5 BR, 2 baths, move-in 
condition, fireplace, alc, pool, tennis 
courts. Trees surround private patio. 1 
block from water. Call owner, 781-4591. 
HIGH & CUMBERlAND· 1600 sq. It 
condo Shell, 3 floors, lots of brick, great 
possibilities, $25,000: Office-condo, 900 
sq. II" partially finished, great for non· 
profitgroup,$15,OOO; 1400sq. It. condo, 
000,4 ready lor occupancy, $50,000. For 
appt. call 772-6540. 
VA OWNED PROPERTIES AVAIlABLE 
for as little as 1',4 down payment· Cur· 
rent rate 8',4 (APR, 8.14',4). Contact 
Dan Dawe, Broker, at 865-4456 for in· 
formation. 
I Please Recycle this Paper I 
CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM BY PHONE: 775-1234 BY FAX: 775-1615 
categories check one the sure sell your ad: 
o bulletin bon a busl~ Ml'Vlcee 25 words ... $11 per week 
o at & found (IrH) aftnanc:lal additional words •• • 50¢lwordlweek 
o rfdeehare 11-) Ostutffor .... BUY 3 WEEKS, 4th IS FREEl WHEELS DEAl: $25 run 'til it sells! 
o help wanted o yard s .. a 
get it to us o buslna .. oppor1unlties o give awW/ (IrH) 
o positions wanted a wanted By Phone: 775-1234; or for long distance 
o chid care o arts & crafts 1-800-286-6601 (visa/mc) 
Oroommatea a theatre arts 
By FAX: 775-1615 
By Mall: The Sure Sell, 551 A Congress St. 
o aptsIrent o fairs & festivals Portland, ME 04101 
o houses/rent o music By Hand: 73 Oak St.. Portland 
Off Congress, behind the Magic Muffin Number of words' 
o se.onallrent Owhaels 
deadline Number of weeks: o art studlo-.',.nt o boats Phone #. 
Firs125 words 
o buslnns rental o recreation Monday, 6PM. pre·paid Name' $11 porweek: $ 
o real eatata CI .. mlng fine print + add. words 0 50¢ ea.: $ Address: o land for .. Ie o publications Buy 3, Get 4th FREE: $ 
o mobile hornae o animals a..ted ada must be paid ra i1 acMolce wIh caoIl. per.oona c:Ilecl<. malO\I Older. 'ma or Mastemwd. Lost & FOlrld It""" Iioted Wheels Deal free. 0a00IIed ada .... non-relllldallle. cg.N _ not beW_lor o visa 0 me expo date $251 run 'Iii it sells: $ o auction. o Iega' notices 1r1Y="*oIcaI errors, orrinlons, ordlatgeo i1 the ad 1M1Ich do 
not eel the vaIJe or conIcn or OlbIt...,tlalJ, dtange the ~
a body & soul a dating """'cas c( the ed. Qadit will be 1_"""" able met has boa> # Total: $ detormined v.lt'*' one week 01 p<bIcatIon. 
' . ' 
A woman's I'roup using dreams. 
images, slones and the body 10 
facilitate: 
• discovery of the feminine 
within 
• discovery of the creative 
energy of the feminine 
• develol,'lllertl of a positive 
relauon.hip with the 
feminine 
S tarting January 1993 
o 
• Psyt:botJNwupy • PoIiJrilJ 'Tber"/lY 
Second .tage recovery 
Healing childhood trauma 
t:clllcr fur Hcallh Rehabilitation 
73 Deering St., Ponland 
775-5903 
Therapeutic Massage 
to Relieve Stress 
and Muscle Pain 
Call McKenney Counseling 
Service todayl 
Alchoholism . Drug Abuoc 
Codependency . Smoking 
GAl)' McKmney,UJAc, 77l-38&9 
a_bleNe,_a. ... 
The Chine .. Healing 
Arts Center 
Dr. Zhao Mel 
Traditional Chinese 
regimen for nourishing 
physical and mental 
heal1h 
In the Florida K9Ys 
March 28-April 3 
WOlter and Michael Robinson 
430 Simpaon Rd., Saca 04072 
929-6960 
KEEP YOUR BUSINESS HEALTHY 
with Casco Bay Weekly's new 
• Qi Gong Exorcise 
• Massage - acupuncture 
without need/es 




g·week evening session 
Jan 20·Mar 17 







• Individual & Group 
Counseling 
Dru Myers, 
LSAC. NCACII. NCADC 
774-4564 
Call Pam Jackson 
799-3056 
Ex~. Th~ Center 
:-J~_ Weekly • Wellness • Directory 1-'..,..,~.....,.....,.,.Port:""",Ian...,.......".......,..,.....~ 
SHIATSU 
ACUPRfSSURf 
Attract new clients, 
Gt ntie, rallxing. healing. 
An expaiena of du p ba/an a 
announce upcoming workshops. ~ ACUl'UNCTURE 
WITHOUT NEEDLES 
Call 775 1234, ask for Sheila or Michael. 
mobile homes help wanted 
;.===================, ATIENTION SCARBOROUGH RESI-LUV IS NOW IN AUBURN' DENTS-PARTTIMEJOB-Earn$20·$30 
business services 
, per week for 4-5 hours delivering 
NOT IN OXFORD' PennySavers and Magazines. Walking • and driving routes available. Call Ad· 
BESTEST Pri ces on vanced Delivery 883-1735. 
CHAMPIONS or FLEElWOOD CHilD CARE NEEDED IN PORTlAND 
HOME Mon. & Fri. for ages 5, 2, & 4 
NEW LOCATION IS mos. Experience, relerences, WS. Call 
1049 Washington St., 1 Mile From Turnpike! 
LUV 
HOMES 
Daily 9-6, Sunday 11-5 
Rte. 202, Auburn, ME 
207 -786-4016 
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL 
FLEETWOOD EVER: 
80', 2 BR WITH 16' MASTER BR 
Because it was a Show Model it even has 
things like an APPLIANCE GARAGE! 
Our list is $29,995; THIS WEEK TAKE 
$4,000 OFF, or $25, 995. 
$2,600 down, 240 months at $218, APR 9.5 
1049 Washington St., 1 Mile From Turnpike! 
.LUV 
HOMES 
Daily 9-6, Sunday 11-5 
Rte. 202, Auburn, ME 
207 -786-4016 
FAX FREE THURSDAY I 
45 words & Personal Calle FREE BY FAX Thursday Only 
775-0619 between 6-9pm. 
EXPERIENCED MlMer's· Gel paid now!! 
No more "Delayed Gratification". Call 1-
800-568-1938. 
FOR MORE INFORMATIONANDASSI5-
TANCE regarding the investigation of 
financing, business opportunities and 
work at home opportunities, Casco Bay 
Weekly urges it's readers to contact the 
Better Business Bureau, Inc., Maine Di-
vision, 812 Stevens Ave., Portland, ME 
04103-2648. 
GIRLS WANTED FROM ME, NH & MA· 
Batween 7-19, to compete inthisyea(s 
4TH Annual 1993 Portiand Pageants. 
Over $20,000 in prizes and scholar-
ships. Call today I -BOO·PAGEANT Ext 
1376 (1-800-724-3268). 
RESPONSiBlE, DEPENDABlE, ENER· 
GETIC persons for cleaning service, resi-
dential andlor commercial. Excellent 
character and work references required. 
Experience desirable, but not neces-
sary. Please call 761-02041761-1681 . 
business services 
'IT TAKES TWO' -A full catering service 
with custom cooking prepared in the 
kitchens 01 ,#rianne & Maria. Off· 
premise serviCe for all occassions. Ex· 
cellent Quality for excellent value. Deli-
cious menus designed to please your 
palate. Your pleasure is our pleasure. 
772-00fIJI854-8577. 
AnENTION OFFICES: We are offering 
select offices afreecandy/snackservice 
featuring M&M'sHersheysand Nabisco 
products. This offer is only made to 
firms with over 25 employees, as our 
equipment and supplies are limited. Call 
immedialely 799-5018 or 799-2700. 
CAR CARRIER SERVICE5- long dis· 
tance hauling, 24 hour towing. Auto 
Brokers pMax 883-5575. 
CARPENTRY· All PHASES, no job 100 
small or large. 20 years experience, 
references available, reasonable rates. 
Call Bob Thompson, 775-6309. 
DIRTY, HARD·TD-ClEAN BATHTUB? 
Restore any bathtub. Easy cleaning, no 
toxic odor, no mess, no peeling, no 
down time. lifetime warranty. Poly·Tub 
Restoration. 774-8184. 
ELECTRICIAN- CAll "FORREST' at 
Town & Country Electric for lowest prices 
in town. Specialty: Fuses to breaker 
panels. licensed & insured. Contrac· 
tors- CAll US' 772-5257. 
GUN FU KARATE-"A REALITY CHECK", 
Guns & insurance sales. Martial arts 
instruction. All calls welcome. n2-1512. 
HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABLE 
to do odd jobs and moving, locally or 
long distance. Experienced & depend· 
able with references. Call for low rates, 
774-2159 anytime. 
HATE TO WAllPAPER? From baths to 
ballrooms, we'll tackle illor you. Years 
of experience, free estimates & many 
references. Call Harbor Hang-ups now. 
773-3340. 
HO HO HO n's started to snow. Thewind 
and the Drafts continue to Blow. Quality 
weatherstrip on your Windows and 
Doors will keep you toasty for many a 
day more. Merry Christmas! THE DOOR 
DOCTOR 83~3204. 
775-1615 Try the Sure Sell: 775-1234 
HORSES,ANYBREEDTRAINEDtodrive VIDEO TAPE CONVERSION· American! 
in harness, hands on owner training. Foreign or Foreig nlAmerican video trans-
Reasonable rates. We teach the owner lers. P.O. Box 1479, Scarborough, Me. 
as well as the horse 87~1693. Phone/Fax 207-883-5575. 
JACK DUNN REMODELING· Additions, business opps garages. roofs, window and door re-
placement, decks and sheds. Framing 
10 finish. No job too small. Free esti· DISGRUNTlED EMPLOYEES, corrc>any 
mates. Insured. Call J. Dunn 856-6617. lay-ofls, control yourown future, own your 
MASTER PLUMBER looking for extra own I~e. Business opportunity olthe '9Os 
work nights and weekends. Free esti· is knocking. Contact: Wendy Reali, 828-
mates. lower rates. Ouality woril, in- 1918; Paul lombardi, 787-2173. 
sured, 767-5233. 
NEED ELECTRICAL WORK DONE? Best stufllor sale 
deals on service changes, 'Fuses to 
Breakers". Ceiling fans· you buy, I as· AHHH, Sleep wondefully on two queen· 
semble and hang. Anything electrical, size futons complete with wood frames, 
no job too big or small. Ouality woril at $225, or on full matress set w/steel 
very reasonable rates. Free estimates. frame. $150. Then slip into nice men's 
Master Electrician, insured. Gerry'sElec- med. suede jacket, only S30. 874-7475. 
tric, 773-5897. wllambswool collar, $95. Suede jacket, 
NEED HElP?Certified Paralegal can help 
men's medium, $30. 874-7475. 
with wills, power of attorney, living wills, BOARD GAMES, S21each,about30; 7800 
living trusts, bankruptcy, divorce, word w/69 games, $45; 8-bit N.E.S. w/24 
processing, taxes. Carolyn Pardi, 772- game packs- opening bid is $200. 'Tis 
6620. Reasonable rates. the SEASON ... SEASON'S GREETINGS, 
PLUMBING· Corrc>lete bath and kitchen 
P.O. Box 10787, Portland, ME, 04104. 
remodeling, forced hot water heating CAST IRON COAlIWOOD BURNING 
and conversions to oil or gas. Burnham STOVE· Heated 6-room apt., $90 firm. 
Boilers offered. Free estimates. Andy 772-1402 . 
Uhas, Master Plumber, Andy's Plumb· 
DOll HOUSE5- All Wood. Make some-ing 767-5233. 
one happy for X·Mas. Several to choose 
PROFESSIONAl ACCOUNTING AND TAX from $50 to $250. Also Doll House fur· 
SERVICES: IndMduals, partnerships, cor· niture and misc. Doll House stuff. Call 
porations. Ouality, personal service. Rea- 799-6645. 
sonable rates. Free initial consu~ation. 
Emerson & Frazier, CPA's 87~1600. FUll-SIZE TEAK FUTON FRAME wI 
futon, $80. like new. 773-8368. 
SNOWptOWING, SNOW BLOWING & 
GUARANTEES ARE ONLY AS GOOD as SANDING- In Greater Portland area. 
Commercial & residential. Free esti· the company that offers them. Watch 
mates. low rates. Call Kevin, 775-3244. out for "money back' offers from un-
known companies. 
SUNSHINE ClEANER5- Housecleaning, 
weekly or bi·weekly, I1f professionally pass this paper trained staff. 16 years experience. Af· 
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Casco Bay Weeldy will publish a 
12-week gUide to Income Tax 
Preparation Services beginning 
Boundary , Topographic and 
COlUlrUCllOI1 SUTvcrymg 
with the January 7th, 1993 issue. 
To be included in this special 
directory at the special rates, WHY PAY Dale Carnegie Prices? 
call Sheila at 
~ 775-1234 
or long distance 
1-800-286-6601 
Fe ..... 1 Enlta_al Sysle,", 
"Bring SueeUJ Wlatr .. u YOK Go willt 
CASSETTE LEARNING COURSES" 
Learn How To: 
* Set Y"" pl. * E.ceI in Saleo * ~ LcadcnbiJ>'MlI1Iaeme" Skill. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~lilii]~i"111:::1:11 *RUx~<OM~ '" * Health and _ Ptrf"""""", 112 PRICE HOLIDAY SPECIAL! Scot Seltzer 797·9127 
Residential I Commercial 
stull for sale 
JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS- Stu-
dio sale, GUitars: Ovation 12-string, 
$150; 2 GUilds, $300, electric, S100; 
Yamaha DX-7 keyboard w/extras, $500; 
Otan 8-channel studio recorder w/ex-
tras, $4000. 828-0279. 
MACINTOSH SE COMPUTER and HP 
DESK-JET pnnter, 20 MB HO, 4 MBRAM, 
System 7, Word5.0, loads rmresoftware. 
$2,200 complete or $1 ,900 for computer, 
$450 for pnnter. Will consider trades. bar-
Iln, etc. 775-0028 daytime. 
MATTRESS, BOXSPRING or complete 
bed. King, Queen, Full or Twin size. 
DBiivery available. Call Paul 828-0715 
MATTRESSES & BOXSPRINGS & 
FRAME5- New and used. Also washers 
and dryers and appliances. We also buy 
unwantediterns. Creditavailable m-fj/37. 
NIKON-F 35mm CAMERA, 28/50/ 
135mm NIKKOR lenses, case, etc., $400; 
Darluoom set-up, Bogen enlarger, 8xl0 
lrays, etc., S100; ACCORDIAN, 37 key, 
80 bass, 5-voice tncl., Bando/Musette, 
$250. 774-2718, Reggie. 
If you've ever cleaned up for 
the cleaning people ... or worse, 
cleaned up after them... II;:::::::::::::::::::;: I 
You need me in your life 
Katherine Clark 
772-8784 
SNOW TIRE5- 4 tires perfect for Volvo 
Wagon. Less than 10,000 miles. 
Vredestein 185 SR14. Sl00. Call Rob 
after 6pm. 839-2795. 
TORO 726 TWO STAGE SNOW Blower. 
7hp. 26' cut elec. start 3, frw. speeds & 
rlIV. tire chains. $400 or BO. Call 854-
8588, ask for Dave. 
arts 8. cralts 
AWESOME SOUTHWESTERN BROOM-
STICK SKIRTS for bollday sharing or 
weanng. Locally made with peace and 
love. Call Karen at767-3738 for viewing 
or more information. Thanks. 
OLOE TIME PHOTO of your farTIIly. Se-
pIa-toned; costumes; guns, hats, bible, 
or booze!ThreeslZ8S, mountsorframes. 
Gall for appointment. 799-1300 
USED MOVIE5- $9.95 including adult 
Dlsney514.95,posters&standeesS.99 wanted 
and up. VCR dean/ng & repair. Captatn 
Video, Oak HIli Plaza, Scarborough.883- __________ • 
6424. WANTED: Pine, Oak, Fir & Spruce Logs-
WOMAN'S BLUE 10-SPEED FUJI- In Will pay top dollar! Ask for Gandie, 893-
good condition. Sl00 firm. If Interested .104_3 •. _______ _ 
call 767-4374. 
lYNDA BARRY 
'00·'. CottON 't-SHIRtS 
II~ knc"" .... "ot 'fa"'Ii"~~f ~ hoI""'" 
. HJ'~ Strul"lf' Sr'lld /:tilt,,' FruocJ..· 
music 
BANJO-GUITAR-MANDOLlN- Private 
instruction With expenenced teacher. 
Openings for begtnmng to advanced 
players. Holiday gift certificates Avail-
able. Gall 773-4943. 
FREE PIANO LESSON in your home-
See if you like it. Give someone a month 
of lessons for Christmas, I'll add AN-
OTHER week. Jim, 774-1110 
Real Eyes Music presenls: 
.;: ':. 
Delinquent Taxes? 
Now is the best time in years to come forward! 
The IRS has the names of 3700 Maine residenlS thaI have not 
filed their taxes. Although the government has increased the 
number of agents tracking down those delinquent, the IRS will 
not criminally prosecule those now coming forward voluntari1y 
and filing accurately. 
Accounting & Tax Control, Inc. has helped many people to 
settle their debt for less money than they owed! 
Talk to a professional at 
ACCOUNTING & TAX CONTROL, INC. 
761-0050 
We can lead the way out of your financial troubles! 
Job 
Satisfuction 
Stop searching without 
success. Define your goals. 
Match your interests & 
skills. I=rn to market 





10 YOUT SpecifICations 
Snowboards, too! 
$9.95 
Can't Afford A Lawyer? 
LEGAL FORMS PREPARED 
AT LOW COST 
WITH NO LEGAL FEES 
Corporations· Power of Attorney· Independent 
Contractor Agreements· Deeds· Wills· Living Wills· 
Divorce· Bankruptcy & Hundreds More! 
Discount Legal 1-800-798-FORM 





Put the Casco Bay Weekly 
Services Directory to work 
for you for as little as $20 per 
week. Call 775-1234 and ask 
Sheila or Michael how, 
music 
GUITAR LESSONS: ALL LEVELS, all 
styles. Holidayglftcertificates available. 
$35 for four half-hour lessons. Happy 
Holidays! Gall Jeff, 772-0208. 
MUSIC RECREATlON- Have a really fun 
party including hands-on musical in-
struments. Treat your guests to an op-
portu nlty to express their hidden talents 
In an Informal atmosphere. Call Sandy 
772-5636 leave message. 
MUSICIANS WANTED: Unknown. prorTlls-
Ing a'mateurs for possible recording con-
tract SobIgroup, YOie&'instrurrents. cal 
Tom, l-llOO-723-7997. Free call, day/night 
Amaling reconlOO message. Noobhgation. 
SINGERS! SONGWRITERS! BANDS-
Record your songs at Portland's pre-
mer demo studiO. Digital effects and 
mxdown, SlS/hr. Call for details and 
free consultatIOn. (207)775-2159 
VINTAGESTRINGEDMUSICAL INSTRU-
MENTSwanted. Highest prices paid for 
guitars, banjos, mandolins, vioitns, 
harps. Gall 725-4677 or 797-8110 
WANTED- VINTAGE STRING MUSical 
instruments. Highest prices paid for 
guitars, banjos and madolins. Call 725-
4677 or 797-8110. 
wheels 
S$ CASH CASH CASH $$- WE HAUL 
AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, arT)' 
condition, SIlVen days a week, 9-9. 773-
6878 
1982, 98 OLDSMOBILE va, brand new 
Inspection sbcker, rebUilt engl ne. approx 
56k miles, good condition, power, PNJ 
FM stereo Also '79 280Z needs body 
work, both for $2.500 799-2736 
1983 VOLVO GLE- Turbo-intercooled, 5 
sp , ITltnt condition,loaded,leather tnte-
nor, sunrOOf, 1 owner, has been su-
perbly maintained, definatly must be 
seen $3995, 883-5790. 
1987 JEEP WAGONEER L1MrrED- 4x4, 
1 owner. 4 litre, 6 cyl., HI, auto, air, 
sunrOOf, excellent care and condllton, 
very sharp. $8,995 OBO 799-5213. 
1990240SX-12,OOO m.les, stored win-
ters, CO player, sunrOOf, black $9,500. 
767-0614. 
Bl.AZER S10, 1986, 4x4, Tahoe package. 
air, loaded, excellent condition, 98,000 rTII., 
rrostIyhlOhway, no rust $4,SOO cal week-
daysafler7pm. aIIdayweekends283-1115. 
FORD DUMPTRUCK, 1971- 6 yard ca-
pacity. New power take-off on dump, in 
top running condition With only 18K 
onglnal rTIIles Please call 799-3631 . 
FORO L m 1985-Needs some basic main-
tenance, good condition, 76,000 miles, P/ 
W, AM'FM stereo. Asking St ,000, book 
value over $2,000. 799-4034 cal anyll me 
HONDA 50 TRAIL BIKE- 3sp automatic, 
hardly used. axcelientcond ,good starter 
bike. Pa.d $1 ,000 new. w.1I take $600-2 
years old, 883-9698. 
HONDA CRX-HF, t986- White, AmtFm 
stereo, ~nted windows, new exhaust 
and brakes, 5-speed, 81 K, runs greal 
B.O. Gall 865-0941, Mitch. 
NISSAN STANZA XE, 1985- 5-speed, 4-
door hatchback, 82,000 miles, newtlres, 
red w/gray velour Intenor, good condi-
tion. $2,800 or B.O. 284-7421. 
NOVA, 1987- Standard, 4 door. PNJFM 
cassette, maintained. $2,200 774-1501 
VOLKSWAGEN BUS, 1976- Pop-top, 
automatiC, original paint, new engine, 
excellent condition, new brakes, 2nd 
owner. $2,995 or B.O. 826-4991 . NSA WATER FILTERs-BELOW WHOlE-
SAlE COST!! EY8r)'QneshoiJd hMlone!! 
Make your own soda with our Sparkler. 
Recommended on NationalTVasaMoney 
Saver. Gall Now (207)282-5091. 
OAK DOUBlE DRESSER(64x32) w/mi r-
ror and bureau (42x42), in good condi-
tion. Asking $225. Gall 883-6261. 
DAVID PHILLIPS 
ONE MAN BANNED 
BUICK SKYlARK, 1970- new brakes, 
new duel exhaust, new tires, new 
waterpump radltor, some rust, needs 
somework but runs well. Asking Sl,500 
or 80. Great deal! 642-5335 lIVe. 856-
6356 days Dwig ht 
CHEVY CUSTOM DELUXE 4x4, 1984-
Well-kept too many extras to list FREE 
Yamaha XS-850 w/purchase. $4000. 
Low mileage, Alpine stereo, explosion-
proof fuel cell. 443-3650. 
VW FOX, 1989- 41K, excellent condition, 
newtires& tUll&-up,Arn'Fmcassette, YeIY 
clean, l-family owner, southern car, no 
rust $3,lIlO. 885-5424, 6-9pm. 
VW JffiA, 1982- Very good condition 
and maintanence history. 5-speed 
manual for fine I1lIleage. Nice sounds in 
clean intenor. $2,l00orB.O. 772-3559. QUEEN SLEEPSOFA, $75; recllner,SSO; 
sewing machine, in-cabinet, 5100; din-
ing room table w/4 mate chairs, 575; 
captain's desk w/shelves, $100, and 
more. 878-8350. 
The singer/songwriter's third release 
featuring nine rock songs written and 
perfonned by the artist. "DUST," his 
previous work, received favorable 
reviews from Gasca Bay Weekly and 
WMPG. Check out the new onel 
Available at Bad Habits, Portland. 
CHEVY NOVA, 1976- Good shape, runs 
good. $500. Call AI Martin LockSmith 
Shop,879-6062 
VW PASSAT 1991- 5 spd, 46,000 mi., 
loaded, sunroof, am-fmcassette, power 
lIVerylhing. Even the seats heat up! 
$13,900.865-4549. 
, I 
wheels bulletin board 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU 
We"U kee~p: it running 
';tiD it~ SELLS! 
Describe your car. truck. or cycle in 
25 words or fewer ald we'll run 
your ad for four weeks In front of 
over I 00,000 readers 
FOR ONLY $251 
If your vehicle doesn't sell, just 
notify us in writing after the fourth 
publication and we'lI run your ad 
again FOR FREEl Theres no limit! 
S25 really does sell your car. 
Classifieds 775-1234 
Ad changes are $5 No refunds 
Prll!a[e party only 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551 A Congress St .. Ponland. ME 0410 I 
learning 
COMPUTER LESSONS. Special holiday 
pnce! Now to New Years: $20 per les-
son. Gift certificates available. Learn 
Macintoshthe fun, easy way. TheCom-
puter Tutor, 773-6132. 
CREATIVE DRAWING LESSONS using 
"Drawing on theRightS.deoftheBrain", 
with Bonnie Spiegel at her studiO. 
Wednesdays, lOam-noon. Beginning 
JanualY 6. $125. 774-4160. 
DRAWING: LEARNING TO SEE- Mon. 
lIVesJWedS.eves., OOglnnlngJan. l8th, 
20th. 10 week&' $250. Brochure-Gall K 
Bold~ 799-5728. 
PHONICS- ARSTCLINIC- ~yourchlld has 
failed to read with theguessing gameofthe 
"Wl'oIe language" rmthod, tlY intensive 
phonics. n worKs! Diagnostic Testing. 
Certified, Lenora, 727-3312. 
rldeshare 
AUGUSTA -> PORTLAND, MON.-FRI., 
leave 7:00 am, return 5:30-6:00 pm. 
Alternate vehicles? Share expenses? Nt 




OLD ORCHARD BEACH -> EXIT 6- Des-
perately looking to share rides With 
someone from OOB to Exit 8 area. 797-
8240, days. 934-9493, lIVes. 
PORTLAND -> SOUTH PORTlAND- I 
live at Woodford's Corner, Portland, 
work at BC8S, Mon.-Fri., Sam-l2pm. 
Share gas, no dnving, I'm blind. Call 
Bruce, 775-2493. 
YARMOUTH -> BRUNSWICK- From 
town orridesharelotson At 1 YarmoutIV 
Freeport Prefer working 7:30-4:00, but 
am fl8XIble. Call Josh, 846-1590. 
bulletin board 
NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY, PEACE ON 
EARTH- Unity, 54 River Rd., Windham, 
9-1. Chem-free. $10/person. Cash juice 
bar. Open to the publIC. 
SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN! 
Brighten your children's parties or bring 
laughter to office parties. For mora in-
formation, call Santa at 761-4505. 
TUCKER'SUSED FURNITURE-235 Con-
gress st. tn Portland. Buying & selitng 
antiques and used furniture, delivery 
service avalible, little bit of lIVerylhing. 
761-0193 
HELPED save a hfe? Do It this week by 
donating blood at the Red Cross. For 
more informa~on call us at 1-800-428-
0734 or 775-2367 
adult services 
1-900-288-ERICA(3742) .. $2Imln.Aduits 
Only, New Number! "A LEGEND!" Roman-
tic $lones. EPS Co. 708-882-7873. 
OANGEROUSL Y DELICIOUS OATES, 1-
900-903-5688, Only$2lrrin, w/homet's; 
24 hrs; be 18t. All ADULT L1FESTYLES-
Men, Women, Couples- Your chioce. G.C 
Oates Svc. (619)492-8770. 
DATE PERFECT- Promising Rela~on­
shlp- UPSCALE dating opportumty. Gall 
Now and Meet Tonightl!! 1-900-448-
4562, $2.491mn. 18t, 24 hrs. 
DR. SUSAN BLOCK'S Portland Talking 
Personals- All Ufestyles- Call 1-900-
622-8880 (52.491mln., 18t). FREE RE-
CORDING: 1-800-967-1565. Telephone 
Sex Therapy: 213-654-0400. 
DROWN IN ECSTASY, SWEET AGONY' 
1-800-72-ERICA $2.99!mln. V.sa/MC 
FREE GIFTS! Free vacations, Cellular 
phones & more! Up to 5500 value for 
our VIP Gallers. Talk to LIVE World 
Famous PsychiCS! Numerology, TaroL 
Horoscopes, Clairvoyant. CALL Now, 1-
900-407-5777, $3.99!ITlIn., 18t 
GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS! Meet smgles In 
your area! More singles than arT)' other 
dateline.1-900-446-2220,$2.4!l1rT11n.18+. 
HEAR TALKING PERSDNAl5- 1-900-
884-8500, $2!mln. (18t) OR: TALK TO 
LIVE GIRLS- 1-900-884-1220, 52.9!lI 
ITin. (18t). CONNECTIONS USA, Ft. 
Laud .. Fl.lnfo: 305-525-5433 (x9f22). 
HOT & WILD!! 1-900-420-6006, S15 
per call, 18yrs. t . 900 AmerA-V,NY 
LOCAl. WOMEN- With phone numbers! 
1-900-884-DATE,ext. 428., $2.90/mn, 
18t. (T.V., Fort Myers, FL., t.t.) 
PERSONAL CONFESSIONS 'WARNING 
tothosewlth high blood pressure· CAU-
TION! 1-900-737-4328, S2.951min , 
18yrs.t, VP, LV, NV 619-285-1502. 
Readers inlerested in finding or creating carpools are invited 10 
place FREE listings under specific category headings. For example: 
brunswick ~ porUand or porUand ~ brunswick 
real uzzle B11 Don Rubin 
Lip Reading ~ 
Each of these mustaches belongs to one 
of the characters listed below. We've 
identified a few of the toughest. See if you 
can match the rest. 
Mark Twain 
Albert Einstein 
~ Josef Stalin 
Salvador Dali 
_ a.arlie a.aplin 
_ Augustus Mutt 
_ Thomas E. Dewey 
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adun services 
SEXY, SWEET & AVAILABLE GIRLS In 
Portland. Get thar home phone num-
bers now! 1-900-287-7867, ext. 11 . S'2J 
mtn 24 hours, 18t. 
SINGLE'S AWAIT! Make the Date! Do It 
now! Don't Hesitate! 1-900-289-9355, 
S2.00lmn. 
ty,e -free tor So God hcwe 
mercy I (ould See the 
Star. 
WHY BE ALONE FOR THE HOLIDAYS? 
Snuggle up with someone Special to-
night. 1000's of Lonely Singles Awalt! 
1-900-772-1110, $2.491m1n. 18t. 
LIVE PSYCHICS INTERPRET 
YOUR PAST, PRESENT, & 









FREE bro<;hure teaches an 
ancien! technique for 8pintual 
Ineight. Call ECKANKAR, 
Religion of the Light 
and Sound of God. 






Talk LIVE to America's 
Leading Psychics 












in the U.S. 
Muot be Eighleen 
Sponoored by Inl'l 
Home Video, Inc. 
euatorner SeMce 
(212) 642·8438 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is a 525 g.ft certificale from Alberta's for the firsl-
prize winner. 1be second-prize winner receives two free passes to The Movies at Exchange 
Street. Winners will receivelheir pnzes in the mail. DraWings are done at random. Contes-
tants are ineligible to win more than one pnze In a four-week span. Only one entry is allowed 
per person per week. 
All entries for this week's puzzle must be received by Wednesday. Dec. 30. 1be solution to this 
week's puzzle will appear in lhe Jan. 7 issue of 02sc0 &y WetJdy. Send your besl guess to: 
Real Puzzle 11155 
Ozsco &y Weekly 
551A Congress Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
This week, Frank Hazelwood and a friend 
will dine at Alberta's. Jackie Dwyer will take in 
a movie al The Movies al Exchange Street. 
Solution to Real Puzzle # 153 
1. lOwe U. 
2. Rocky Mountain High 
3. Allstale (or All State) 
4. School of Hark Knocks 
5. College of Cardinals 
6. Sohd Stale 
7. High Tech _ Sonny Crockett 
?.. Martin Luther King 
.!.. Stacey Keach 
( 
1I~ ~ 12 ft 13 I(l\\\~ 8. Dealer Prep 9. School of F.sh 
10. Minnesota Mining and 
Manufacturing Kaiser Wilhelm 
_ Edgar Allan Poe 
_ Adolph Hitler 
Groucho Marx 
_ J. Wellington Wimpy 
_ Rollie Fingers 
!. Friedrich Nietzsche P41t 
16 17 le7t0' 
11. Charm School 
12 Welfare Siale 
13. Elecloral College 
14. Motton P.cture Academy 
(or Academy of Motion 
Picture Arts and ScIences) 
15. Rock 'n' Roll High School 
16. Twelve o 'Clock High 
Harp ... and Row.) 
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CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY CBW PERSONAL 
(Calls cost 1.491mjn. Must be 18 or over. Touch-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-1234) 
women .. men 
ACTIVE, INTEllUGENT MEN!!! FiL at-
tractive Mother & Daughter artists seeks 
healthy humorous, independent, 
outdoorsey men for dinner, dancing+. 
20s-30s-40s-50s. DOUBLE DATES ... 
NOT! 'II' 1871 (1/4/93) 
ADVENTUROUS, OUTGQING SWF, 20, 
blonde, looking for someone with simlar 
interests. Seeking SW/SSM, 20-2S, who 
likes to have fun with I~e. Friendship or 
possible relationship. '11'1959 (1/18193) 
ATTRACTM, PETITE DWF, 38- Is lhere a 
hopeless romantic with old-fashioned val-
ues who enjoys romance, respec~ hon-
esty, sunsets, talks, walks, doves, Julia 
Fordham, Everything buttheGi~, gourmet 
coffee, VICtoria's Secre~ candlelight and 
comrrittment? 'II' 2039 (1/25) 
BREW PUB GODDDESS SEEKS NEW-
TON- I need some Basic Physics ex-
plainedl 'II' 1973 (1118193) 
CHRlSnMS ElF LOOKING FOR SANTA! 
He need not beroundordressed in red, but 
have plenty of hair on his head. Wrth gifts 
to give and a Ho! Ho! Ho!, this ell & friend 
wiN be on 1hego! 'II' 1968 (1/18193) 
COFFEE, TEA, OR CANDLELIGHT- At-
tractive DWF, blonde, 45, 5'4', honesL 
lolling, romantic, caring, spontaneous, 
flexible, lots of energy, loves to dance, 
(from 405 to 90s), looking for male with 
simlar attributes. 'II' 1940 (1/t8l93) 
DWF LOOKING FOR DWM that likes big 
women. Must like children. Can be la1l, 
skinny, 30-38. 'II' 1945 (1118193) 
DWF, 405, 5'8',ATIRACTIVE, wishes to 
make Christmas more enjoyable for 
mysen & another. Let's meet and open 
a gift of friendship and possibly more. I 
have an attractive bow. Many qualities! 
'II' 1897 (lItl/93) 
DWF, 44, N/S, PROFESSIONAL- The 
Dating Game is right for some, but not 
all. I'm interested in dating one good 
man who is honest, sociable, and emo-
ijonally available. My interests include 
theater, dining out, quiel times, out-
door activities. All replies answered. 
'II' 1870 (1/4/93) 
FIND THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE Thurs-
day night at the Seaman's Club, from 5-
7 pm. Irs the Personal Connection! 
FREE SPIRIT, active, professional F, 3Os, 
seeks simlar M to share Joie De Vivre. 
Let's feast on long walks, all the arts, 
travel, cycling. 'II' 1960 (1118193) 
FRIENDSHIP, DANCING, HOCKEY are 
my favorite words, 31, seeking partner-
ship with steamy love affair to follow. 
Love children, reading, wine, outdoor 
activities and theatre. 'II' 2029 (1/25) 
INDEPENDENT DWF, 34, blonde hair, 
brown eyes, 5'2", 112Ibs., professional. 
Two pr&-school children. Enjoy coun-
try-style living. Looking for SlDWM, 30-
45, secure in who he is. Romantic, hon-
est man for friendship, conversation, 
fun & adventure. 'II' 1896 (1111/93) 
INTRIGUING, EXCITING lADY would 
like to meet professional man over 45, 
physically active, to enjoy outdoors, 
gardening, with lady who loves cats and 
having lots offun. 'II' 1974 (1/18193) 
LONG-lEGGED SPIDER NEEDS MATE 
to eat, ski, and sail with. Wanna do the 
inland passage! '11'1970(1118193) 
LOOKINGFORASKIINGPARTNER-SWF, 
22, seeksambtious, outgoing,caringSWM 
forfriendship & possi bIe relationship. NIS, 
Ml preferred. 'II' 1982 (1/18193) 
MERRY CHRISTMAS! HeaNhy, happy and 
single ag;in! DWF, 36, tall, thin, 81.1B1, 
seeks gentleman friend/partner for friend-
ship, possibly more. N/S, VlID preferred. 
Portland area. 'II' 1981 (1/18193) 
NEW THINGS ARE FUN! SWF, looking for 
·someoneoutgoing. SW/sBM, 2O-2S,car-
ing and fun. Looking for friendship or 
possible relationslip. 'II' 1957 (1/18193) 
NONSKIER SEEKS SAME- Tall, thin, 
25, loves dancing, movies, good con-
versations and avoiding the slopes. 
Seeks SM, 25-35, happy & silly, but 
sane. 'II' 1839 (1/4/93) 
OLD-FASHIONEDGIRL,5'3', 1351,with 
fascination for new, desires easy-going 
companion with home and respect. 
Someone to be proud of. UD, N/D, NlS. 
38-SO. 'II' 1866 (1/4/93) 
PETITE, ATTRACTIVE, SWF, youthful 
34, no children, seeking intelligent, at-
tractive, secure, athletic, compassion-
ate SWM, 28-40, for friendship or pos-
sible relationship. Great sense of hu-
mor, music and animal lover a prerequi-
site. 'II' 1841 (1I4/92) 
PROFESSIONAl, SWF, 31, looking for 
professio nal, SWM over 30, NlS, who is 
setf-assured, spontaneous and ener-
getic. Someone who appreciates a Far 
Side sense of humor, companionship, 
as well as serenity and romance. 'II' 
1838 (114193) 
QUIET, COUNTRY LIFESTYLE with 
someone who enjoys a sense of humor, 
movies, music, slow-dancing, football. 
DWF, 40, looking for S/IlWM, 35-45, 
with same interests. !r 1893 (1/11/93) 
SEEKING DANCE PARTNER- SWF, 40+, 
NlS, educated, professional, time for 
R&R, dance lessons, companionship, 
fun, SOH, honesty, integrity, dining in/ 
out, classical, country, comedy, mys-
tery. 'II' 1840 (114/93) 
SPEND THE WINTER SINGING & SKI-
ING- SWF, 31, dark brown hair/eyes, 
physically fiL has season pass to Sun-
day River, seeking ski companion & 
karaoke fan. !r 1910 (1/11/93) 
SPIRITUALL Y SPONTANEOUS, attrac-
tive SWF, 29, who enjoys singing, danc-
ing, lislening to acoustic music, coffee 
shops & great conversation, seeking NI 
S SWM, 2!}-38, who is nurturing, hon-
est, sensitve, down-to-earth and tries 
to live a spiritually balanced way of life. 
'II' 1962 (1/18193) 
SPONTANEOUS, ATIRACTIVE, WITIY 
SWF, 19, looking for friendly, fun-loving 
gentleman, 1!}-26, with great sense of 
humor, for friendship, possibly more. 
Looking forward to hearing from you. 
!r 1884 (1/11/93) 
WHOLESOME SWF, 22, looking for CALL ME! SWM, 5'8', 1601, 26, seeks 
preppy, attractive, fun 20-something S/F.lenjoy: sports, art, poetry and good 
SWM. Athletic, NlS, good shape, sense conversation. Let's gettogether forcof-
of humor, great smile, and healthy atti- fee.!r 1855 (1/4/93) 
tude a must! I'm innocenl, well-man-
nered outside, yet devilish, insatiable CARPE DIEM! DWM, 39, 6', 1901, 
inside. I'm pretty w/attractive figure, seeks non-marriage minded, non-
energetic, intelligenL humorous, look- commtal (sort of) serious Venus for 
ing for fun and love! 'II' 1909 (1/11/93) New Years present to self. Call or I 
might crawl back into my respective men 'It women hole for a while! 'II' 2026 (1125) 
CHRISTIAN DWM, 26, tall, attractive, 
39 BUT YOUTHFUl, handsome, NlS, BRI humorous and loves outdoors. SeeIIing 
Bl,professionai,educated,employedmale. a meaningful, monogamous, long-term 
seeks woman, 24-39, for friendship and relationship. Sincerity, faith, integrity all 
passion.lamcongenial, withagreatsense very much desired. 'II' 1846 (1/4/93) 
of humor. !r 2030 (1/25) 





The Seamen's Club 
375 Fore Street 
Portland 
Brought to you by 
ECCENTRIC, CREATIVE, POWERFUL, 
but loveable underneath. SWM looking 
for attractive, independent S/DWF able 
to answer this ad in 4 words or less. 
Must be willing to work hard and never 
sleep late! 'II' 1976 (1/18193) 
FEElllFE'SPASSION-SWM, hikes by 
day, dinner and a play by night. No 
limits to explore. life is full of simple 
and complex pleasures to experience. 
!r 1969 (1/18/93) 
FREE SPIRITED DWM, 40, seeks female 
playmate/expiorer. I'm nice, adventur-
ous, naughty, wild, love playing with my 
children, working, or popping a cork. 
Always looking into life's nooks & cran-
nies. Sometimes I turn up the amps or 
blowoutthecandles. 'II' 1948(1/18/93) 
GET YOURSELF A MAN FOR X-MAS! 
Here's on&- 44, a fit 5'7-. He'll take you 
skiing, skating, and send you flowers, 
maybe sing you a song. What d'ya say? 
'II' 1939 (1118193) 
GOING OFF THE DEEP END- SlDWM, 
41, hazel eyes, 5'11'. likes: sports, fish-
ing, dancing, karaoke, country music, 
oldies, rock & roll. Seeks to meetwoman 
with same taste. Looki ng for good ti mas 
and maybe more. 'II' 1948 (1/18193) 
GOOD-LOOKINGDWM,NIS,40s,seeking 
concubine, red hair, green eyes, 30-40, fit 
and attractive, to keep my pots and bed 
warm this winter. !r 2022 (1/25) 
HANDSOME, INTRlIGENT,athletic, gen-
erous, compassionate, funny SWM, mid-
I SURVIVED CORPORATE LIFE, but I'm 
normal now. Successful entrepeneur 
looking for passion, humor, beauty, 
independence or a CPA, If you're 25-
35, give me a call. 1r 2054 (1/25) e • 3Os, seeks pretty, healthy, lamily-mnded .;, ' .. '., SWF, brunette, weiglTt proportionate, 28-" 'J,,;. '!, . 35, to adore and share my I~e with. caw - '". . Box 164. 'II' 1889 (1I11/92) 
Each week, a Caoco Bay WoeIdy personal ad i. cho ... n as CBW'. 
WCLl9U rHEPOIIT The Seamen's Club 'PetOOn of the Week" and i. awarded a prize package. HAPPY, HEALTHY, ACTIVE DWM, 41, L..;;.;;;;;,;;;;;;,,;;;;;.;,,;;;;, ______ --'I--___________________ --' to share outdoors, music, good times, 
SWFLOOKINGFORSWMwholoveschil-
dren. Blonde hair, or anything, 25-38, slim 
ortall,likesbigwomen.!r 1987 (1/18193) 
SWF, 22, blonde, green eyes. 5"'-, loves 
sports. caring, great attitude, looking for 
loving, honest man. 'II' 1980 (1/18193) 
VIBRANT, PROFESSIONAl SWF, 29, 
amateur musician, seeks open, honesL 
emotionally mature, spiritual partner 
aware of hisown issues and enlightened 
re ferrini51 issues who enjoys the out-
doors, the arts, big dogs, candlelight, 
and good food. 'II' 2024 (1/25) 
VIVACIOUS, ADVENTUROUS, CURI-
OUS, very attractive SWF; professional, 
honesl and true with passion for life, 
seeking companionship of lik&-fellow, 
30-40, for zest, laughter, dialogue, finer 
Ihings. !r 1978 (1118193) 
pass this 
paper on 
to a friend 
6'2', 2501, BLOND/BLUE, WEALTHY-
I have your attention, don't stop. For-
getthe headline, lhetruth reads: 5'1 0", 
2101, enjoys outdoor activities, mov-
ies, T.V., plays, & last bul not least, 
64y.o. 'II' 1869 (1/4/93) 
AEROBICS SHOP 'N SAVE, stress frac-
ture, woodlands. 'II' 2041 (1/25) 
ARE YOU A WOMAN THAT A MAN can 
trust with his heart? DWM, 40s, seeks a 
friend. Outer beauty, health, charm, in-
telligence secondary, but not unneces-
sary. I like beach, outside activities, 
home, quiet times, talks, walks, being 
close, occassional nights out. NlS, UD, 
N/D.!r 1908 (1/11/93) 
ATIRACTIVE, ATHLETIC, SM, 46, well-
read and travelled teacher, femnist and 
supporter of the arts seeks a wise, well-
educated woman. 'II' 1849 (114/93) 
BAR FLIES NEED NOT APPLY -SWM, 36, 
father. Athletic, likes sports, working ouL 
dancing, movies, spending timewithfam-
ily.SeeksS/llF, NIS, who is physically and 
mentally fit. 'II' 1895 (1111/93) 
CLEO FUND PET OF THE WEEK is a 
tall, adorable, long-haired rock musi-
cian. Very friendly, intelligent, loyal, 
fairly mellow, and employed. This 
SWM, 22, free to compatible, fit, SF, 
18-25. !r 1894 (1/11/93) 
DEAR SANTA, FOR X-MAS DWM wishes 
to meet a funny, well-educated, slim, 
pretty, happy, financially secure, 35-42, 
SlDWF, for playfull activities and candle-
light moments. I've only been a little 
nasty. 'II' 1899 (1111/93) 
DWM, 30, seeks SID female, age uni~ 
portant Mu~tlike blues and rock'n' roll. 
I hate winter, do you? If so, let's make 
some heat. 
DWM, 34, 5'10', EASY-GOING, I enjoy 
all sports, the ocean, mountains, camp-
ing, long drives, and almost anything 
else. Looking for female, financially S&-
cure, takes good care of herself, NlS, NI 
D. !r 1880 (1/11/93) 
Classlfleds: 
775·1234 
friends, friendship, love & romance 
with attractive female who is emotion-
ally & physically fit, happily ever af-
ter ... !r 1975 (1/18/93) 
HARD-NOSED DREAMER, 37, with pas-
sion for life and spontaneity, seeking 
uninhibited woman with similar thirsts. 
Noexpectations. Goals: good conversa-
tion, friendship, making each other 
laugh. '11'1891 (1111/93) 
HARDBODYWANTS HARDBODY- DWM, 
31, looking forthat someone who is health 
andfitnessconscious. nyou'relookingfor 
a cari no. honest, and sensitive man, piease 
respond. !r 1904 jlI11/93) 
HELP THIS WORK FOR ME! SWM, 20, 
good-looking, shy, seeking intelligenL 
attractive SWF, 18-23, for friendship 
which mayor may notlead 10 a relation-
ship. 'II' 1844 (1/4/93) 
I KNOW YOUR'E OUT THERE- DWM, 
44,5'10",1801, BD, BL, NlS, wide inter-
ests, patient inquisitive, honest, sin-
cere, enjoys quiet times. Seeks to d&-
velop relalionship with communicative, 
monogamous SlDF. !r 1955 (1/18/93) 
FREE FOUR-WEEK PERSONAL AD WITH PERSONAL CAU® 
How to respond to a personal ad: 2S-Character Headline: includes spaces, be creative! 
Juslcalll-900-37G-2041 anytime, 24 hours a day, from any touch-tone 0000000000000000000 000000 
phone! Enterthefour-digittrnumberofthead you wish to respond to, lislen 
to the greeting, then leave a response. (An adverti_ may not have 
recorded a greeting by the time you call. You may still leave a message on Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal CalI~ 
that person's line.) The date at the end olthe ad is the lasl day to reply to 
that ad. You may also choose to "browse" through all ads in a specific 
category (companion. and othe ... not available to "browse"). Calls cosl 
$1.49/min. You must be 18 or over. 
To respond to a CBW Box t, address mail to Casco Bay Weekly, 551A 
CongmssSt., Portland, ME04101, makingsuretoprintthelhree-digitCBW 
Box • clearly in the lower left-hand comer of the envelope. 
HOW to place Jour personal ad: 
To placeaFREEad with Peraonal Call~, iii out the coupon and mail or 
FAX it (775-1615) to us. 01 faxing, please photocopy the coupon first and 
then fax it. The newsprint doesn't reproduce wei.} The deadline for placing 
personal ads is Friday at noon. FREE peNonal. ads are 25 words or less 
(including headline), and run four weeks. No personal ads will be accepted 
over the phone. Personal Call~ ads with more than 25 words cost 50¢ per 
additional word. We'll send you a four-digit". number(to appear in your ad) 
and a security code forexclusive access to yourresponses through an 800-
line at no coslto you. Ads without Pel'8Ollai Cal1~ cosl.50 per word plus 
mail-IOfWBrding or P.O. Box charges. 
CBW Box Is and P.O. Box.s cosl $20 pertwo-week ad. Ads may be 
paid for with Visa, MasterCard, local check or cash. 
How to use your Personal call® lIalibol: 
After you receive your tr number and private security code, you may 
record your personallntroductJon. Use your introduction to tell more about 
yourself than your ad does. Give your first name, but DON'T give your lasl 
name, phone number oraddress. Make sure you ask your callers to leave 
their names, phone numbers and the best times to call them Allintroduc-
tions are reviewed by caw and go on line within 24 hours. 
Guidelines: 
P"""",a1 ad. are available for single peopleoeeking relationships. Ad. oeeking to buy or """ee.",", 
services will be reluaad. No lull nar1"M, .tree! addr_ or phone numbera will be publi.hed. Ads 
contaning explicn sexual or lI'1atomicailanguage will not be published. We reael'Ve the rq,t to edit, 
refuse or recategorize any~. Actvertieera must be eNer 18 years of age. 
category: 
Owomen ... men 
Omen ... women 
o women ... women 




lYle cannot print your ad without it.) 
phone: ____________ _ 
name: _______________ __ 
address: _______ _______ _ 
city: ________________ _ 
state: _________ zip: ____ _ 
First 25 words & headline 
with Personal Call<!\>; _--'--'='--_ 
add'i words @ .50 each: _____ _ 
Without Personal Call® 
all words @ .50 each; _____ _ 
CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $20): ___ _ _ 
Total: ____ _ 
men .. women 
SEEKING ASIAN CONNECTION- Inter-
ested in Eastern ways, exteriors and 
interiors. SWM, 41. '11'1911 (1/11/93) 
I SURVIVED CORPORATE LIFE, but I'm 
normal now. Successful entrepeneur 
. looking for passion, humor, beauty, In-· 
dependence or a CPA. If you're 25-35, 
give me a call. 'II' 2054 (1/25) 
SENSITIVE, SECURE, SWM, 43, NIS- I'm 
tall, fit and have a po5itive otItIooit I enjoy 
B-ball and good humor, walks and ideas. 
Part-time parent Seeks sincere, honest 
partner, Brunswickarea. 'II' 1848 (1/<V93) 
I'VE DONE MY PERSONAL HOME-
WORK and now I want to play! Vision-
ary, magical SWM, ordinary looks, 
professional exterior, impish interior, 
seeks intellectually curious, emotion-
ally sensual, spiritually adventurous 
female for friendship, frolicking, (po-
tential) romantic fusion, and walks 
together through the Enchanted For-
est holding hands. 'II' 1898 (1/11/93) 
JANUARY IN PORTlAND IS GREAT! 
SWM,39, professional, enjoys outdoors, 
ideas, movies, arts; like to meet college 
grad, 30s, with thoughtful, spiritual side 
and sense of humor who likes the out-
doors. 'II' 1951 (1118193) 
lEWlSTONIPORTlAND AREA- Blue col-
lar professional, DWM, 41, 5'8', average 
build, NIS, VlID, easygoing; looking to 
meet inteiligenL affectionate woman, 30-
42, with optimstic personality for Iong-
term relationship. 'II' 1892 (1/11/93) 
LIFE'S TOO SHORT ... BUT I'M NOT! 
Attractive, athlelic DWM, 41, w/varied 
interests seeks slim, 28-42, s/DF. .. 
Let's give 'em somethi ng to talk about. 
'II' 1966 (1118/93) 
LONELY, PROFESSIONAL DWM, 
43, needs one woman to share life. 
Enjoy cards, reading, lennis, bowl-
i ng, long walks, movies, good con-
versation. No games, serious re-
sponses only. 'II' 1961 (1/18/93) 
LOOK NO FURTHER- Recently relocated 
DWM, 38, no children, emotionally/fi-
nanciallysecured, 5'6", brown hair/eyes, 
medium build, seeking SlDFfor friend-
ship, maybe more. 'II' 1842 (1/4/93) 
LOOKINGFORAFFECTIONATE,intimate, 
pi aytul a nd disti nctively attractive woman 
to share conversation and quality time 
with 23 y.o. waiter. !r t984 (1118193) 
MAKE LOVE, NOT WAR! VOILA! Inter-
esting man seeking natural woman for 
rational romance. Gentle mnd, rugged 
body. Looking for simlar inlerests in 
music and sports. 'II' 2050 (1/25) 
MAN WANT LOVE- DWM, SO, smoker, 
NlD, looking for sincere SlDWF, long-
term, loving relaUonship, near Portland. 
Proler long hair, but looks unimportant 
Faithfulness Is! ... "2035 (1/25) 
MAN WITH CHICKEN SEEKS WOMAN 
with same for double date. I'm 36, my 
chicken is 3. We're open to suggestion 
and ready for love. 'II' 2017 (1/25) 
MISSING SOMEONE I'VE NEVER MET-
Handsome, stable, educated, amorous, 
honestSWM, 26, professional, 6'2", ath-
letic 1851, dark/hazel. Prefer adventur-
ous, independent, sensual, affectionate, 
creative communicator with voracious 
appetite for learning, captivating eyes and 
5Iunning figure. Should be highlyspirituaJ 
but not necessarily religious. Open to ca-
sual friendship orserious relationsh ipwith 
time. P.O. Box433,Freeport, ME D40320r 
'II' 1860 (1IW2) 
MONOGAMOUS,ATIRACTMMAN,27, 
5'10", honest, sentimental, understand-
ing, passionate, sensual, long blonde, 
workingouttodancemusic, sleigh rides, 
dining in tux, carolling, seeks classy 
lady. 'II' 1865 (1/4/93) 
MY FRIENDS THINK I'M STRANGE BE-
CAUSE: I like both classical music and 
rock; I enjoy fine food and wine, but also 
like pizza and beer, I read books and enjoy 
it! n you are a "weirdo" too, then call this 
SWM, age 24. 'II' 1985 (1/1&'93) 
NEW IN TOWN- SWM, 24, blond hair, 
blue eyes, student, athletic, quite cute, 
adventuresome, in search of SWF, 1!}-
25, who is fun & cute. 'II' 20t8 (1/25) 
NEW KID IN TOWN seeks guide to piaces 
I'd never find alone. I'm 30, profes-
sional, thinking, fit, and not rich. You're 
brig ITt, attractive, spirited w/sense of 
direction. 'II' 1851 (1/4/93) 
NEW TO AREA and don' know Portland 
very well. SWM, 28, good with directions, 
seeks SWF, 23-39. I'm 5'10', 1901, BRI 
HZ, attractive, professional. Prefer N/S, 
independen~ successful person who en-
joys movies, music, dining ouL sports, 
fitness, golf, beach, reading. Anyone for 
~ hour?!r 1843 (1/<V93) 
NEW TO AREA- A TIRACTIVE 32 years 
young musician seeks bombshell 
sugar mama for culture, romance, up-
all-night fun. can you take me there? 
'II' 2036 (1/25) 
SHY BUT ECCENTRIC SWM, 23, 5'10', 
1901, NlS, looking for a very special 
relationship. I like camping, skiing, 
swimming, electronics, and women with 
long hair (not a requirement). Let's do 
whatever is comfortable. Movie, dinner, 
letters, phone. '11'1963 (1/18193) 
SINGLE DAD- SWM, a~ive, outgoing, 
athletic. Looking for the right SlDF to 
spend quality time with. Race, religion, 
origin not Important. Let's meet over 
lunch, coffee, etc. 'II' 1845 (1/4193) 
SKI SKI SKI SKI SKI SKI- SSB (Single 
Ski Buff), 29, loves black diamonds, 
double black diamonds, and detach-
able quads. Looking for female adven-
turer for downhill fun. Beginners O.K. 
'II' 1888 (1/11/93) 
SNIFF, SNIFF, MY CHIA PET DIED. My 
g rieftherapist insists I get oul more. He 
feels a beautiful and humorous woman 
would help. Whoam I to argue? NlS, NI 
0, UD. '11"2055 (1/25) 
SNOWMOBILING? Good-lookin' profes-
sional DWM, 30, sincere, optimstic, r&-
spectful, outdoorsy, good sense of humor 
and secure. Ukes old houses, antiques, 
music, sailing, traveling, walking, cooking 
and snowmobiling. Looking for attractive 
lady to share romance and fun with. One 
woman man! Portland area. caw Box 
165. 'II' 1986 (1/18193) 
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE- SWM, 35, 
schooled in medicine and the classics, 
tri-lingual, cinemaphile, drummer, ap-
preciateZoo1z. OldPorL Sables, Sunday 
NY Times, reading and conversation 
yes, T.V. NO. 'II' 2052 (1/25) 
SPONT ANEOUSANO UNCOMMON earty 
40s, 6'3' professional, educated, S&-
cure, keen sense of humor, mischi&-
vous, seeking S/IlWF, 32-42, with sim-
lar qualities, to share adventures with. 
!r 1886 (1111/93) 
SPONTANEOUS, ATHLETIC SWM, 22, 
lookingforfriendly,emotionallystablelady, 
18-27, with alllSlfor life. Mu51 haveagood 
sense of humor. 'II' 2023 (1/25) 
STILL AVAILABlE- CAREER-ORIENTED 
OWM, 36, clean-cut, tall, country resi-
dence, desires slender or petite D/sF, 
attractive, intelligent person who likes 
dancing, music, kids and relationship. 
'II' 1958 (1/18193) 
STOP! YOU HAVE FOUND ME- SWM, 
30, 5'fl", 1701, NlS, NID.I'mthegood-
looking, considerate guy who isn't mar-
ried or gay. Personality more important 
than looks. 'II' 1942 (1118193) 
SWM LOOKING FOR ACTIVE SF-Look-
ing for LADY that enjoys outdoor fun & 
sports: fishing, camping, snow mobiling 
or quletT.V. time. Prefer 30-55, healthy 
& big. !r 1903 (1111/93) 
SWM STUDENT SEEKS SWF TEACI£R 
for private lessons in love, laugh, I~e and 
intimate ways to keep warm' this winter. 
Call to get an M. 'II' 1906 (1I11/93) 
SWM, 23, 5'8', brOINn hair, blue eyes, 
loving, caring, loves kids, looking for SWF 
with brown hair, good attitude, possible 
relationship. !r 1979 (111&'93) 
SWM, 31, Interested in meetng a special 
lady, 22-32, who is attractive, intelligent 
compassionate, athletic, and posseses a 
sense of humor. I can promse the same 
and more in return. 'II' 1885 (1/11/93) 
SWM, 33, seeking fun-loving yrt. intelli-
gent female. If interested in exercise, 
outdoors, good food and warm relation-
ship, please call. 'II' 1972 (1/18192) 
SWM, 40, OUTDOOR TYPE, likes running, 
x-rountry skiing, skating, long walks, NlS, 
easv-going, enjoys hockey & pasta Look-
ing for SWF, 25-40. 'II' 2D28 (1/25) 
SWM,40s, I LIVE BY A lAKE surrounded 
by mountains. I'm looking for a play-
mate to share time with. I like outdoors 
and qUiet, romantic times. P.S. I cook! 
'II' 1983 (1/18193) 
THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE YOU SEEK 
could bewaiting for you attheSeamen's 
Club on Thursday nights from 5-7 pm. 
lt'slhe Personal Connection! 
TIRED OF STRIKING OUT in smokey, 
noisy beer joints? You love the music, 
dancing, etc., but never find meaningful 
conversation with Mr. Right? This SWM, 
28,5'10',200#, professional, couldn' see 
you through the haze. Seeking SWF, 21-
35, relationship-minded, attractive, ath: 
letic, never married. 'II' 2025 (1/25) 
TREE MAN, 40, fit, trim,attractive,coIleg&-
educated, successful tree growing busi-
ness on 277 scenic acres seeks fiL trim, 
dependenUess femaiewith forestry & gar-
dening interests. 'II' 2045 (1/25) 
WANT TO STAY SEXY AND FIT so this 
SWM, 39, seeks buxom SWF, 33, who 
likeswalking,dancing, laughter and love. 
'II' 1881 (1/11/93) 
WONDER WOMAN WANTED- Athlete, 
5'11",35, seeks WF, 26-38, who does 
or could X-C ski, run, bike, canoe, 
swim, cook, clean, and have lots of 
fun. 'II' 1941 (1/18/93) 
YOUNG MAlE, 23, looking for a attractive 
woman, no games, straight forward, no 
slories, who likes to go on trips, skiing, 
boaUng, partying, etc. I'm a fun person to 
hang with. !r 197t (1/18192) 
women 'It women 
ATIRACTlVE, PROFESSIONAL, BiWF, 
34, seeks same, 20-40, for friendship 
and fun times! Must be mature and 
open-minded. 'II' 1852 (1I4/93) 
GWF, NlS, MID-30s, nature-loving ro-
mantic seeks sensitive, caring, fun-
loving woman who likes: the outdoors, 
dancing, spending time with friends 
and cuddling. Prefer clean, discreet NI 
S. 'II' 2048 (1/25) 
NICE IS NOT A BAD WORD-GWF, 3Oish, 
sensitive, passionate, kind, intense, 
seeks physically expressive GF. Inter-
ests: music, sports (bowling). crafts, 
reading (mosUyfantasy)and more. Lers 
meet over coffee. 'II' 1901 (1111/93) 
SOBER DYKE, 23, AND OUT! I abhor 
"discretion" and closets and long for a 
woman with Anne Sexton's intensity 
and AmyRay'sfire. Areyou a recovering 
poet? Awaken me! !r 2044 (1/25) 
men 'It men 
ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS IS A 
GWM, 22-32, not feminine, heighV 
weight proportionate who mght enjoy 
the company of a GWM, 30, 6', 1801, 
down to earth and enjoys movies, din-
Ing ouL long drives. conversation, snug-
gling. ObjecUve: Monogamous, safer&-
lationship. 'II' 1947 (1I18193) 
CHARM, TOUCH, SEDUCE classically 
handsome, Latin-blooded man. Fairskin, 
blue eyes, gymnasts build. Adventur-
ous and very sensual. Can you handle 
it? 'II' 1867 (114/93) 
GOOD-LOOKING GWM, 30, SLIM, who 
would be the perfect last mnute Christ-
mas present and more intelligent than a 
Chia pet. Looking for one guy who: has 
act together, is caring and sensitive, 
isn't effeminate, likes long drives, walks 
in the woods, doesn't dance or care to, 
doesn't sleep around but isn't afraid of 
committment with the right person, is 
nice looking. 'II' 2021 (1/25) 
GWM, 23, 6'1', BlIBlN, NlS, profes-
sional. I enjoy long walks on the beach, 
workingouL music, dancing and friends. 
Seeking GWM, 18-35, with simlar Quali-
ties. I am not promiscuous. Discreton a 
must. 'II' 2049 (1/25) 
GWM, 28, BRlBL, 1401, SAFE, looking 
for honest, non-game player for 
healthy relationship. Very domesti-
cated and accepting of the differen!. 
Let's chat! !r 2033 (1/25) 
GWM, 35, SEEKING a special someone, 
25-30. Enjoy cooking, dining out, musi-
cals, and romances built on friendship 
first! Tired of the "scene"? Let's con-
verse! 'II' 2038 (1/25) 
GWM, 40, PROFESSIONAL, N/S, 
straight-acting, somewhatshy, loves to 
laugh, travel, walksonthe beach, dining 
out, seeks sirrilar, 25-45, forfriendship, 
maybe more. Give me a call and tell me 
about yourse~. 'II' 2043 (1/25) 
GWM, 48, PROFESSIONAL, KIND, 
friendly, NlS, N/D, discreeL 5Ir.-acting, 
likes camping, walks, movies, quiet 
times, cooking, have many hobbies. Seek 
40s or less. Let's be friends & develop 
relationship. 'II' t883 (1/tl/93) 
OUTDOORS-TYPE SINGLE DAD look-
ingto meet lady, 30-40, who enjoys the 
outdoors. I'm 36, DWMwhowantshon-
esty and communication. Friendship 
first. '11'1956 (1/18193) 
SWM, 6', 2001, 40, N/S with average 
looks. I am intelligen~ conservative, r&-
sponsible, never married. You are in-
clined to reach for an MS-DOS manual 
before calling for help, find this newspa-
per much too liberal, and you have your 
own camping gear. You are an early 
riser, haveasexy bodyandyoudon'tget 
seasick. CBW Box t66. 'II' 2042 (1/25) 
SWM, 6'2", OUTDOORS MAN, 45, USM, 
second life artist, 100IOng for female 
with fun & reali5lic format for my disk 
with humor/poetry. 'II' 1967 (1118193) 
HElP-LOVETO PlAY GAMES. 46, 5'9", 
1851, need passive friend for long rela-
tionship. Love passion, foreplay, porn, 
hugs, kissing, safe sox. Let's talk. Let's 
meet. Let's get it on. 'II' 1872 (1/4/92) 
December 23,1992 31 
Don't spend the 
holidays alone 
/' 
_ t;D' ~4ft5;l\,"+r'h~~ 
Cb _i 
Isn't it time you tried the 
Casco Bay Weekly Personals? 
If you want to share the holidays with someone special this 
year, try the Casco Bay Weekly Personals with Personal CaU®, 
It's the proven, confidential way to meet someone special. And 
right 1l;0w we have lots of new personals from people who are 
looking to spend the holidays with someone special too, So 
what are you waitingfor? To listen and respond to 
personals right now, call 
1-900-370-2041 
(call costs 51.49 per min. 18 yrs or over, Casco Bay Weekly 775-1234) 
The phone call that could change your life_ 
LET'S HEAT UP THE NIGHT! Who's kid- SWM, HANDSOME, TONED BODY, works HELLO SANTA! BiWM, 24, 5'8', sweat 
ding who? U want it! I wantit! WM, 30s, ouL masculine, 33, 6', straiglTt but looking and kinky, 155/, BlIBL, looking for 
6', 185/, Discretion assured, will an- for very handsome guy, 18-35, with well- BiWF, 33, and 40 y.o. husband for X-
swerall. Doit! call me. '11'1853 (1/4/93)' toned body for experimenUng. Must have mas!!r 2032 (1/11) 
great bOOt. 'II' 2056 (1/25) 
M LOOKING FOR M 10 give and receive 
WM, 27, ATIRACTIVE, MASCULINE, HUG A TREE FOR JIM HENRY! sensual massage in rTli home or yours 
Mu51 be sale, clean, young, discreet, mus- looking to meet other BVGWM, 22-30. IF YOU ARE A GOOD GIRL most of the 
ciJar. ttwill bewonderful. '11'1946 (1/18193) Must be masculine w/good looks. For time, but naughty some of the time, friendship and? Must have it together! this ad is for you. Call Sanfa'sspanker. 
ME- TARZAN, YOU- BOY! M&- Hadrian, So let's meet. !r 1858 (114/93) 'II' 2019 (1111) 
you- Antinous; Me- Zeus, you- YOUNG MEN WANTED!! GWM, 49, 
LONG-HAIRED PARTY ANIMAL- 30ish Gannymede; Me- Socrates, you- 5'tl', 195/, adventuresome, loving, 
Alkibades; M&- Oscar, you- Bosie; M&- sexual, healthy, into travel, outdoors, MWM seeks M/sF for good times, ro-
Batman, you- Robin. Got the picture? kink, leather, arts, etc. seek Sincere, mance. Enjoy good smoke, few beers, 
call! 'II' t944 (1118/93) discreet guy to explore with! I'm in So. shooting pool, Harleys, hot fun. Sex, 
NICE-LOOKING GWM, 20, looking for 
Maine. 'II' 1890 (1111/93) drugs, rock & roll. !r 1954 (114/93) 
my personal 10. Please be good-look- others MWM, (late2Os) LOOKING FORA MWF ing, straight-acting,and t 8-25 with good for a sec rei love affair. You are between 
personality. Friendshipsalso important 20-40 and know what Greek-style 
!r 1902 (1/11/93) ANDROGENY, ANYONE? Androgenous means. Clean, discreet please. A drink 
R U HOME ALONE 2? Mischievous 22 
couple looking to subvert the sexuality first.!r 2020 (1/11) 
of all respondents. We promse to fulfill 
y.o. seeking playmate, 18-30. I am 6', all of your desires of androgenous 8C- MWM, 33, A TIRACTIVE, 6', 190/, BRI 
180/, black hair/brown eyes. can you stasy. 'II' 1964 (1118193) BL, clean, discreet, seeking attractive Sf 
come out and play? !r 1856 (114/93) MF or couples for fun, friendship, per-
BLACK & WHITE!We're noltalkingabout haps more. Call today. !r 2034 (1111) 
RWL Y SWEET GUY, BOYISH, attrac- T.V.! Attractive, uninhibited, adventur-
tive, straight-acting, seeks monogamous ous MWC. She's a blonde 'fO" seeking RECREATIONAL NUDIST GROUP seeks 
relatonshipwithsimilar2O-38.l'mwarm only BiBlk MIF/Cpls to expiorefantasies. members. Summer outdoors, winter 
and caring, enjoy natue, the ocean, quiet !r 1953 (1/4/93) inside. Freedom, friendship and fun. Join 
times, cuddling with someone special. COUPLES,OOTHEWILDTHING-BiWM, 
us. !r 1943 (114/93) 
Is that you? 'II' 1882 (lIfl/93) 38, seekscoupleto break sexual bound- SWM, 32, DOING GREAT, WOULD 
REGULAR GUY- Good-looking, mascu- aries, explore fantasies, and get wild. If love to join swi nger's club for great you want something new, different and line GM, 33, in-shape, seeks same, 26- exciting, call me! 'II' 1965 (114/92) 
ti meso Would rather be naked than 
35, who enjoys the outdoorslindoors, sorry. 'II' 2031 (1111) 
movies, laughter or quiet times in front DISSATISFIED?FRUSTRATED?Doesyour 
ofthefireplace, for honest, sincere rela- life lack passion? Attractive, clean, profes- lost souls tionship. 'II' 1907 (1111/93) sional, MWM, 39, seeks SF/SBiF, 25-40, 
for romance without corm1i1tment Free 
SLIGHTlY SWEET WITH a bit of tarL soft weekdays. !r 2047 (1111) • 'CASCO BAY WEEKLY'S PERSONAlS 
as silk, strong and smart nyou'recuteand 
FREE-SPIRITED BiCouple wishes 10 
newest category is for those ships in the 
warm at hearL call me soon. We've been nightthat passwithoutgetting each others 
too long apart 'II' 1952 (1118193) meet other couples or singles for fun number. Rates are SO cont&'word for a and fantasy fulfillment. Will consider all 
SOUTHERN BEE CHARMER SEEKS possibilities. 'II' 1950 (1/4/93) 
two-week ad with FREE Personal Call. 
northern honey supplies. I am ijred of HANDSOME BODYBUILDER with sore LOOKING FOR ANITA- Anita A., we ran 
refined sweets. Now looking forall-natu- muscles looking for a weekly massage into each other at Rocco's. Fourteen 
raltreats. UR20-35. Me: 28, 5'8", 180/, from male with strong hands. My place years is a long time. How about having 
brown/green. 'II' 1857 (114/93) or yours. 'II' 2040 (1111) dinner? -DR 'II' 2046 (1/11) 
" 
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• 
• 
K RSTEN SCARCELL 
c o M A N y s T o R E 
• NOW IN PORTLAND AT 2 PORTLAND SQUARE • 
YOU'VE SEEN OUR SWEATERS AND KNITWEAR ON THE COVERS OF ELLE 
AND GLAMOUR AT BERGDORF GOODMAN, NEIMAN MARCUS, I. MAGNIN. 
YOU'VE SEEN OUR COMPANY FEATURED IN DOWN EAST AND ON MADE 
IN MAINE. NOW YOU CAN PURCHASE OUR QUALITY APPAREL AT OUR FOUR 
COMPANY STORES. 
PORTLAND 463 FORE STREET [OLD PORT] MON - SAT 10:00 - 5:30 THURS 'TIL 8:30 
CAMDEN 11 ELM STREET / 7 DAYS /10:00 - 8:00 IN SEASON 
HALLOWELL 115 WATER STREET 10:00 - 5.00 MON - SAT 
BAR HARBOR MAIN STREET /7 DAYS /10:00 - 1000 IN SEASON 
ALL STORES WILL BE OPEN 12:00 - 5:00 SUNDAYS BEGINNING NOVEMBER 29 
Mere4ltII Wllw.o.'. 
Garrick Ohlsson 'fHE Tue .. Ju 19 fiDAWN PSHAW ... .". ~Ir/J Jv\USIC N\AN Li6ana Jeffrey 1., '; SaI .. Nb. ZJ 
Kahane M~ ... jan. lS ~~BiW-l/~ Sal, Mar. 13 Fn .. Feb 5 Pittsburgh (.n~m.Dt .' BAA5S~ 
Brian Bedford 
Mon .. Feb.S 
THE GREAT Emerson VACDEVILLE String Quartet MAGIC SHOW 
Thu .. Apr I 
5.1 .. Mar Z7 
This Holiday Season give the 
gift of live performance. 
Purchase a peA gift certificate 
for everyone on your list. 
Ballet 
Goer. , ..... 
B,A,It-l'D ?1~ W Y 0 Ili K 
Theatre '! n '11'1'11 t Thu¥ Apr :2 ~~ 
Tu ... Fotb. Zl Thu .. Feb. 18 
SOLD OUT 
~5~1 lttro ~r~hl 
s..t, Feb, J) ~~.~. 
s.t .. l·n. 16 
One size fits all; great for kids, 
too. Call PCA or visit our booth 
conveniently located at the 
Maine Mall near the Food Court. 
Give Cable for the Holidays 
A Gift of Public Cable 
To: 11J\i1rm,p0v 0J1\J st:1~ 
From: ~ {lM)cNk- 8(ataoAcU~ 
Your Gift Is: Jfu;.L J1o~" tJcStJ 
Public Cable ----3[8 
ofll tlte tlzl.ne.~ we a'te 
Call now and we will help 
you select the perfect gift! 
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55IA Congress St. Portland. ME 0410 1 
Corbin Factory Stores 
fltlelst Is the "" I name in men's gotfwear! To find it anywhere 
other than country clubs and golf shops, you have to come 
to CORBIN. We carry a wide variety of colors and styles to suit 
the golfer of your choice. 15 Maine St. Freeport 865-0965 
FILA 
The 1992 u.s. Open T-shirts are in - just in time for Ch~stmas! In a wide 
variety of styles and colors, these top-quality T-shirts make terrific 
stocking stutters. Retail 524. Our low price $9.99. Also, high quality tennis 
and golf sportswear at great prices. Check out the FILA Factory Outlet 
in Freeport, Maine. FILA Foctory Outlet, 2 Depot Street, Freeport Fashion 
Mali 865-0462. 
Picture Yourself 
Give a gift basket filled with pure plant & flower essences to replenish, 
balance & condition the hair, face & body. luxurious scents to be added to 
the bath or as a body or massage oil. Coil us with your budget & we' ll put 
together a gift basket for you ! Picture Yourself on the comer of Middle & 
Exchange streets in the Old Port. 773-4457 
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GIFTIDEA/" Toys 
(f1 T ales 
TRAIN & MEC Construction Toys 
48 Main St .. Kennebunk. ME 985-8555 
Christmas Week Mon. - Thurs. 9:30 - 5:30 
Closed Friday through Sunday, 
THE BEST GIFTS ARE HANDMADE 
MAINE 
PorTERS 
MAR K E T 
;1K!)IYtvW 
Corner of Fore & Exchange 
Portland's Old Port 
774-1633 
Open: Monday - Saturday 10 - 9, Sunday 10 - 6 
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ALL TI-IE BEST ~isY&:::me 
! 
Decorative Accessories and Christmas Ideas 
Towel Bars. Door Knockers. Fireplace Equipment • Buckets 
& Pails • Lamps & Sconces. Mirrors • and more ... 
THE WARMTH OF BRASS AND OTHER FINISHES 
THE CHOICE IS YOURS 
DECORUM® 




Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-4 
c • 
&l • - . ' 
J! .. 
c " . 
]' 
~ 
Wishing you a festive & joyful 
Holiday Season with love from all 
. of us at Amaryllis 
~~~ 




The EnvironnlCntally i ntelligent Choice. 
AVt~da plant Pure· fumes' 
.J 
AVEDA' has distilled the aromas extracted from the 
flowers, leaves, stems, roots or barks of the most 
superior; aromatic plants throughout the world - jasmine, 
rose, sandalwood ... 
Create your own personalized aromas and add it to our 
super-fine massage, body and bath oils, neutral 
body creams. or just use it straight up as the purest 
purefume you can imagine! 
GIFT BASKETS • GIFT CERTIFICATES 
773-4457 
We're Maine's onlyAVEDAconcept salon. 
ON lHE CORNER OF MIDDLE & EXCWlNGE STREETS 
IN lHE OLD PORT 
PERFECT FOR EVERY OCCASSION ... 
GIn BASKETS 
Whether you select one of our famous made-in-Maine 
baskets or indulge in our magnificant custom designed 
baskets. your friends and business associale8 wiD be 
delighted by our unusual gift assortments and beautiful 
presentation. 
Both Stores Open: 
M-Sat 9-9 
Sun 10-6 
The Whip and <£>po<?n 
161 CommerciAl Street, Portland· 774-4020 
198 Maine Mall Road, S. Portland· 774-7191 
TOLL FREE 1-800·937 - 9447 We ship via UPS 
Maste:card , VISa, American Exprea., DiIcoYet welcome 
PARK At. 0 SHO? STAMPS 







Tin Wind-up Toys 
Tacky Trinkets 
Rubber Stamps 
and Much More 
_ .. __ ._---------, 
1M FKENC H 
OPUS o EC)R.UM 
]993 C ALENDAR .. 
DROP ME A LINE... Progressive Cards, Gifts & Wrap 
.. 1 44 High Street • Portland 
773-5547 
Jewelry Designs 
from Nature ... 
LOVELL DESIGNS 
Please visit our new showroom in 
the Old Port displaying our complete 
line of Nature -Inspired jewelry. 
26 Exchange St., Portland 
828-5303 
Once A Tree 
Wine Butler. The amazing gift. 
The beverage holder that 
defies gravity! That balances a 
full bottle of wine. Perfect for 
the wine connoisseur with 
everything. 
Once A Tree. 37 Exchange st .. 
Old Port. Portland 871-1484. 
Amaryllis 
Amaryllis is filled with surprises this holiday season. 
With a wide selection of delightful gifts. orna-
ments. accessories and jewelry. Don·t miss the 
"Bossie" sleepwear collection with the flannel 
cows pj's and robes. the hand painted ornaments 
from China. (pictured here). the kookie socks and 
mittens. beautiful hand woven scarfs and hats, 
and of course a wonderful selection of clothIng 
for all occassions. Amaryllis. 41 Exchange st., 
Old Port. 772-4439. 
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Union Station Fitness 
Give the gift that will last a long. long time - a healthy 
body. with a gift certificate from Union Station Fitness. 
We are a complete fitness center with a huge work 
out area and a variety of aerobic programs. Located 
at Union Station Plaza in Portland. 879-9114. 
Drop Me A Line 
Heat up a cold winter night with Chocolate 
Body Paint from Drop Me A Line ... Warm to 
98.6. apply liberally and let your imagination 
run free! Drop Me A Line 144 High St .. 
Portland 773-5547. 
GIFT IDEA 
369 Forest Ave .. Plid 
772-9784 • M-F. 9-6 
Thur til 8 • Sat. 1 ()-4 
Sunday 12-5 
• Portland 
Tinwareco. VIsa. M/C.DIIe aAmex 
******** •• o~.**** 
! BE : 
~ VERY * 
~ CREATIVE : 
• .. :~\<:> HOLIDAY : 
: SEASON 0 * Malle yOW' own yilt jewelry. ~ * BEADS· SUPPLIES· HANDCRAFTED JEWELRY! * . SILVER JEWELRY' GREETING CARDS .... 
* * ! 6l?+er6 ~c : 
~ 579 Congress SI. Pilei .• Mon - Sat 772-8929 ! 
•• *******~.~O ••• * 
Hope ... 
our wish . 
this 
Christmas 
Hope to all who need, 
Hope to all who hurt, 
Hope to all ... 
All of us at Hard Cider Farm 
Oriental Rugs wish you 
Happy Holidays, peace, 
health, prosperity and hope. 
Discover ... 
"The Maine Source of 
Oriental Rugs."c 
HARD CIDER 
FARM Orientsl Rugs 
45 Middle Rd., Rt. 9 
Falmouth, Maine 04105 
Appointments: (207) 775-1600 
In Maine: 1-800-660-RUGS 
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617 
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Ecology House 
Whale - John Perry 
Created by John Perry, this resirrbased molded sculpture 
reflects bath animal and sea-life images. A truly unique 
collectible which can be found in a wide selection of sizes at 
the Ecology House. Ecology House, Maine Mall. So. Portland 




$17.50 reg. $25-3l.50 
$19.50 reg. $62.50 





festive fine gauge knits 
& cotton cashmere 
separates. VISit our 
company store at 
2 Portland Square, 
Old Port 774-9434. 
Hard Cider Farm Oriental Ru~ 
Maines largest selection of Persian Rugs draws customers 
nationwide and worldwide with unbeatable prices. 
Discover what you've been missing. 45 Middle Rd .. 




SCARVES • 100% Wool. Wool/Silk, CashmerelWool The elves have worked diligently to 
Reg. Retail $50-$80 NOW $25.00 
BLOUSES • Silk, Rayon, Cotton & Blends 
Reg. $45-$90 NOW $19.50 . 
25% OFF 
Assorted Braces 
Novelty & Leather Belts 
Selected Dress Shirts 
All Silk TIes 
OPEN 'Tn.. 9 pm WED., DEC. 23 & 3pm DEC. 2'4 
gather exciting gifts large and small 
that make Joseph's truly a holiday 
oasis (great items starting at $1 5). 
• HOLIDAY HOURS: 
MONDAY-SATURDAY, 10-9 
SUNDAY, 11-5 
410 Fore Street Portland, Maine 04101 
Men's Store: 773-1274 • Women's Store: 773-4454 
Maine Potters Market 
The Maine Potters Market is a cooperative of 
14 potters from Maine. It was founded in 
1978 In order to offer the people of Portland 
the finest collection of handmade pottery 
under one roof. Our philosophy Is and wi. 
always be to offer the largest selection of 
first quality, lead free pottery at reasonable 
prices. Each week the potters are creating 
new styles of pottery for the Maine Potters 
Market. Because the tastes and the styles of 
our customers are so varied, the potters 
meet your ever changing needs. Corner of 
Fore & Exchange In the Old Port 774-1633. 
I IF YOU HAVE A LOT 
TO DO THIS HOLIDAY 
SEASON AND NOT A LOT 
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Tavecchia 
Judith Baker created hand 
fabricated pieces of sterling and 
gold leaf .. A delightful mixture of 
texture, shapes and finish. De-
signed tor maximum movement 
makes Judiths' jewelry a joy to 
wear. Tavecchia 52 Exchange St., 
Old Port, Portland 772-1699. 
Joseph's 
Nicole Miller whimsical prints in silk 
robes (pictured), also Nicole Miller 
handbags, scarves, and silk ties (for 
men). In addition for men or women 
comfortable terry robes for any season. 
Also pictured, our Hanro mercerized 
cotton camisole complemented by 
body suits and intimate separates all 
by Honro ($16-$100). French bath oil. 
aromatherapeutic in faceted de-
canter ($35). Joseph's, Old Port, 
410 Fore st .. 773-4454 or 773-1274 
TIME Is RUIIING OUT • 
HOW LITTLE TIME THERE 
I S TO GET THINGS DONE. , 
THAT'S WHY WE'VE CREATED 
OF TIME TO GET IT DONE, "'~H •• -i.:' ,,:,.e.-: ;'1 ... '" HOLIDAY SERVICES TO MAKE 
" ......... :-~ ••. ~"." ...... ··0· 
THE MAINE MALL IS THE ·~'·"r"'.i·.'-~·:·· SHOPPING EASIER AND LESS ;: ....... '\ . .,.,..", .0: a,; . ..,. '...... ~ 
ONLY PLACE TO GO. NOT ONLY '~;:':;"'~i-:e TIME-CONSUMING. ~ So 
···.:-l· .. •· ~ II.: .' - . 
WILL YOU FIND ALL THE PRES- . • VISIT THE INFORMATION BOOTH OR .' . ... 
" . 
ENTS YOU'RE LOOKING FOR UNDER • 
':,i • 
PICK UP A FLYER IN THE MALL FOR A 
. . 
ONE ROOF, YOU'LL BE ABLE TO GET _;'. LIST OF ALL OUR HOLIDAY SERVICES. 
• .. 
THEM WRAPPED AND MAILED WITH- .~ .. 
" WITH TIME RUNNING OUT, YOU .. ' ' .. 
OUT LEAVING THE MALL, You •• .. 
CAN EVEN CHECK YOUR PACK-
AGES AND COAT TO LlGHT-
EN YOUR LOAD WHILE 





.' :; -. to· ., .... ~ .. 
0 •. ". 0-. . ~ ···l\;·· .- ~.. .: 
.'" .••• '! .. 
• ~'. It",".:.., ' t . ~. o· JJ .. j . .r.&..,.'.;' •• 
... ' .&.W('I,; .... .., •• ., •• 
, . 
SHOULD SPEND A LITTLE OF IT AT 
THE MAINE MALL SO YOU CAN 
STILL HAVE SOME LEFT FOR 
OTH ER TH I NGS . 
MALL,WE UNDERSTAND 
• 0" ./~~ .. .". ••••• ~ • .:,.. •• :t"': .!II .... -, • .. •• .; ....... _~ ..... ".:.tI., '.~" ••.• _ M A I N E MALL 
364 MAIN E MALL ROAD, S O U T H P O RTLAND , ME 207/ 774-0303 
a HOUDAY C;!FT (;uIDE December 23. 1992. CBW AdvertIsing Supplement 
Allspeed Bicycle & Ski 
@he Allspeed elves are busy 
L..J,.:~?>l preparingfor the holidAys! 
cA jul1 serviu bicycu and 
t&mark ski shop. 
1 041 Washington Av~. 
PortlAnd, ME, 878-8741 
lfJ e at conceits 
would like to 
thank you +, 
for your w 
support in I'" and wish you 
a safe and 
happy holi~~y 
BUY 
2 \( f . ..~ .': .. 
THIRD,ONE* 
IF Ii IE IE 
. ;. 
.' rrvo. ""'TS ~.-.. : 
:, '-'-" "'-D ;ii"r 
seven moulton street portland 761 4681 
"Of fQ4.ML~ ussnVALUl 
lm or the HorKlays. when you visit one of our stores, you enter a kaleidoscope of ~ving ooIor. F Everything you could imagine is heM. From the fulctionaI .. . to the practical .•. 10 the fantastic. Gifts, accesaories & home furnishings for today's IWestyies. Re~ting over 300 
American Craftspeople in Wood ••• GIass. .. Pottery. •• Metal ••• Textli ••• .ancl more ••• 
HOUOAY HOURS: 
Mon-Sat 10-9, Sun 11-6 
Holiday Savings at La-Mere 
"t'H SHARP IISLIMCAMII CANON EOS REBEL II 




• Affordable and compact 
SlR wi1h multiple 
Aut~Exposure m0de5 
'112000 second shutter 
speed 
• Includes Canon USA, Inc. 
one year limited 
• less than 1 lux Cat's Eye • Auto Macro 
Illumination • Variable Shutler Speeds BODY ONLY 
wa rren ty/re gi slration 
card 
'12:1 Variable Speed Zoom to 1!10,OOOth . 
• Flying Erase Head • AudiO & Videa Dubbing • EOS Rebel Ii with Minizoom KiL ................ $269 
PACKARD BELL 486 SX·20 with 107Mb Hard Drive and Color VGA Monitor 
• 486 SX·20 Mhz CPU 
• 2Mb RAM upgradable 
to 6 Mb 
• Dual high density 
floppy drives 
• 107 Mb Hard-Drive 
• Super VGA graphics 
card w/512K RAM 
• Microsoft compatible 
Bus. mouse 
Software Included 
• Microsoft DOS v5.0 
• Microsoft Windows v3.1 





14" Color VGA 
Monitor 
Included 
--------------, I Great Gift Idea! I 
I t1 Decorative I 
I (,i' canisters I 
I fiIle4 with I 
I 4~ I 
I PopInn I 
I Popcorn. I 
: ~ J'rOm $13.38 : 
I Q~ 8h1ppinC avUlab18 
POP INN 
POPCORN SHOPPE 





The Classic Beret 
"It's anything but old hat!" 
100% Wool $10.00 
142A High St 1&0 Portland 1&0 m·2379 
HoW'S: 1~ 7 a week 
This certificate entitles you to 
6 WEEKS OF FREE* 
PRACTICAL 
SELF·DEFENSE TRAINING 
Please respond before Jan 15, 1993 
Happy New Year from 
Great Gift Idea 




Telepho ..... e 828-4626 
A Health Club 
Membership From 
Union Station Fitness! 
• Huge workout areas 
• Saunas 




• Free weights 
• Personal trainers 
Show us another Greater Portland 
fitness membership and we'll take 10% 
off on our 3 month, 6 month or year 
membershipl 
Open 7 days a week 




EFT NOW AVAILABLE 





The store for the 
sertous audiophile . 
Specializing in 
imports. CD's, 
special orders, used 
CD's and large 
selection of Jazz, 
Blues, Folk, and 
Intemational music. 
Stop in today. 
Play It Again 
24 US Route 1. 
Yarmouth 846-4711. 
Tom's of Maine Factory Outlet S10re features natural personal care products at 
"Healthy Discounts· . The store also offers specialty items like gifts from the rain 
forest, organic cotton clothing and towels, natural soaps, bath products and gift 
baskets for the holiday season. Tom's of Maine Factory Outlet 106 lafayette Center 
Kennebunk, 985-3874. 
For the Love of Country 
You ' ll marvel at the 
authentic reproduc-
tions of furniture. 
grandfather clocks . 
decoys and wooden 
toys. All of these 
beautiful pieces are 
hand sanded to 
soften every edge. 
Square cut nails and 
distressed finishes add 
to their antique 
quality. Stop in and 
add some 'country" 
to your collection. 
Pictured here is the 
Shoker Herb Wall 
Cupboard as shown 
on the cover of 
Country sampler 
magazine (Dec.-
Jan. '93) For the love 





The transcendent quality of this ancient 
bird Is simply expressed in a timeless 
design. Exhibited at the Smithsonian 
Institution and at museums and 
galleries ttvou\t1OOt the wo~d, 
Ken Kantro' s work is a celebration of 
the timeless beauty of nature's crea-
tures. Each piece is an original design 
and is signed by the artist. lovell 
Deisgns 26 Exchange SI. Old Port 
828-5303. 
• 
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Open until 3:00pm the 24th 
for [ast minute jewelry, 
deen!lkin jacket, velvet dress. 
overcoat. hat. oak vanity or 
studenl desk, etc. 
• 
• ~ .. , TIlE STEAMER TRUNK • 
. ' 58 Exchange St .• 
Old Port 173-3357 
. sell· renl . buy 
ANTIQUES • TV'S • TOOLS • SILVER • GOLD • SILVER • DIAMONDS 
Wise Trading Company, Inc. 
If) Portland, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Lewiston 
BUY - SELL - TRADE 














FOR~~~U:oi~:~i~~EDS ~s ! 
• en 
:z: 
6 . "'498Congr ess St. Portland, ME 04101, 772-3932 
r-
• 
• ANTIQUES. TV'S. TOOLS. SILVER. GOLD. CAMERAS. SILVER 
Happy Holidays 
to all Our Customers 
and Thank You 
for a Wonderful Year. 
~)JL 
HARMON'S L/~~ARTON'S 
584 Congress Street 
Portlarul 
774-5946 
Very Special Flowers 
Free parking at bath Iocatians. 
AU major credit cards accepted on phone orders. 
117 Brawn Street 
Westbrook 
854-2518 
40% Off Storewide * After Christmas Sale! 
Factory Outlet • Freeport Fashion Mall 
2 Depot Street, Freeport • 865·0462 
Hours: Sun .• Wed. 10·6, Thurs .. Sat. 10·8 
December 26th - 27th 
Always 40% oil Retail Prices 
















from life or photo 
Likeness guaranteed 
Charcoal • Pastel • Oil 
Kate Merrick 774-3284 
JOY TO THE WORLD 
ACCOMPLlOO 
FASHION ACCESSORI ES & GIFTS 
9 MOULTON STREET · PORTLAND, MAINE 




Come share our respect for nature by 
making the natural choice 
Try America's #1 line of natural care products 
toothpastes • deodorants· shampoos. flossing ribbons· mouth 
washes • shaving creams 
We feature an ever changing line of 
environmental specialty products 
natural cotton clothing· recycled papers and gifts cosmetics· gifts from the 
raInforest. herbs and potpourrI • natural soaps and natural baby products 
Located at the Lafayette Center, Downtown Kennebunk 
Christmas Week Hours: 
Open Mon. - Wed. 9:30 - 5. closing at Noon Thursday untIl Monday. 
~------- 985-3874 ------....,...----t 
106 LAFAYETTE CENTER, KENNEBUNK , MAINE 04043 
772-4640 . 
Nautical, Medical & Scientific Items; Antique Postcards & Ephemera 
~Estate & Costume Jewelry, Scrimshaw, Artwork, Advertising & Collectibles 
11\ 
~l 
Salute the holidays 
with our sugarplum 
soldier mug. A great 
gift, as is, or filled with 
holiday greens, holly & berries. 
772-4638 
25 TEMPLE STREET 
B unnies and bears and many more. 
From [iny stocking swffers 
to preClOUS collectibles. 
The best-dressed stuffed 
animals in town! 
772-4638 
25 TEMPl.E STREET 
NEED SOME LAST MINUTE GIFTS? 
COME TO PLAY IT AGAIN! 
.THE ALL I GATO R R ECO R DS· 
CDs, tapes, accessories, new and previously viewed videos & 
used CDs. Also a wide selection of import CDs. And don't forget 
our s~ial WCLZ section. Gift Certificates Available! 
, Videos Tapes . 
, CD's, Nintendo ' 
24 U.S. Route 1 
Yarmouth, ME 04096 
207-846-4711 
Open 10-10,7 days 
ECOLOGY HOUSE 
Gifts of Environmental Consciousness 
Calendars, Calen:dars, Calendars 
Gifts For A New Year! 
from: ,#t#i}$mMgM§fiMFI:~MHt'tHm~,m\mwrlr:?~IrWNn%l#l 











& others ... 
775-4871 • 49 Exchange St .• Old Port 
775-7441 • Maine Mall. • South Portland 
603-893-7712· The Mall at Rockingham Park.· Salem, NH 
Public Cable 
Public Cable has the 
perfeci gift for every-
one on your list! We 
have The Disney 
Channel for the kids • 
New England Sports 
Network for your 
favorite sports buff, 
and the HBO/Cinemax 
combo for the whole 
family! 
Call 775-2381 now! 
Tommy's 
Be in the height of fashion and 
warmth with a dry paddle top 
and a wetsuit Farmer John or 
Farmer Jane. Our most 
popular models. Drytops from 
$109.95 John or Jane S 114.95 
at Tommy's. 
Tommy's Dive Shop. 
273 Congress St., Portland 
772-5357. 
LA-MERE 
LA-MERE has earned 
the reputation as 
Maine's leader in 
camera, video & home 
electronic equipment 
for ten years. Drive to 
Biddeford to get the 
best prices and enjoy a 
knowledgeable. 
courteous staff. who will 
take the time to help 
you with your selection. 
Southern Maine's true 
electronics superstore! 






ist! A large selection of IBM 
and Macintosh software, CD 
systems and storage plus lots 
of accessories. Electronics 
Boutique, in the Maine Mall. 
So. Portland 772-6564. 
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and more ... 
SIDPWRECK & CARGO 
205 C(JIlme:cial Street, Ponland • 775-3057 
Daily 9-9, Sun 11-5 Free Parking at The Sure!! 
Brass Clock, Gimbal 
Hung in mahogany 
wood case wiIh brass 
inlaid corners . .. $225 
CaptuRe 'Che ylow of 'Che 
\ , 
Santa. Caroling. Christmas Trees. Children's Entertainment. PORTlAND. 
Unique Shopping. Traditional Shopping. Enchanting. PORTLAND. 
This Holiday Season when you think of fun and shopping. think DOWNTOWN. 
Portland Festivities '92 brings together all the 
elements of a magical holiday season, from shopping 
to singing, dining to dancing. 
Utile people can visit with Santa, take a free 
haywagon ride through the streets of Portland, or 
watch sugar-plum fairies dance. 
Big people can luxuriate in the Victorian atmosphere 
while browsing through shops for the perfect gift, or 
enjoying a special meal at one of many downtown and 
Old Port cafes and restaurants. And, parking is 
convenient and free with Park & Shop stamps 
available from dozens of merchants. 
Children of all ages will find something to their liking 
on a calendar packed with pageants, plays and 
performances. 
Come and capture the warm glow of this holiday 
season in Portland. 
Inspirational Clothing 
for the Adventurous Woman! 
Creative Jewelry 
Visit our newly expanded 
store filled with a 
sumptuous selection 
of elegant and affordable treats! 
M - Sat 10-9 • Sun 12-5:30 
52 Exchange Street 772-1699 
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Country "is a way 0 
authentic reproauction furniture hana-maae 
• 6' Comer Cupboard 
with raised-panel door 
, 
in our shop in Port{anti Maine 
• "Bear Bench" Child-size Seat 
.!ilf{ of tlies e 
6eautifu( pieces 
are fiand sandea 
to soften every etfge. 
Square cut nails 
anti aistressea 
finislies ada to 









wootfen toys . 
• 4" Double Door 
Miniature Jelly Cupboard 
with Cathedral Doors 
• 18th Century Grandfather 
Clock reproduction with 
exquisitely stenciled face and 
secret compartment! 
For the _G_iv_e_y_ou_fs_e_lf_or_som.e __ on_e_y_ou_l_ov_e_a_p_iec_e_of_c_ou_n_try_._, V_is_it_us_at_ 
Lave of Country 
1917 Forest Avenue (corner of Riverside & 302) 
Portland • 797 .. 7557 or 797 .. 9795 
10 .. 5, Monday .. Saturday & 12 .. 5, Sunday 
